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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate the hierarchical phrase-based approach to machine
translation, with special attention to the search problem. This approach is nowadays
one of the most widely applied for statistical machine translation, and thus a detailed
study helps in advancing the state-of-the-art in the field.
Two are the most widely used algorithms for translating using the hierarchical
phrase-based approach: cube pruning and cube growing. For each of this algorithms
we study their behaviour in terms of translation quality and computational require-
ments (speed and memory usage), and propose novel extensions which improve the
computational costs of the generation process. These extensions enable us to apply
the hierarchical approach to wider domains and allow the use of larger sets of parallel
corpora, which in turn improve translation quality.
Furthermore, we design extensions of the hierarchical model that include lin-
guistically motivated information into the translation process, comparing them with
other approaches proposed by other research groups. By inspecting the behaviour of
one of these methods, which includes additional information in the form of syntac-
tic constituents, we propose a generalization that retains the structural properties
of the model, but substitutes the syntactic information by information derived from
automatic clustering techniques. This allows the use of this method for a broader
spectrum of languages, where the necessary linguistic tools for the original method
may not be available.
An additional result of this thesis is the open source machine translation toolkit
Jane, which was made available to the scientific community, free of charge for non-
commercial purposes. The methods described in this thesis are all implemented in
the toolkit, which provides a wider dissemination of the results, as well as allowing
better replicability. Some practical implementation aspects are also discussed in this
thesis.
In the second part of the thesis, we turn our attention to the evaluation of ma-
chine translation output, focusing on three concrete subtopics of this broad area.
First, we propose a novel method for performing human evaluation based on binary
comparisons, which aims at speeding up the time-consuming process of evaluating
machine translation output by human judges. Second, we present a framework for
the classification of errors in machine-generated translations, which allows to detect
the main problems of a translation system and focus research efforts. Lastly, we give
evidence about the lack of correlation between the alignment error rate measure and
the final translation quality, thus motivating a better inspection of the improvements
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of alignment methods in the literature.
Finally, we analyze the possibility of constructing a machine translation system
that operates on the level of letters instead of words. While such a translation system
is mainly of academic interest, such an approach can be applied in fields like machine
transliteration of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird der hierarchischen phrasenbasierten Ansatz zur maschinellen
U¨bersetzung untersucht, mit besonderem Focus auf das Suchproblem. Heutzutage ist
dieser Ansatz einer der meist benutzten Verfahren in der statistischen maschinellen
U¨bersetzung, und somit hilft eine detaillierte Studie bei der Dokumentation und
Weiterentwicklung des Stand der Technik in diesem Bereich.
Die zwei Algorithmen, die am ha¨ufigsten fu¨r die U¨bersetzung mit dem hierar-
chischen phrasenbasierten Ansatz verwendet werden sind cube pruning und cube
growing. Wir untersuchen das Verhalten jedes dieser Algorithmen bezu¨glich U¨ber-
setzungsqualita¨t und der Anforderungen an Rechnergeschwindigkeit und Hauptspei-
cher. Wir schlagen neue Erweiterungen vor, die die Rechneranforderungen der U¨ber-
setzung reduzieren. Diese Erweiterungen ermo¨glichen uns, den hierarchischen Ansatz
fu¨r weitere Bereiche anzuwenden, und ermo¨glichen den Einsatz von gro¨ßeren Men-
gen von parallelen Korpora, was wiederum zu einer Verbesserung der Qualita¨t der
U¨bersetzung fu¨hrt.
Dru¨ber hinaus entwickeln wir Erweiterungen des hierarchischen Modells, die zu-
sa¨tzliche, linguistisch motivierte Information in die U¨bersetzung einbeziehen. Wir
vergleichen diese Erweiterungen mit alternativen Ansa¨tze, die von anderen Forscher-
gruppen vorgeschlagen wurden. Durch die Analyse der Vorgehensweise einer dieser
Methoden, die zusa¨tzliche Information in Form von syntaktischen Konstituenten an-
wendet, entwickeln wir eine Verallgemeinerung, die die strukturellen Eigenschaften
des Modells beibeha¨lt, aber die syntaktische Information mit Merkmale erga¨nzt, die
aus automatischem Clustering gewonnenen wurden. Dies ermo¨glicht den Einsatz die-
ser Methode auch fu¨r Sprachen, fu¨r die die nicht die erforderlichen linguistische Hilfs-
mittel vorhanden sind.
Ein weiteres Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Open-Source maschinelle U¨bersetzung
Toolkit Jane, die fu¨r die wissenschaftliche Gemeinschaft zur freien Verfu¨gung gestellt
worden ist, kostenlos fu¨r nicht-kommerzielle Zwecke. Die in dieser Arbeit beschrie-
ben Methoden sind alle in diesem Toolkit umgesetzt, was eine weitere Verbreitung
und Reproduzierbarkeit der Ergebnisse ermo¨glicht. Einige praktische Aspekte der
Umsetzung werden auch in dieser Arbeit behandelt.
In dem zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit, betrachten wir die Bewertung der Ausgabe der
maschinellen U¨bersetzung, wobei der Schwerpunkt auf drei konkreten Themen die-
ses breiten Gebietes gesetzt wird. Zuna¨chst schlagen wir ein neues Verfahren fu¨r die
Durchfu¨hrung der menschlichen Evaluierung vor, die auf paarweisen Vergleiche ba-
siert. Das Ziel ist eine Beschleunigung des zeitaufwa¨ndigen Prozesses der Bewertung
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maschineller U¨bersetzungen durch menschliche Experten. Zweitens entwickeln wir ein
System fu¨r die Klassifizierung von Fehlern in maschinell generierten U¨bersetzungen,
die die Erkennung von bestimmten Ma¨ngeln eines U¨bersetzungssystems ermo¨glicht
und damit eine gezielte Ausrichtung weiterer Forschungsarbeiten ermo¨glicht. Ab-
schließend beschreiben wir die mangelnde Korrelation zwischen der Alignmentfehler-
rate (alignment error rate) und der Qualita¨t der U¨bersetzung. Damit geben wir eine
Motivation fu¨r eine bessere Kontrolle der Ergebnisse von Alignment-Methoden in der
Literatur.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit analysieren wir die Mo¨glichkeit, ein maschinelles U¨ber-
setzungssystem auf Buchstabenebene zu konstruieren, anstatt auf Wortebene. Zwar
ist ein solches U¨bersetzungssystem hauptsa¨chlich von akademischem Interesse, aber
ein solcher Ansatz kann auch in anderen Bereiche wie z.B. maschineller Translitera-
tion oder Aussprachegenerierung angewendet werden.
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Introduction
Machine translation, often abbreviated as MT, is a discipline in the field of com-
putational linguistics, whose objective is to translate sentences in a given human
language to another human language in an automatic fashion. First attempts in this
area started in the 1950s [Bar-Hillel 51, IBM 54], but the goal of high-quality, fully
automatic translation has proven to be an elusive one. State-of-the-art systems gen-
erate translations that, although understandable, are quite often ungrammatical and
need a significant amount of post-editing effort if they are to be deployed in areas
where high-quality translations are needed.
Nevertheless, machine translation has proven to be a big aid, both for professional
translators as well as end-users. Professional translators can benefit from a first,
rough version of the translation of a text. They can go through this version and just
amend the mistakes present in the computer-generated output. Other systems aim to
help the professional translator in a more dynamic way. A frequently used approach
is to offer translations of sentences or parts of sentences which have been previously
translated. The human-translator may then adapt these proposals to the text he is
currently translating. Newer systems try to extend this approach by generating new,
unseen translations of new data on the fly and offer these new alternatives to the
human translator.
For the end user it is often not necessary to have a completely correct translation.
The world wide web is a perfect example for this kind of scenario. When a user arrives
at, say, a news web page in a different language, she is interested in knowing the
content of the news. A translation which is completely correct is not so important
in this context. In this situation a fully automatic system may very well be used
on its own, and every day there are more internet-based companies offering on-line
translation services.
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interlingua
source text target text
generationan
al
ys
is
direct translation
transfer
Figure 1.1: Pyramid diagram of translation approaches.
1.1 Approaches for machine translation
An accurate classification of the methods used for machine translation is difficult
to accomplish. One of the classical classification schemes was proposed by [Vauquois
68] and has an intuitive visual representation, depicted in Figure 1.1. It is only a
rough approximation to the different translation approaches, but it aids in obtaining
a global picture of different approaches for the problem.
The source text is in the lower left corner of the pyramid and its translation
(the target text) is in the lower right corner. We may take several paths along the
pyramid.
We could climb to the top of the pyramid by performing an analysis of the source
text. The goal is to obtain a language-independent representation of the information
contained in the source text. This representation would be encoded in an “interlin-
gua”, a meta-language that is able to represent the semantic meaning of a text. Using
this representation, a generation process would then produce the text in the target
language. It can be argued that this process mimics the way a human translator
works, in a very rough way.
This approach, although appealing from a theoretical point of view, needs the
combination of three very difficult tasks on their own account. First, the definition of
an interlingua that is able to represent the semantics of natural language is a difficult
endeavour. The analysis of natural languages in order to extract the semantics in the
text is a goal which linguists and computer scientists have been trying to accomplish,
and it is still an open problem. And lastly the generation of natural language text
is also a non-trivial task. This approach has thus difficulties for general domain
translation, but can be useful for restricted domains and small tasks.
Other possibility is to go from the source text to the target next directly through
the “basis of the pyramid”, performing a direct translation. In this way we treat the
source and the target texts simply as sequences of words, without consideration of
the additional semantic meaning of the text. The goal is to find a mapping of words
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or sequences of words from one language to the other. Normally such approaches
would use of additional information for trying to achieve a well-formed structure of
the target text.
Some methods based on this approach have proven to be quite effective. Statistical
machine translation, which we will describe in more detail in the next section and
in Chapter 3, can be considered one example of these techniques. The relatively
simple principle behind this approach allows a big flexibility in modelling and the
development of efficient methods for carrying out the translation.
Another approach would be to go for the middle ground. We can perform some
analysis of the source text, but we do not try to represent the full semantics of the
sentence. This information can be transferred to a similar representation for the
target language and then the target text can be generated.
Syntax based machine translation systems would constitute an example of this
approach. These kind of systems try to find out the syntax structure of the source
sentence (normally in the form of a parse tree), transform this information into a
syntax structure in the target language and generate the target language text using
this structure.
As pointed out before, this classification is by no means exhaustive, but it helps
to gain a global picture. Some methods may not cleanly fit in any of the categories
explained. Some approaches, for example, do not analyze the source text but gener-
ate a syntax structure of the target text. These approaches would go “diagonally”
through the pyramid.
1.1.1 Statistical machine translation
In this section we will give a short introduction to the statistical approach to
machine translation, as this is the paradigm most of the work in this thesis is based on.
We will maintain the discussion at an intuitive level, explaining the principles behind
this approach. A more formal and detailed description will be given in Chapter 3.
The statistical approach to machine translation applies the principles of statistical
decision theory to the task of machine translation. A well known principle in this
area, the so called Bayes Decision Rule, shows that in order to minimize the expected
error in a decision taking procedure, we should make the decision with maximum
probability given the available information. For machine translation the definition of
“error” is a complicated matter, but under a quite strict definition of correctness of
a translation we may take this rule as valid.
Bayes Decision Rule tells us how to proceed, but we still have to tackle two
big problems. The first one is how to define the probability of a translation (given
the source text). There are different models that assign probabilities to possible
translations. They range from simple word-based models to models which assign
probabilities to full structures in the source and the target languages. Single word
based models assign probabilities to different words, in a similar way as could be
found in a dictionary (with included probabilities, a feature most dictionaries do not
have). Other models deal with groups of words in the source and target languages,
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thus trying to take more context information into account. Further models may
assign probabilities to more complex structures both in the source or in the target
language. Examples may include syntax trees or dependency information.
One common characteristic for all of these approaches is that the models can be
learnt from data. Statistical models normally have a big number of free parameters
that have to be estimated in order to define a concrete probability model. These
parameters include, for example, the probabilities that a word in the target language
is the translation of a word in the source language. In order to estimate these
probabilities, big amounts of parallel data are collected, i.e. texts in one language
that have been translated into the other. By defining an appropriate criterion, the
parameters can be learnt automatically from this data. More details will be given in
Chapter 3.
This ability to learn from data is one of the main advantages of the statistical ap-
proach to machine translation. We can reuse the same system for different language
pairs, training new models just by providing new parallel data. Of course the collec-
tion of translated texts is also a difficult and time consuming tasks, but normally the
effort is less than the one needed to develop a new translation system from scratch.
1.2 About this thesis
In this thesis we present, analyze and extend the hierarchical phrase-based model
for machine translation. This approach was presented first in [Chiang 05] and it
is currently one widely used translation model, that achieves state-of-the-art trans-
lation results in different tasks. We present the model in Chapter 4, providing a
formalization of the translation process as a dynamic programming process. The
high flexibility of the model implies that the translation process itself is a costly pro-
cedure and special attention must be paid to efficient algorithms for translation. We
analyze and extend current state-of-the-art translation algorithms in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6 we present some enhancements to the hierarchical phrase-based transla-
tion model, including extensions that aim to include more syntactic information into
the model.
An additional result of the work carried out in this thesis is Jane, an open-source
toolkit that implements all the methods described in this thesis and is available for
non-commercial purposes to the scientific community. The main features of this
toolkit are also be presented in Chapter 6.
In this thesis we also discuss some aspects about the evaluation of machine trans-
lation output. This is by no means a trivial task, due the high variability of pos-
sible translations for a given sentence. Automatic scores often rely on one or more
golden reference translations to compare translation hypotheses with. However, it
is of course impossible to generate an exhaustive list of all possible translations of
a given text. Human evaluation is a more flexible approach to evaluation, but is
a time consuming task and has some additional difficulties, like non-reproducibility
and evaluator biases. Some aspects of both automatic and human evaluation are
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discussed in Chapter 7.
Lastly, in Chapter 8, we investigate the possibility of performing translation at
the level of letters instead of words. While such an approach is more of academic
interest for a general-purpose translation system, such methods are interesting for
subtasks in machine translation, like for example transliteration of foreign names.
1.3 Related work
This thesis is just a small contribution to the wide field of machine translation.
As such it is best understood in the context of the work of many other people per-
taining to different groups around the world. In this section we give an overview of
publications that are directly related to the topics we deal with.
Because different topics are handled in this work, we will organize this overview
following the same structure as the chapters in the thesis.
Hierarchical phrase-based translation (Chapter 4) The first time the concept
of hierarchical phrases appears in the literature of machine translation, albeit with
the name pattern pairs, is in the work by [Block 00] on example based machine
translation. [Zens 02] shortly discusses this concept and suggests applying it to
statistical machine translation. However, this line of work was not continued.
The current reference work for the hierarchical phrase-based translation approach
is [Chiang 05] and its extension as journal paper [Chiang 07]. A detailed analysis of
the search problem as a deductive system can be found in [Lopez 09], although in
this work we will take an alternative approach and formulate the search as a dynamic
programming problem.
Efficient search (Chapter 5) As will be discussed later, the translation process
in a hierarchical phrase-based system can be thought of as composed of two more or
less independent parts: a parsing procedure and the computation of language model
scores of the implicitly generated translations.
Parsing is one of the classical topics in computer science and there exists a vast
set of literature dealing with the problem. One of the most widely used algorithms
is the cyk algorithm, named after the three authors that independently developed
the algorithm [Cocke 69, Younger 67, Kasami 65]. In this work we will start with
the so-called cyk+ algorithm, a generalisation of the cyk algorithm [Chappelier &
Rajman 98].
The inclusion of language model information in the translation process is also
described in [Chiang 07], where the cube pruning algorithm is introduced. A more
detailed explanation can be found in [Huang & Chiang 07], where the cube growing
algorithm is introduced, an on-demand version of the cube pruning algorithm. Both
algorithms are adaptations of the n-best derivations algorithms for context free gram-
mars introduced in [Huang & Chiang 05], extended for dealing with the peculiarities
of statistical machine translation.
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These algorithms are analyzed in detail in Chapter 5 and two extensions are
presented. The first one will adapt concepts of the search process of the standard
phrase-based translation approach to the case of hierarchical phrase-based transla-
tion. A good overview of the methods we will investigate can be found in [Zens 08].
The second extension will deal with computing an heuristic for the language model
computation. This work takes inspiration from [Petrov & Haghighi+ 08].
There are other approaches for dealing with the generation process in the hierar-
chical phrase-based approach. One of the first alternative approaches was presented
in [Watanabe & Tsukada+ 06], where the authors adapt the standard left-to-right
generation approach widely used in standard phrase-based translation to a restricted
sub-model of the hierarchical phrase-based approach. This approach can be gener-
alized to the unconstrained hierarchical model, but then the search process is less
efficient as when using the standard algorithms.
Another alternative is the two pass approach based on n-best lists presented in
[Venugopal & Zollmann+ 07] and implemented in the first versions of the open source
decoder SAMT1 [Zollmann & Venugopal 06]. One further possibility is to formulate
the translation model as a tree automaton and apply some of the standard methods
for dealing with such models [May & Knight 06].
Another recent approach represents the space of possible translations of a given
source sentence as a finite state automaton (extracted from the chart constructed by
the cyk algorithm) and proceeds to compute the language model score by composing
this search space with a weighted finite state automaton representing the language
model [Iglesias & de Gispert+ 09]. This approach allows for easy inclusion of other
techniques like forward-backward pruning or Bayes risk decoding.
Enhancements (Chapter 6) One natural direction to extend the hierarchical
model is to include syntax information in the translation process. The formalization
of the model as a context free grammar offers this possibility in a natural way. In
fact, the original author considers the original model to be “a shift to the formal
machinery of syntax-based translation systems without any linguistic commitment”
[Chiang 05]. Several authors have tried to bring the linguistic component back into
the model.
One prime example is the SAMT system [Zollmann & Venugopal 06], where
the general non-terminal symbols in the context free grammar are substituted by
linguistically motivated ones. [Venugopal & Zollmann 09] extend this concept where
the hard-constraints imposed by the extended set of non-terminals are relaxed, and
the linguistic information is included in a purely statistical way, without limitation
of the generation capabilities of the hierarchical model.
This direction of including syntax information as additional features is also fol-
lowed by [Marton & Resnik 08], where probabilistic features are computed depending
of how well the parse tree of the hierarchical model fits with linguistic information.
1Newer versions also use the cube pruning algorithm.
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The work on syntax-based statistical machine translation can be thought be-
ing initiated by [Yamada & Knight 01], although the initial systems were not much
successful. Later work has shown that the use of syntax for translation achieves im-
provements in translation quality, see for example [Galley & Hopkins+ 04] or [Marcu
& Wang+ 06]). These works go apart from the standard phrase-based approach by
defining new translation units and extraction procedures, but they try to still keep
the advantages of phrase-based translation [DeNeefe & Knight+ 07].
Another direction in which we will extend the hierarchical model is the inclusion
of additional reordering. We adapt one widely used reordering model of the phrase-
based translation approach, applied for example in [Och & Tillmann+ 99, Koehn
04, Och & Ney 04]. Recently more advanced models have appeared in the literature,
e.g. [Zens & Ney 06, Koehn & Hoang+ 07].
We also present an open-source implementation of the hierarchical model, result
of the work presented in this thesis. Other open source systems are also available for
this approach, including SAMT [Zollmann & Venugopal 06], Joshua [Li & Callison
Burch+ 09], Moses [Koehn & Hoang+ 07] and Cdec [Dyer & Lopez+ 10].
On the evaluation of machine translation (Chapter 7) In Chapter 7, different
aspects of machine translation evaluation will be discussed. First we will concentrate
on the evaluation of machine translation output. This is a very broad topic, and a big
number of publications deal with this problem. We can distinguish two approaches
to machine translation evaluation: automatic and manual evaluation.
Automatic evaluation is normally based in a comparison of the machine trans-
lation output with a human-produced “gold standard” translation of the same text.
The most widely used measures nowadays are the bleu [Papineni & Roukos+ 02], the
ter [Snover & Dorr+ 06] and the Meteor [Banerjee & Levie 05] scores, but every
year new measures are proposed and dedicated workshops are organized to evaluate
them. Automatic evaluation is therefore still an open problem.
Human evaluation is more flexible in the sense that no reference translation is
needed. One of the most widespread procedure for carrying out such an evaluation
is based on the manual scoring of each sentence with two numerical values between
1 and 5. However [Koehn & Monz 06] shows that even if human judges have explicit
evaluation guidelines at hand, they still find it difficult to assign these numerical
values. We will present a method that aims to simplify the task of the judges and
allows to rank the systems according to their translation quality.
We will also analyze the alignment error rate metric, a measure of alignment
quality. In [Fraser & Marcu 07] the authors conduct an experimental study on the
correlation of aer and the actual translation performance. To our knowledge this is
the first work that carries out such a detailed study. The conclusion of their work
is that the alignment error rate is not a good measure for predicting translation
performance and propose to use the “standard” F-measure directly. We will also
include this measure in our analysis.
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Letter-based translation (Chapter 8) Not much related work concerning the
topic of this chapter can be found in the literature. After the first publication of this
method in [Vilar & Peter+ 07], [Tiedemann 09] closely follows the methods described
in the paper for the translation between Norwegian and Swedish.
Similar methodologies can be found for the task of transliteration (see e.g. [Hasan
& Ney 09]) or grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (e.g. [Bisani & Ney 02]), but these
topics go beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be discussed in detail.
Science is what we understand well enough to ex-
plain to a computer. Art is everything else we do.
— Foreword to “A=B”
Donald E. Knuth
2
Scientific goals
In this thesis we pursue following scientific goals:
• We will analyze the hierarchical phrase-based approach and compare it with the
state-of-the-art phrase-based translation approach. We will present a transition
from the latter model to the hierarchical one, and show how the addition of
hierarchical rules improves the quality of the translation.
• We will analyze the generation problem for the hierarchical phrase-based model
in detail. We will formulate the translation process as a dynamic programming
problem. This is more consistent with the existent literature about statistical
machine translation than the usual formulation for hierarchical models as a
deduction system. In addition this will allow us to provide an estimation of the
asymptotic cost of the translation process.
• We will analyze and expand the search algorithms for the hierarchical phrase-
based translation model. We will investigate the state-of-the-art search algo-
rithms: cube pruning and cube growing.
• For the cube pruning algorithm we will adapt the concept of coverage pruning
widely used for translation with the standard phrase-based translation model.
The goal will be to reduce running time without sacrificing translation quality.
• For the cube growing algorithm we will analyze the standard language model
heuristic. This issue is barely discussed by the original authors of the algorithm,
but we will show that it is a key issue in the performance of the algorithm. We
will propose a new heuristic based on word clustering techniques and compare
its efficiency with the standard one.
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• We will propose enhancements to the hierarchical phrase-based translation
model that include additional syntactic information. These will range from
simple additional features at phrase level that reflect whether the phrases cor-
respond with syntactic constructs to more advanced approaches that assign
probabilities taking an (approximate) full syntactic parsing tree into account.
We will study the effect of each of this extensions and if the translation quality
may be improved by combining them.
• We will propose an alternative to one of the above methods using phrase clus-
tering instead of a given parse tree. In this way we will eliminate the need
for additional information in form of a linguistic parse tree, which may not be
available for all languages. We will compare this novel approach to the purely
syntactic methods.
• We will study how additional reordering techniques on top of the reordering
capabilities inherent to the hierarchical phrase-based translation model improve
the translation quality. This will be achieved by redefining only a small part of
the grammar underlying the translation model.
• We will study human evaluation of translation hypotheses by means of binary
comparisons. In this way we will ease the task for the human judges and in-
crease reproducibility of such evaluations, two of the main drawbacks of current
techniques.
• We will present a framework for error analysis of translation output. A proper
formalization aids in discovering possible weak points in a translation system
and in focusing the research effort in the most critical parts of the system.
We will compare a phrase-based system and a hierarchical system using this
method.
• We will discuss the alignment error rate measure, which is often used to measure
the quality of a word alignment. We will show that we can not rely on this
measure alone in order to improve the quality of a translation system.
• We will also discuss the possibility of considering letters, instead of words, as
the basic translation unit for related languages. The performance of such a
system will not be on par with translating whole words, but this approach is
specially interesting for some sub-tasks of machine translation, like for example
transliteration of foreign names.
Many phenomena in science are stochastic, and the
simplest model of them is a probabilistic model; I
believe language is such a phenomenon and there-
fore that probabilistic models are our best tool for
representing facts about language, for algorithmi-
cally processing language, and for understanding
how humans process language.
— On Chomsky and the Two Cultures of
Statistical Learning
Peter Norvig 3
Preliminaries
In this chapter we will discuss some background concepts necessary for a better
understanding of the following material. The topics described here have been pre-
sented in previous work by several authors. Only a concise overview will be given
here, for more details the reader is advised to consult the referenced bibliography.
3.1 Statistical machine translation
In this thesis we will concentrate on the statistical approach to machine transla-
tion (see also Section 1.1.1). The main goal of this approach is to define statistical
models for the translation process, whose parameters can be learnt automatically
from large amounts of parallel data, i.e. texts in two different languages which are
translations of each other. This approach was initiated by [Brown & Cocke+ 88] and
[Brown & Cocke+ 90] introducing the so called IBM models. The whole formalization
of these models can be found in [Brown & Della Pietra+ 93].
3.1.1 Single word based models
The initial work by the IBM group was based on the source-channel approach.
We are given a source language sentence fJ1 = f1 . . . fJ of length J (f stands for
“French” in the original papers, and has since then been the standard notation for
the source language) which is to be translated into a target language sentence eI1
of length I (e for “English”). Bayes decision rule states that the probability of
translation errors at sentence level is minimized if we choose the translation with the
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maximum conditional probability, i.e.
fJ1 → eˆI1(fJ1 ) = argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1|fJ1 )
}
, (3.1)
where eˆI1 denotes the translation we select for the given sentence.
The authors then proceed to decompose this probability into two further proba-
bility distributions:
eˆI1(f
J
1 ) = argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1|fJ1 )
}
(3.2)
= argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1)p(f
J
1 |eI1)
p(fJ1 )
}
(3.3)
= argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1)p(f
J
1 |eI1)
}
. (3.4)
Equation (3.3) is obtained by applying Bayes Rule, and noting that the expression
p(fJ1 ) is independent of the maximizing variable we arrive at Equation (3.4).
The term p(fJ1 |eI1) gets further decomposed in various ways, defining the widely
known five IBM models. A different decomposition results in the closely related and
widely used HMM translation model [Vogel & Ney+ 96]. A common key concept in
all of them is the concept of alignment, a relation between source and target words,
reflecting which ones are translations of each other. Mathematically alignments con-
stitute a hidden variable when modelling the translation probability p(fJ1 |eI1).
The general concept of alignment allows for an unrestricted correspondence be-
tween source and target words, i.e. a source word may be aligned to none, one or
several target words, and similarly for the inverse direction. In order to simplify the
models, however, the alignments considered in the IBM models were restricted to be
of a functional form (one source word can be aligned to at most one target word or
vice-versa, depending of the alignment direction).
The reason for the definition of a series of probabilistic models is to be able to
better train them. The training of the models follows a maximum likelihood approach
using an iterative method known as Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm.
The outcome of this algorithm is highly dependent on the start values used for the
parameters. The key point in the series of the IBM models is to use the optimized
values of one model to initialize the optimization of the next model. First the IBM1
model is trained (which can be shown to be convex, and thus to have only one
optimum). The resulting values are used as initialization for the training of the
IBM2 model, and so forth.
The architecture of a system using these translation models is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.1. Two additional modules have been added in this diagram: one performing a
preprocessing of the text to translate, adapting it to the translation system, and one
performing a postprocessing of the resulting translated text, making it more readable
for humans. A typical example for a preprocessing step would be a tokenization of
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Preprocessing
Global Search
argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1)p(f
J
1 |eI1)
}
Postprocessing
Source Sentence
Target Sentence
Translation model p(fJ1 |eI1)
Language model p(eI1)
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the source-channel approach to machine translation. The
two main models are the language model and the translation model (which is normally
further decomposed into a lexicon and an alignment model). These are combined for
computing a total translation probability which has to be maximized in a global
search.
the input text, separating punctuation symbols from the words themselves, and the
corresponding postprocessing step would join the punctuation symbols again. These
steps greatly vary in complexity depending on the task at hand. For most European
language pairs they consist of tokenization, normalization of abbreviations and casing
information and perhaps detection of numbers or other tokens that can be directly
copied to the translated output. For the translation of Chinese to English, on the
other hand, the preprocessing normally consists of segmentation of the input text
into words, which is a research topic on itself.
The original IBM models are hardly used nowadays for translation purposes,
as more advanced models have been shown to clearly outperform this translation
approach (see for example the discussion of the phrase-based models in Section 3.1.3).
They are, however, still widely used for defining word-level alignments for the training
data. Once the IBM models are trained (via the EM Algorithm), the alignments with
maximum probability using the estimated parameters can be extracted. These are the
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so called Viterbi alignments. Because of the functional restrictions in the IBM models,
for most language pairs the resulting alignments are not flexible enough to reflect the
correct correspondences between the words in the source and the target languages.
One common method to improve the alignment quality is to train the alignments in
both source-to-target and target-to-source directions and combine them using some
heuristic approach (see for example [Och & Ney 03]). These alignments are the
standard starting point for most state-of-the-art translation models used nowadays.
Figure 3.3 on page 17 shows an example alignment between a German sentence and
its corresponding English translation.
3.1.2 Log-linear modelling
Current state-of-the-art systems do not normally use the source-channel approach
for translation purposes. Instead they apply a log-linear model decomposition [Och &
Ney 02] which allows more flexibility, as additional knowledge sources can be included
in an easy way. The posterior probability in such a model has the form
p(eI1|fJ1 ) =
exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(f
J
1 , e
I
1)
)
∑
e˜I1
exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(f
J
1 , e˜
I
1)
) . (3.5)
The hm(f
J
1 , e
I
1) in Equation 3.5 constitute a set of M feature functions, each of which
has an associated scaling factor λm. In this approach, the inclusion of new models
can be carried out by designing new feature functions. The structure of the model
ensures that we always stay in a correct mathematical formulation.
The denominator in Equation 3.5 is a normalization factor which is independent
of the translation eI1 and can be suppressed when searching for the best translation
in a similar way as was done in Equation 3.4. The resulting decision rule is thus
fJ1 → eˆI1(fJ1 ) = argmax
eI1
{
p(eI1|fJ1 )
}
(3.6)
= argmax
eI1
 exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(f
J
1 , e
I
1)
)
∑
e˜I1
exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(f
J
1 , e˜
I
1)
)
 (3.7)
= argmax
eI1
{
M∑
m=1
λmhm(f
J
1 , e
I
1)
}
(3.8)
= argmin
eI1
{
M∑
m=1
(−λmhm(fJ1 , eI1))
}
(3.9)
Note that the exponential function, being a monotonic function, can also be ignored in
the maximization process in (3.8). In the last step of this derivation (Equation 3.9) we
substitute the maximization by a minimization by taking the negative of the feature
functions. This is usual practice and we then speak of the cost of a translation. The
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...
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the log-linear translation model. An arbitrary number of
feature function can be used in this approach.
translation process will then consist in finding the sentence in the target language
with minimum cost. We will adopt this terminology.
It should be noted that the source-channel approach is a specific case of the log-
linear model. We can arrive at decision rule (3.3) from (3.7) by setting M = 2,
h1(f
J
1 , e
I
1) = log p(e
I
1), h2(f
J
1 , e
I
1) = log p(f
J
1 |eI1) and λ1 = λ2 = 1. The log-linear
approach can thus be thought of as a generalization of the source-channel approach
which allows more modelling flexibility. The architecture of a system using this
approach is shown in Figure 3.2.
The scaling factors λm are selected by optimizing some criterion on the pro-
vided data for training the systems. Initially, the maximum entropy criterion1 was
used [Och & Ney 02]. Current systems directly optimize the performance on a devel-
opment set, i.e. a held-out subset of the training data, and thus the training criterion
better reflects the evaluation criterion [Och 03]. Usual criteria for training the scaling
1Some people still refer to this model as a “maximum entropy model”. However it is better to
distinguish between the probabilistic model which has a log-linear form and the criterion with which
it is trained.
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factors are the bleu score [Papineni & Roukos+ 02] and the ter metric [Snover &
Dorr+ 06].
3.1.3 Phrase-based machine translation
One of the main limitations of the IBM models (as well as the HMM model) is
the modelling of the lexical probabilities, i.e. how to model the probabilities that a
word is a translation from another. Given a functional alignment aJ1 as used in these
models, i.e. a function from source to target sentence position, the lexical probabilities
have the simple form p(fj |eaj ). That is, the probability for a word fj depends only
on the word in the other language it has been aligned to, eaj . No other contextual
information is taken into account.
To overcome this limitation of the IBM models, new translation models were
proposed, which consider more contextual information. In this section we will present
one of the most successful ones, the phrase-based machine translation model [Och &
Tillmann+ 99, Zens & Och+ 02, Koehn & Och+ 03].
The main difference in this model is that the lexical probabilities are now modelled
using sequences of words, called phrases. Note however that the term phrase in this
context does not have any linguistic signification, it just denotes groups of consecutive
words (either in the source or in the target languages).
Starting point for the phrase extraction process is a parallel training corpus with
its associated word alignment. This word alignment is usually computed by training
a sequence of IBM models as described in Section 3.1.1. We then extract a set of
phrase pairs 〈f˜ , e˜〉, with f˜ and e˜ non-empty contiguous subsequences of source and
target words respectively, such that the words in f˜ are aligned only to words in e˜
and vice-versa.
More formally, given a pair of training sentences (fJ1 , e
I
1) and a corresponding word
alignment A between them represented as a set of index pairs, the set of phrases that
are extracted is defined as
P(fJ1 , eI1,A) =
{〈f j2j1 , ei2i1〉 |j1, j2, i1, i2 s.t.
∀(j, i) ∈ A : j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 ⇔ i1 ≤ i ≤ i2
∧ ∃(j, i) ∈ A : (j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 ∧ i1 ≤ i ≤ i2)
}
.
(3.10)
Figure 3.3 shows an example alignment between a German sentence translated
into English. Possible phrases that we can extract following the definition in Equa-
tion (3.10) include single-word translation pairs like 〈Die, The〉, 〈ich, I〉 and 〈Ko-
mission, Commission〉, but also multi-word expressions like 〈Die Kommission schla¨gt
vor, The Commission suggests〉 or 〈ich stimme dieser Forderung zu, I agree with this
request〉. Note that, for example, 〈Fristen, deadlines〉 is not a valid phrase pair due to
the alignment point connecting “die” with “deadlines”.2 Multi-word phrases model
2Nevertheless, in practical implementations, such invalid single-word phrases may be extracted
with a low probability in order to guarantee that the system is able to translate every word that has
been seen in the training corpus.
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Figure 3.3: Alignment between the sentences “Die Komission schla¨gt vor, die Fristen
zu verku¨rzen, und ich stimme dieser Forderung zu” (German) and “The Commission
suggests shorter deadlines, and I agree with this request.” (English).
local context dependencies and local word reorderings in an efficient way.
The phrase extraction procedure is performed for every sentence pair in the train-
ing corpus, gathering thus a large amount of these bilingual phrases. For each of them
a probability is estimated, normally by relative frequencies. The translation proce-
dure consists then in the segmentation of the source sentence according to the phrase
inventory, the translation of each of these segments with the corresponding target
side and the final composition of these translated segments into a complete phrase.
In this last step additional reorderings may occur, if the composition of the phrases
does not follow a monotonic structure.
The probability of a translation is computed as the product of the probabilities of
each of the phrase pairs used in the translation. This probability (or its logarithm)
is then used as a feature in the log-linear model combination (Eq. 3.5).
3.1.3.1 Additional models
The concept “phrase-based translation model” normally encloses the whole set of
models used in the log-linear combination, not just the strict phrase-based translation
probabilities described until this point. A state-of-the-art phrase-based translation
system includes these models:
• Phrase-based translation probabilities as previously described in this section.
Normally translation probabilities in two directions are included, for the trans-
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lation from the source language into the target language and for the inverse
direction, namely from the target language into the source language. The goal
of including both probabilities is to provide more robust estimations, as it may
be easier to translate in one direction as in the other.
• Word-based translation models in the spirit of the IBM1 translation model, also
in source to target and target to source directions. These models estimate the
probability of a phrase based on a relatively simple, single-word based lexicon
model. These probabilities serve as smoothing for the phrase-based translation
probabilities described above.
• Additional reordering models, which assign scores to a translation, depending
on the reorderings that take place at phrase level. This is one of the aspects
where most phrase-based translation systems differ, so it is difficult to give a
general description. Possibilities vary from simple models that just take the
reordering distance into account to more sophisticated models that estimate
reordering probabilities depending on the words in the intervening phrases.
• Word and phrase penalties, heuristics that count how many words compose
the translation and how many phrases were used to generate it. These are
very simple models, but they show the flexibility of the log-linear modelling
approach. By adjusting the scaling factors of these features it is possible to
control the length of the produced translation as well as the preference for
longer or shorter phrases.
• A language model (or several), as was used in the source-channel approach. This
is a monolingual probabilistic model that tries to enforce the well-formedness
of the translation.
For the probability models described above, usual practice (using the “cost min-
imization” approach) is to compute the logarithm and define the feature function to
be the negative value thereof.
3.2 Context free grammars
Another concept that will be necessary for the development of the work presented
in this thesis comes from the area of formal languages. We will be dealing with
context free grammars [Chomsky 56] and its generalization to synchronous context
free grammars [Lewis II & Stearns 68].
A context free grammar (CFG) is formally defined as a 4-tuple (N,Σ, R, S),
where:
• N is a finite set of non-terminals,
• Σ is a finite set of terminals, Σ ∩N = ,
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• R ⊂ N × (Σ ∪ N)? is a set of production rules. The rule (X,α) with X ∈ N
and α ∈ (Σ ∪N)? is usually written as X → α,
• S ∈ N is the start symbol.
Given two strings α, γ ∈ (Σ ∪N)∗ and a rule r = A → β ∈ R we can apply the
rule r to the string αAγ, obtaining the string αβγ. We use the notation αAγ ⇒ αβγ.
We define
∗⇒ as the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒, i.e. given a sequence of
strings α1, . . . , αn such that α1 ⇒ α2 ⇒ · · · ⇒ αn we write α1 ∗⇒ αn. The sequence
of strings α1, . . . , αn together with the rules applied for transforming one string into
the other is called a derivation. The language defined by a grammar is the set of all
strings x ∈ Σ? such that S ∗⇒ α. We will write L(G) to denote this language.
Given a grammar G and a string x ∈ Σ?, the decision problem consists in deter-
mining if x ∈ L(G). There are different efficient algorithms to solve this problem.
One of the most widely used ones is the cyk algorithm [Cocke 69, Younger 67, Kasami
65]. The process of finding a derivation which produces a string x starting from the
initial symbol S is normally denoted by parsing. We will discuss parsing algorithms
in more detail in Section 5.1.
Weighted context free grammars are an extension of context free grammars, where
each rule has an associated weight. The weight of a derivation is computed by com-
bining the weights of the intervening rules in an appropriate way. Probabilistic context
free grammars are a special case, where the weights are probability values. The prob-
ability of a derivation is defined as the product of the probabilities of the rules. It can
be shown that if the probability assignment to the rules fulfills certain conditions,
the grammar defines a well-formed probability distribution over the strings in the
language defined by the grammar.
Synchronous context free grammars (SCFG) are a further extension of context free
grammars, where the grammar produces string pairs. We will speak of the source and
target languages. In this case the grammar has an additional target alphabet Γ, as
well as two alphabets of non-terminal symbols, one for the source side and one for the
target side. We will denote these alphabets with the symbols Nf and Ne respectively.
The left-hand side of the rules is now a pair of non-terminals from the set Nf×Ne and
the right-hand side are three-tuples (α, β,∼ ) with α ∈ (Σ ∪Nf )?, β ∈ (Γ ∪Ne)? and
∼ a one-to-one correspondence between the non-terminals of α and β. A derivation
is now defined over pairs of strings, where each non-terminal substitution happens in
a synchronous way on both strings, governed by the ∼ correspondence.
Usual practice is to not differentiate between the non-terminal alphabets of the
source and the target sides. Note that this does not limit the generation power of the
grammar, as one can consider Nf ×Ne, the Cartesian product of the two sets of non-
terminals, to be the new set of non-terminals. In this way we obtain an equivalent
grammar. We will remain with the more general formulation with two separate sets,
as it may ease the formulation of some models used for the translation task.
The parsing problem for synchronous grammars can take two aspects. We can
consider the case where a pair of strings is given and we have to decide if this pair of
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B → vw
Figure 3.4: Example of a hypergraph corresponding to a grammar derivation. The
hypergraph corresponds to the derivation of the string uvw using the grammar shown
on the right. The dashed hyperedges do not strictly correspond to the hypergraph,
but are included for clarity.
strings can be generated by the grammar. The other possibility is that we are given
a string over the first alphabet and we have to determine the string (or possibly the
set of strings) over the second alphabet that are generated synchronously together
with the given string.
SCFGs will be the tool with which we define the hierarchical phrase-based trans-
lation model in Chapter 4. One alphabet will consist of the words in the source
language and the other one of the words in the target language. The translation pro-
cess will then be the second modality of the parsing problem as explained above. We
will find the derivation that produces the given sentence in the source language and
from this derivation we will get the associated sentence in the target language. In the
general case we will obtain a whole set of translations, due to multiple derivations
that produce the given source sentence. We will consider the weighted extension of
SCFGs in the same way as it is applied to monolingual CFGs, by assigning each rule
a weight. In this way we will define costs over sentence translations. These costs
will be included in a log-linear model (Section 3.1.2), combined with other additional
models which will define our complete translation system.
3.3 Hypergraphs
A hypergraph is a generalization of the concept of graph, where the edges (now
called hyperedges) may connect several nodes (hypernodes) at the same time. Al-
though the definition is quite general, we will only make use of the hypergraphs where
a hyperedge connects a (non-empty) set of hypernodes to a goal hypernode.
We will use hypergraphs as representation of the derivations for a given (S)CFG.
Given a derivation d, each non-terminal appearing in any string in d will be repre-
sented by a hypernode. Each ingoing arc represents the rule with which the corre-
sponding non-terminal was substituted. An example is shown in Figure 3.4.
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By extending this representation, including in each hypernode additional position
information, a set of derivations can be represented with a hypergraph. Hypernodes
and hyperedges may be shared among different derivations if they represent the same
information. Thus, a compact representation of the parsing space can be achieved,
and algorithms can be developed which take advantage of this efficient representation.
More details will be discussed in Chapter 5.
We will use the following terminology. If a hyperedge has a hypernode as goal
node, the hypernode has an incoming hyperedge. The other hypernodes will then be
the predecessors along the hyperedge. Going back to the example in Figure 3.4, the
node labelled with S has an incoming hyperedge, let us call it e. The node S has two
predecessors along hyperedge e, namely the nodes A and B. We call the number of
predecessors along a hyperedge as the arity of the hyperedge and will be denoted in
equations with a pair of vertical bars | · |. In the example, |e| = 2.
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The “Strange Loop” phenomenon occurs when-
ever, by moving upwards (or downwards) through
levels of some hierarchial system, we unexpectedly
find ourselves right back where we started.
— Go¨del, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid
Douglas R. Hofstadter
4
Hierarchical phrase-based translation
In this chapter we present an extension to the phrase based translation model
(see Section 3.1.3). We relax the restriction that the words in the phrases must
be consecutive in both languages, thus allowing more flexibility in the statistical
modelling.
4.1 Motivation
The intuitive concept of the hierarchical phrase-based approach is to generalize
the translation units used in the phrase-based approach by allowing gaps in the
phrases. This approach tries to capture long range dependencies, which may be
important in order to generate a correct translation. Let us revisit the example seen
in Section 3.1.3, for a German to English translation task:
German: Die Kommission schla¨gt vor, die Fristen zu verku¨rzen, und ich
stimme dieser Forderung zu.
English: The Commission suggests shorter deadlines, and I agree with
this request.
The alignment between them can be found in Figure 3.3 on page 17.
In German, the verb “zustimmen” (meaning “agree”) is separated in two parts
in certain contexts. In the above example the verb is split in “stimmen” and “zu”
and the construction “dieser Forderung” (meaning “this request”) appears between
them. However, both parts are important to produce the correct translation “agree”,
as there are other verbs with the same main part “stimmen” but with different addi-
tional particles, which then have different meanings (e.g. “abstimmen” – “to adjust”,
“u¨bereinstimmen” – “to conform”). A standard phrase-based system, when seeing
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this training example, would memorize the complete phrase, without generalizing.
This is reflected in the alignments, as “agree” is aligned to both parts of the German
verb. According to Equation 3.10, the smallest phrase containing both parts of the
verb that can be extracted is the one containing the complete construction (see also
the left part of Figure 4.2 on the facing page).
In contrast, the hierarchical phrase-based approach is able to learn that the con-
struction “ich stimme . . . zu” is translated with “I agree with . . . ”. It also learns
that the translation of the gap in the German phrase is translated in the position of
the gap in the English phrase.
Additionally, the hierarchical approach will allow the incorporation of reordering
information into a consistent statistical framework. The details will be clear when
discussing the formalization of the model. The intuitive idea is that a hierarchical
phrase can express the concept that certain words trigger reorderings in the target
language. Taking another example from German to English translation:
German: Ich bedauere dies, denn wir mu¨ssen ta¨tig werden, weil andere
ihre Arbeit nicht gemacht haben.
English: I regret this since we are having to take action because others
have not done their job.
The alignment corresponding to this sentence pair is depicted in Figure 4.1.
The German word for “because” (“weil”) requires the verb phrase (“nicht gemacht
haben”) to be in the final position in the sentence, however in English the sentence
structure does not follow this construction. The hierarchical approach also tries to
model this effect by including the information that the translation of the verb1 in
a subsentence starting with “weil” should appear in another position in the English
sentence.
4.2 Hierarchical phrases
As in the case of standard phrase-based translation, starting point is a word-
aligned bilingual corpus. First we define the set of initial phrases or lexical phrases
(we will use both terms interchangeably) as the set of phrases used for the standard
phrase-based translation approach (see Section 3.1.3). We will then look for phrases
that contain smaller subphrases and produce gaps for them. Starting with the ex-
ample in Figure 3.3 (page 17), we observe that the phrase pair 〈ich stimme dieser
Forderung zu, I agree with this request〉 contains the smaller subphrase 〈this request,
dieser Forderung〉, both of which are consistent with the provided word alignment. In
this case we produce a “gap” in the original larger phrase. This process is illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
1Actually, the model does not distinguish the verb but just “the words at the end of the sentence”.
There are extensions to the model that try to include this kind of syntactic information. We will
discuss such approaches in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.1: Alignment between the sentences “Ich bedauere dies, denn wir mu¨ssen
ta¨tig werden, weil andere ihre Arbeit nicht gemacht haben.” (German) and “I regret
this since we are having to take action because others have not done their job. ” (En-
glish).
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the hierarchical phrase extraction procedure. The sub-
phrase 〈dieser Forderung, this request〉 is suppressed from the larger phrase and
produces a gap.
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The extracted rule denotes that when we find the construction “ich stimme . . . zu”,
with an arbitrary German construction filling the gap, we will translate it with the
English construction “I agree with. . . ”, where the translation of the gap will appear
in the last position in this phrase. This translation process may be applied in a
recursive manner, in the sense that for finding the translation of the words in the gap
we may apply additional hierarchical rules.
The model is formalized as a synchronous contex-free grammar (SCFG, see Sec-
tion 3.2 for the general definition). We will denote with F the set of words (alphabet,
using formal language terminology) of the source language and likewise let E be the
alphabet of the target language. The sets of non-terminals will be denoted as Nf
and Ne, disjunct with F and E respectively. A hierarchical rule has the form
(A,B)→ 〈α, β,∼ 〉 (4.1)
with A ∈ Nf , B ∈ Ne, α ∈ (F ∪ Nf )+, β ∈ (E ∪ Ne)+ and ∼ a one-to-one relation
between the non-terminals in α and β. This relation specifies how the translation
process should proceed, i.e. if the non-terminal X in the source side is related to
non-terminal Y in the target side, the translation of the text substituted for X is
substituted for non-terminal Y .
In the baseline approach to hierarchical phrase-based translation, the identity of
the non-terminals does not have any significance beyond serving as placeholders for
the gaps in the phrases. We will adopt the convention of using A for the non-terminals
in the source side and B for the target side.
Usual practice is to not differentiate between non-terminals in the source and
target side. If two non-terminals are bound via the ∼ relation, they must be the
same by definition. We will however depart from this convention and stay with
the more general definition, allowing different non-terminals to be bound via ∼. As
discussed in Section 3.2, this does not increase the generation power of the grammar,
but can ease the formalization when considering extensions where the identity of the
non-terminals plays a role in the translation process.
The number of non-terminals in the right-hand side of the rule is usually restricted
to a maximum of two. In this way we have three types of rules. Without non-terminal
symbols
(A,B)→ 〈α, β〉 , (4.2)
with one non-terminal
(A,B)→ 〈α1Aα2, β1B β2〉 , (4.3)
and with two non-terminals
(A,B)→ 〈α1Aα2Aα3, β1B β2B β3,∼ 〉 , (4.4)
where α, αi ∈ F? and β, βi ∈ E?. Note that for the rules without or with only one
non-terminal we omitted the ∼ relationship as it is clear for this type of rules.
Normal practice is to write the rules in a more compact notation by specifying
the ∼ relation between the non-terminals directly in the right-hand side of the rule,
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as a superindex of the non-terminals. In this way the examples discussed previously
will be written as
(A,B)→ 〈ich stimme A∼0 zu, I agree with B∼0〉 (4.5)
(A,B)→ 〈weil andere A∼0 nicht A∼1 haben,
because others have not B∼1B∼0〉 . (4.6)
Non-terminals having the same superindex are bound via the ∼ relation.
Formally, the set of hierarchical phrases extracted from a word aligned sentence
pair is best expressed in a recursive manner. Given a source sentence fJ1 , a target
sentence eI1, an alignment A between them and N the maximum number of gaps
allowed, we can define the set of hierarchical phrases H(fJ1 , eI1,A) as
H(fJ1 , eI1,A) =
N⋃
n=0
Hn(fJ1 , eI1,A) , (4.7)
where the Hn are the subsets of hierarchical phrases with n gaps. For n = 0 the set
H0 corresponds to the set of standard phrases as presented in 3.1.3 and its defini-
tion corresponds to the one we used in Equation 3.10 on page 16, reformulated for
producing the rules in the grammar,
H0(fJ1 , eI1,A) =
{
(A,B)→ 〈f j2j1 , ei2i1)〉 | j1, j2, i1, i2 s.t.
∀(j, i) ∈ A : j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 ⇔ i1 ≤ i ≤ i2
∧ ∃(j, i) ∈ A : (j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 ∧ i1 ≤ i ≤ i2)
}
.
(4.8)
As pointed out earlier, we will denote this initial set of rules H0 as lexical rules, i.e.
rules where the right-hand side does not include any non-terminal symbol. We then
proceed to define the following sets in a recursive manner
Hn(fJ1 , eI1,A) =
{
(A,B)→ 〈αA∼nβ, δB∼nγ〉 | α, β ∈ (F ∪Nf )?, δ, γ ∈ (E ∪Ne)?
∧ ∃j1, j2, i1, i2 : j1 ≤ j2, i1 ≤ i2 :(
(A,B)→ 〈αf j2j1 β, δei
2
i1γ〉 ∈ Hn−1(fJ1 , eI1,A)
∧(A,B)→ 〈f j2j1 , ei2i1〉 ∈ H0(fJ1 , eI1,A)
)}
(4.9)
The set of hierarchical phrases extracted from a whole parallel corpus is then
simply the union of the hierarchical phrases extracted from each of its sentences. Let
us denote this set as H.
It is common practice to add two additional rules to the set H:
(SA, SB)→ 〈S∼0A A∼1, S∼0B B∼1〉 (4.10)
(SA, SB)→ 〈A∼0, B∼0〉 (4.11)
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where SA and SB are the initial symbols in the grammar for the source and target
sides, respectively. Rule (4.10), usually denoted glue rule, allows the concatenation
of hierarchical phrases in a manner similar to monotonic phrase-based translation.
Rule (4.11) allows the substitution of the initial symbols of the grammar with the
generic non-terminals.
The fully defined grammar is the tuple(F , E , {SA, A}, {SB, B},H, (SA, SB)) . (4.12)
4.3 The decision rule for translation
In addition to the structure of the model described until this point, we also want
to have a way to compute costs for the possible translations. Recall the Bayes decision
rule for the translation using a log-linear model we saw in Section 3.1.2 on page 14.
This decision rule states that we choose the translation with the highest probability.
This probability is modelled with a log-linear model. After some simplification and
converting probabilities to costs, we arrive at following equation for the translation
fJ1 → eˆI1(fJ1 ) = argmin
eI1
{
M∑
m=1
−λmhm(fJ1 , eI1)
}
, (4.13)
with hm different feature functions scaled with the factors λm. To compute this func-
tion for the hierarchical phrase-based model we will use the concept of a derivation,
the sequence of steps followed when applying the grammar rules to obtain a transla-
tion (see also Section 3.2). Given a derivation d we will denote with σ(d) the source
string parsed with this derivation, with τ(d) the translation induced by it and with
R(d) the set of rules in the derivation.
In practice an approximation to Equation 4.13 is used. We expand the definition
of the cost function to include the derivations in the grammar by adding an additional
term to each of the feature functions. The selected translation is the one associated
with the derivation with minimum cost. The resulting decision rule is
fJ1 → eˆIˆ1(fJ1 ) = argmin
eI1
 mind:σ(d)=fJ1
τ(d)=eI1
{
M∑
m=1
(−λmhm(fJ1 , eI1, d))
} . (4.14)
For the hierarchical phrase-based translation model we will use a set of feature
functions that are analogous to the ones described for the standard phrase-based
translation model in Section 3.1.3. Most of these feature functions will have the im-
portant property that they can be decomposed over the rules conforming a derivation,
which will allow us to develop efficient search strategies for the best translation (see
Section 4.4 and Chapter 5). The feature functions used in the hierarchical phrase-
based translation model are:
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• A direct translation model hdirect, computed as the negative logarithm of the
probability that the target string is the translation of the source string. This
probability is computed as
hdirect(f
J
1 , e
I
1, d) = − log
∏
r∈R(d)
pdirect(r) =
∑
r∈R(d)
− log pdirect(r) . (4.15)
The probability pdirect(r) is the probability of the target part of the rule r being
the translation of the source part of the rule. This probability is normally
estimated by relative frequencies. Specifically, if r = (A,B)→ 〈α, β〉 then
pdirect(r) = p(β|α) = N(α, β)
N(α)
, (4.16)
where the function N(·) denotes how many times the argument has been seen
in the training corpus.
• An inverse translation model hinverse, analogous to the direct translation model,
but computed for the other direction, i.e. the probability that the source sen-
tence is a translation of the target sentence.
• A direct lexical model in the spirit of IBM1, computed at rule level in a similar
manner as for the phrase-based translation approach, but ignoring the non-
terminal symbols. The feature function is
hIBM1(f
J
1 , e
I
1, d) =
∑
r∈R(d)
− log pIBM1(r) . (4.17)
If r = (A,B) → 〈αJ1 , βI1〉, with αj ∈ F ∪ Nf and βi ∈ E ∪ Ne, the lexical
probability for each rule is computed as
pIBM1(r) =
1
(J + 1)I
I∏
i=1
J∑
j=0
(
δ(αi /∈ Nf )δ(βj /∈ Ne)p(βi|αj)
)
. (4.18)
In this equation the δ function is a generalization of the Kronecker delta func-
tion, or an alternative notation for the Iverson bracket. The function is 1 if
its argument is true and 0 otherwise. In this concrete example it allows us
to express that the non-terminals are not taken into account when computing
this probability. The basic word-based probabilities p(βi|αj) may be the IBM1
translation probabilities after the alignment training or may be computed as
relative frequencies if only the final alignment is available.
• An inverse lexical model hIBM1i, corresponding to the direct lexical model dis-
cussed above, but computed for the inverse translation direction, namely trans-
lating from the target into the source language.
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• A word penalty, which just reflects the number of words in the translation, thus
hWP(f
J
1 , e
I
1, d) = I . (4.19)
As for the case of phrase-based translation by adjusting the corresponding
scaling factor we can control the length of the translation. This feature can
also be decomposed at rule level by just adding the number of words in the
target part of the rule at each step of the derivation.
• One or several phrase penalties. The most simple case is the general phrase
penalty, which just counts how many rules were used while producing the trans-
lation,
hPP(f
J
1 , e
I
1, d) = |R(d)| . (4.20)
Other phrase penalties may include counting the number of hierarchical rules
(in contrast to lexical rules) or how often the glue rule was applied. These simple
heuristics may help e.g. by guiding the translation process into preferring to
use the hierarchical rules or trying to stick with the initial phrases.
• A negative language model log-probability, normally in the form of an n-gram
model
hLM(f
J
1 , e
I
1, d) = − log
I∏
i=1
p(ei|ei−1i−n+1) =
∑
− log p(ei|ei−1i−n+1) . (4.21)
This model is more difficult to decompose into a sum over rules, as the context
information provided by other rules must be taken into account. This will be
an important topic of Chapter 5.
Having defined these feature functions, the translation problem is completely de-
fined. However finding the best translation by doing a blind search over the whole
set of possible sentences eI1 is of course impracticable. We will formulate the search
for the best translation as a dynamic programming problem which reduces the com-
plexity of the task.
4.4 The search problem
We denote the task of finding the translation according to Equation (4.14) as the
search problem. For the hierarchical translation model the search problem is usually
formulated as a deductive system [Chiang 07, Lopez 09]. In this section we will
introduce a formalization of the search as a dynamic programming problem. This is
more consistent with a big part of the available literature about statistical machine
translation, see for example [Tillmann & Ney 03, Koehn 04, Zens & Ney 08].
The set of dynamic programming equations will follow a structure similar to the
equations for the Cocke-Younger-Kasami (cyk) parsing algorithm. We will intro-
duce an auxiliary quantity Q(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜), which represents the cost of the best
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derivation covering the span f j2j1 , having the non-terminal symbols (A,B) as start
symbols for this sub-parse and the language model context e˜, thus
Q(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜) = min
d:σ(d)=f
j2
j1
h(τ(d))=e˜
t(d)=(A,B)
{
M∑
m=1
(
−λmhm(f j2j1 , τ(d), d)
)}
. (4.22)
The h function used in Equation (4.22) computes the bidirectional context of a given
string. It will be defined in detail in Equation (4.28). The cost of the best translation
will be the lowest value of the form
Q(1, J, (SA, SB), ·) , (4.23)
and the best translation can then be obtained by backtracking through the dynamic
programming table.
We can differentiate two types of features, depending on whether they can be
computed for each rule separately or not. In our system, all the features listed in
Section 4.3, except the language model, can be computed at rule level. We will
define the cost of a rule as the sum of these feature functions, weighted with the
corresponding scaling factors of the log-linear model. We will denote it as translation
costs, in symbols cT(r) for every rule r of the hierarchical model. Denoting with dr
a derivation consisting only of rule r and assuming the language model is the M -th
model in the log-linear combination, we can write
cT (r) =
M−1∑
m=1
(− λmhm(σ(dr), τ(dr), dr)) (4.24)
The language model, because of its context dependencies which expand beyond
phrase-boundaries, has to be handled separately.
In order to simplify the exposition, we will concentrate on the standard case where
the rules have a maximum of two gaps. As a first step, and merely for clarity, we
will split the main quantity into three separate equations
Q(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜) = min
{
Q0(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜),
Q1(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜),
Q2(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜)
}
.
(4.25)
Each of the additional Qn functions corresponds to the same quantity as the origi-
nal function Q, but with the restriction that the last rule used has exactly n non-
terminals. The case of n = 0 corresponds to the initial phrases and can be considered
as an initialization step
Q0(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜) = min
r∈H:r=(A,B)→〈fj2j1 ,e˜′〉
h(e˜′)=e˜
{
cT(r) + cLM(e˜
′)
}
. (4.26)
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In this equation, the rule r associates the sequence of source words f j2j1 with the
translation e˜′. cLM corresponds to the language model cost associated with this
translation, taking into account the words that can be computed with an n-gram
language model. More formally, if we are considering an n-gram language model
cLM(e
m
1 ) = −λLM ·
∑
n≤i≤m
/∈eii−n+1
log p(ei|ei−1i−n+1) , (4.27)
with λLM the scaling factor associated with the language model in the log-linear
combination. The need for handling the special  symbol as a separate case will
become apparent when we discuss the functions Q1 and Q2, below.
We represent with e˜ the language model context that we need for further com-
putations. It corresponds with the left-most and right-most words of the generated
translation. We must keep track of the left-most part of the translation, as these
words still need to be scored by the language model when expanding the partial hy-
pothesis. The right-most part is needed to supply the necessary context information
for the correct scoring of newly produced words by the language model. Note that
the two groups of words are not necessarily disjunct. Both parts are stored in a single
string, separated with the special omit symbol . Thus e˜ ∈ (E ∪ {})?, however this
special omit symbol may appear only once in the string.
The h function encodes this context information2 given a string in the target
language. The function is defined as [Chiang 07]
h(em1 ) =
{
em1 if m < n
en−11  emm−n+2 otherwise
, (4.28)
assuming a language model of order n. If the string given to this function has a
length smaller than the order of the language model, it remains unchanged. If the
length is bigger than the order of the language model, the h function eliminates those
words for which the language model score has already been computed and which are
not needed for future language model computations.
We now proceed to discuss the case when we deal with more than one gap. The
definition of the Q1 function is as follows
Q1(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜) = min
r∈H:r=(A,B)→〈u1A∼1u2,v1B∼1v2〉
j′1,j
′
2:u1f
j′2
j′1
u2=f
j2
j1
e˜′:h(v1e˜′v2)=e˜
{
Q(j′1, j
′
2, (A,B), e˜
′)+
cT(r) + cLM
(
v1e˜
′v2
)}
.
(4.29)
2h stands for language model history.
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In this equation there are several indices over which the minimization is carried
over. We have to minize over two source indices j′1 and j′2 that represent an already
translated sub-sequence of the source sentence. We also have to minimize over the
rules that we can use for extending the given translation. The cost of the translation
will be the sum of the cost of the rule, the language model cost and the cost of
the best translation of the segment f j2j1 , which is given in a recursive manner by the
function Q. Note that we use the general Q function, not a version with subindices,
so that we can model the interaction between rules with an arbitrary number of gaps.
Note also that the argument for the cLM function includes the context information e˜
′
of a previously computed hypothesis. This context information may contain the
special language model symbol , which is the reason we had to consider this case in
the definition of the function cLM in Equation (4.27).
The formalization for a higher number of gaps is then quite straightforward,
although the notation may become a bit awkward. The definition of the function Q2
is
Q2(j1, j2, (A,B), e˜) = min
r∈H:r=(A,B)→〈u1A∼1u2A∼2u3,v1B∼ρ1v2B∼ρ2v3〉
j′1,j
′
2,j
′′
1 ,j
′′
2 :u1f
j′2
j′1
u2f
j′′2
j′′1
u3=f
j2
j1
e˜1,e˜2:h(v1e˜ρ1v2e˜ρ2v3)=e˜
{
Q(j′1, j
′
2, (A,B), e˜1)+
Q(j′′1 , j
′′
2 , (A,B), e˜2) + cT(r) + cLM (v1e˜ρ1v2e˜ρ2v3)
}
.
(4.30)
This equation follows the same basic structure as (4.29), but with a search over two
gaps, represented by two pairs of indices (j′1, j′2) and (j′′1 , j′′2 ). In the same way the
function Q is recursively called two times when computing the cost of the hypothesis.
For the case of two non-terminals, we have to consider that the translations for these
non-terminals may be reordered in the rule. This is expressed in Equation (4.30) with
the ρ notation which reflects the binding of non-terminals by the ∼ correspondence.
If ρ1 = 1, then the first non-terminal in the target part of the rule is bound to the
first non-terminal in the source part. If this is not the case, then ρ1 = 2. The same
holds for ρ2, but of course ρ1 6= ρ2.
Following the same schema, we can generalize this dynamic programming equa-
tions for an arbitrary number of non-terminals.
4.5 Complexity analysis
In this section we will analyze the complexity of the search problem expressed by
equation 4.25. We will assume the use of memoization, as it is usual when imple-
menting dynamic programming algorithms. We will start by giving an estimation of
the number of function values that we have to compute. The Q function takes four
arguments. The first two, j1 and j2, are indexes within the source sentence, with the
restriction that j1 ≤ j2. We have thus a total of
∑J
k=1 k =
J(J+1)
2 possibilities. Using
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asymptotic notation, we have to consider O(J2) elements. The next argument is the
number of non-terminal pairs that are used in the model, i.e. the cardinality of the set
Nf ×Ne defined previously. Using standard set notation we will denote this quantity
by |Nf | · |Ne|. In the standard hierarchical approach described in this chapter, this
quantity is just a constant (2 non terminal pairs, (A,B) and (SA, SB)), but this can
have a greater effect for extended models like the ones discussed in Chapter 6. The
last argument represents the language model context (bidirectional). Assuming an
order n for the language model and denoting the target vocabulary size with V = |E|,
an upper bound for the number of possible contexts is V 2n−2. Of course the number
of contexts that we need to store in a real translation task will be much smaller, as
not all words will be considered for the translation of a given sentence. Nevertheless,
this term will still be the dominating one in the expression for the complexity.
Summing up these contributions, the number of elements of the Q function that
we need to compute is in the order of
O (J2 · |Nf | · |Ne| · V 2n−2) . (4.31)
For completing the analysis we still have to consider the cost of each of these eval-
uations. Each of the Qi functions comprises a maximization over the possible rules,
thus we have to inspect O(H) in a worst case scenario. Again, this is a pessimistic
estimation, as not every rule will be considered in the translation process. In practice
the contribution of the rule set in the number of iterations will be much smaller than
|H|.
For each rule we have to determine how to fill the gaps, which can be accomplished
by two nested loops over the source sentence (see also Chapter 5), while at the same
time checking for the words in the current rule. Assuming as before a maximum of
N gaps and a maximum rule length of `, the complexity is O(` ·N · J2).
Combining all the contributions we arrive at the final term for the complexity of
the search process
O (J4 · |Nf | · |Ne| · |H| · ` ·N · V 2n−2) . (4.32)
4.5.1 Limiting the search space
In the previous analysis we have assumed that the computational cost of com-
puting the translation costs is constant. This is in general correct, as it normally
consists of a lookup in the rule set representation (see also Section 5.3). Some ad-
ditional models can be applied in the translation process for which this assumption
does not hold, but we will not handle them in the scope of this thesis.
The computation of the language model cost can be also considered a constant
for a given n-gram language model, but it is normally not negligible. Therefore we
should try to minimize the number of lookups for n-gram probabilities. This number
is directly related to the number of contexts we have to compute, and thus governed
by the term V 2n−2 in Equation 4.32, which is also the biggest factor in the expression
for the asymptotic cost. By applying pruning techniques we can reduce the number
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of contexts we have to consider at the expense of not performing a complete search.
This will be a major topic of the next chapter.
Another usual pruning technique consists in reducing the number of rules we
consider in the translation process, thus reducing the term |H| in Equation 4.32.
This is usually denoted as observation pruning and is a simple technique consisting
in selecting only a subset composed of the most promising translations of a given
source phrase. “Most promising” in this context refers to the translation with the
lowest cost given a set of scaling factors.
In some cases we might also consider restricting the parse space, by allowing a
maximum number of words a non-terminal may span. This tries to reduce the factor
J4 in Equation 4.32. The term however stays untouched in the asymptotic notation
because we still have to keep non-terminals without length restrictions (at least the
initial non-terminal) in order to be able to translate sentences of arbitrary length. In
practice, though, we may gain some performance by this restriction.
4.6 Comparison with pbt
In this section we study the effect the hierarchical rules have on translation quality.
For this we will adjust the value of the scaling factor corresponding to the phrase
penalty associated with this kind of rules. A negative value for the scaling factor
encourages their use, as the global cost of the translation will go down, while a
positive value has precisely the opposite effect. Setting a high value has the effect
that no hierarchical rules will be used in the translation process (except glue rules),
and thus the performance will be the same as a monotonic phrase-based approach.
The results of this comparison on the German-English Europarl corpus are shown
in Figure 4.3. The rightmost part of the graph corresponds to the performance of
a monotonic phrase-based system. It can be seen that adding hierarchical rules
(traversing the graph towards the left) improves the translation performance, but
forcing the usage of such rules may again deteriorate translation performance. The
MERT algorithm for determining the value of the scaling factors found a value of
around 0.07 for this parameter3, which can be considered optimal given the behaviour
of the curve in Figure 4.3.
3Note that during optimization we force the scaling factors to be normalized in such a way that
they sum up to unity.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of hierarchical rules on translation quality. The value of the hi-
erarchical phrase penalty penalizes (high values) or rewards (low values) the use of
hierarchical rules. The rightmost part of the graph corresponds to the performance
of a monotonic phrase-based translation system.
I am rarely happier than when spending an entire
day programming my computer to perform auto-
matically a task that would otherwise take me a
good ten seconds to do by hand.
— Last Chance to See
Douglas Adams
5
Efficient search
In Chapter 4 we presented the hierarchical phrase-based approach to machine
translation, including a discussion of the search problem. We analyzed the asymp-
totic complexity of the resulting dynamic programming equations. Performing a full
unrestricted search is prohibitive in practice. As shown in Equation 4.32, the inclu-
sion of language model information in the search equations introduces the term V 2n−2
in the expression for the complexity. In this expression V is the size of the target
vocabulary and n the order of the language model used for the translation. For
large-scale tasks, with vocabulary sizes over 100 000 words and high order language
models, nowadays typically up to 6-grams, this term is clearly the dominant one in
the expression for the complexity.
In this chapter we discuss how to efficiently tackle the search problem by limiting
the search space. We first present the parsing algorithm used as the first step in the
translation process. We then proceed to discuss how to incorporate language model
information into the translation process. In order to reduce the complexity of the
translation including a language model we apply pruning techniques. Specifically we
handle the cube pruning algorithm [Chiang 07] and its lazy version, the so called
cube growing algorithm [Huang & Chiang 07].
For each algorithm we give a formal definition in the form of the equations govern-
ing its behaviour, as well as a procedural description. We analyze their performance
and present extensions to improve their behaviour. These algorithms make transla-
tion using a hierarchical phrase-based model a feasible approach.
Additionally we consider how to handle the large amount of hierarchical phrases
extracted for a translation task and how to efficiently keep them in memory.
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5.1 The parsing algorithm
As discussed in Chapter 4, the hierarchical phrase-based translation approach can
be formalized as a parallel context-free grammar. As such, the translation process can
be thought of as a parsing problem. Given an input sentence in the source language,
we parse this sentence using the source language part of the parallel grammar defined
by the hierarchical rules.
As each source rule has an associated rule in the target language, given a parse
tree of the source sentence we can construct the corresponding parse tree in the target
language. The yield of this tree will be the translation of the input sentence.
In this section we will concentrate on the description of an efficient monolingual
parsing algorithm that will be applied as the first step of the translation process.
5.1.1 The language model problem
If the cost of a translation would not include the score computed by the language
model, we could use one of the probabilistic extensions of well known parsing algo-
rithms, find the best scoring parse of the source sentence and extract the translation
as the yield of the parse tree induced in the target side, as pointed out above. How-
ever, the language model, due to its context dependencies, interferes with this simple
approach. This model depends not only on the individual rules that are used in the
translation, but also on the way they are combined. For computing the probability of
a word, the language model takes into account the context this word appears in, and
this may well extend beyond the limits of the rule producing it. This fact interferes
with most parsing algorithms, as they include only local information.
One straightforward way for including the language model information would be
to generate an n-best list of possible translations, compute the language model score
on these translations and select the one with the best combined score. This approach,
however, is not reasonable in practice. The n-best list is only a crude approximation
to the whole search space. As such, many good translations may be skipped in the
generation process of the n-best list because the translation models alone are not
accurate enough to identify them. The rescoring process with the LM will then not
be able to recover from this early search error. Of course, this effect may be alleviated
by making the size of the n-best list bigger, but for obtaining good results, this size
would need to be too large for efficient computation.
A more justified approach is to include the language model computation already
at generation time. In order to do this, and also to efficiently keep track of the big
number of translation alternatives (note that several rules may share the same source
part but have a different target part), we will construct a hypergraph which will rep-
resent the set of possible parse trees for the parallel grammar (see also Section 3.3).
For translation purposes we only need hypergraphs where the target of a hyperedge
is only one hypernode. With this kind of hypergraphs we may represent a parsing
tree, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 on page 20, or a whole set of parsing trees (a forest).
Each hypernode represents a partial parse of the input string starting with a given
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non-terminal symbol, and a hyperedge joining a set of hypernodes with a goal hy-
pernode represents the existence of a rule in the grammar which is able to combine
the corresponding non-terminals.
5.1.2 Non partially lexicalized rules
We will present an adaptation of the so called cyk+ algorithm [Chappelier &
Rajman 98] for the task of hierarchical machine translation. The cyk+ algorithm
is an extension of the well-known cyk algorithm which relaxes the requirement for
the grammar to be in Chomsky normal form. This algorithm works instead with
a grammar which consists of non partially lexicalized rules, i.e. grammars where
terminals can only appear in rules of the form X → w1w2 . . . wn, with w1, . . . , wn
terminal symbols. Although, as pointed out by the author, this restriction can easily
be overcome, this form is also useful for our translation task at hand (note that the
initial phrases have exactly this form, while the “pure” hierarchical ones do not).
This normal form allows a more compact formulation of the algorithm. The lexical
rules, i.e. the rules that have only terminals in the right hand side can be considered
in an initialization step. The main part of the algorithm then has to consider rules
consisting of non-terminals, which can be handled in a way that is highly reminiscent
of the original cyk algorithm.
The conversion to this normal form can be done in a straightforward and efficient
manner when reading the hierarchical rules. Given a rule of the form
X → α1X1 . . . αn−1Xn−aαn (5.1)
where the αi are (possibly empty) strings of terminal symbols and the Xi non-
terminal symbols, one possibility is to substitute this rule with the set
X → L1X1 . . . Ln−1XnLn
L1 → α1
...
Ln → αn
(5.2)
where the Li are new non-terminal symbols (so called “lexical non-terminals”), not
present in the original grammar1. Note that by allowing the αi to be empty strings,
this is an exhaustive definition that covers all possible rules with non-terminals in the
right-hand side of the rule. However, for the case of empty αi we can perform a small
optimization by suppressing the corresponding new non-terminal symbols altogether,
both in the rewriting of the original rule and the corresponding production rule.
Another possibility is to introduce a new non-terminal for every word in the
vocabulary. In this case, for every terminal symbol a we introduce a new rule
La → a (5.3)
1This new non-terminal symbols may be reused when converting a set of rules, they do not need
to be unique for each rule.
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and substitute every appearance of a in the right-hand side of the rules with this new
non-terminal La.
Both methods are valid and it is trivial to show that the language accepted by the
grammar is unaltered. Which one to choose may depend on the practical application.
In our case we apply the second one.
5.1.3 The cyk+ algorithm
Given a (possibly transformed) grammar composed only of non partially lexi-
calized rules, the cyk+ algorithm proceeds in a similar way as the standard cyk
algorithm. It is an algorithm based on the dynamic programming paradigm which
fills a triangular chart indexed by a “starting position” and the length of a substring
starting at this position. In the standard cyk algorithm, each cell in the chart stores
a list of non-terminals which can parse the corresponding substring. This list is also
present in the cyk+ algorithm and is called a “type-1 list”. Additionally, we store in
each chart cell a second list, called “type-2 list”, which is composed of items of the
form α·, with α a string of non-terminal symbols that can derive the corresponding
substring, and for which there are rules in the grammar whose right-hand side starts
with the string α.
More formally, given the input string w1 . . . wN , the non-terminal symbol X ap-
pears in the type-1 list of the cell (k, l) if and only if X
∗⇒ wk . . . wk+l−1 and the item
α·, appears in the type-2 list of the cell (k, l) if and only if α ∗⇒ wk . . . wk+l−1 and
there exists a rule of the form A→ αβ, where β is a non-empty string of non-terminal
symbols. The procedure for filling the chart follows the same pattern as the standard
cyk parsing.
The discussion of the cyk+ algorithm up to this point has been centered in the
monolingual parsing problem and followed the description given in [Chappelier &
Rajman 98]. However, for the task of hierarchical phrase-based translation, we must
take some additional aspects into account. As pointed out above, in order to better
integrate the language model, we are interested in the representation of the parsing
space as a hypergraph. Furthermore, we must keep track of the translations associ-
ated with the rules in our bilingual grammar. We will extend the cyk+ algorithm so
that these two issues are taken into account.
We will represent the whole set of parses of the source sentence as a hypergraph,
in which each hyperedge is associated to a rule in the source part of the grammar,
together with all the possible translations of the hierarchical phrase. The hyper-
nodes will correspond to parses of substrings of the input sentence starting with
a non-terminal symbol (if a substring has different parses starting with different
non-terminals there will be several hypernodes). When (recursively) following an in-
coming hyperedge, a hypernode also implicitly represents a set of parses of the source
sentence and the associated translations. However this correspondence will only be
made explicit when adding the language model information (see Section 5.2) and of
course when generating the final translation.
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Taking this into account, we will expand the lists that are used in the cyk+
algorithm. The elements of the type-1 lists will be pairs composed of a non-terminal
and a hypernode. Note that only one pair with a given non-terminal may appear in
a given type-1 list. Or put it in another way, a hypernode will be uniquely identified
by the cell it resides and a non-terminal. The elements of the type-2 lists will also
be pairs. The first element will be a partial rule application, as in the original cyk+
algorithm. The second element will be a list of hypernodes. This list will be used for
adding the hyperedges when creating new hypernodes in the course of the parsing
process.
The full algorithm is presented in Figure 5.1 on the next page. In this algorithm,
lists are denoted with square brackets [ ] and ++ denotes the concatenation of two
lists. Due to the specific form of the hyperedges that can appear in the parsing
hypergraph (only one destination hypernode), we will say that we add a hyperedge
from a list of hypernodes to a goal hypernode.
The transformation of the rules in the grammar into non partially lexicalized form
allows us to separate the handling of lexical rules in the initialization step (lines 4
to 9). For the rest of rules, consisting only of non-terminals, we can formulate the
parsing step of the main loop in a consistent and concise manner that is reminiscent
of the cyk algorithm (lines 14 to 21). The so-called self-filling step (lines 23 to 28) is
needed to update the type-2 lists of each cell taking into account the newly created
elements in the type-1 list. Specifically unitary rules of the form Y → Z (expressed
in monolingual notation) are handled in this step.
Note also that in line 4 we created a spurious initial hypernode that is con-
nected with all hypernodes representing a partial parse with a lexical rule. This is
done so that the next algorithms for inclusion of language model information can be
formulated in a consistent way. The translation information will be read from the
hyperedges, and in this way we ensure that every hypernode representing a partial
parse has at least an incoming hyperedge to read this information from. In this way
we do not need to differentiate between lexical and hierarchical rules.
5.2 Computing the language model score
We have discussed how to parse the source sentence, building at the same time
a hypergraph which represents the whole parsing space and thus implicitly all the
possible translations for the given sentence. If the cost of a translation would not
include the score computed by the language model, we could use a probabilistic
extension of the algorithm given in Figure 5.1 and extract the translation as the
yield of the parse tree induced in the target side, as pointed out above.
However, as discussed previously, the context dependencies of the language model
do not allow this simple approach. In this section we will study different alternatives
for including the LM information in an efficient way.
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1 Input: A source sentence fJ1 and a set of hierarchical rules
2 Output: A hypergraph representing the parsing space
3 // Initialization
4 create an initial hypernode i
5 for l = 1 to J do
6 for j = 1 to J do
7 for each set R of rules of the form Y → 〈f j+l−1j , ·〉 do
8 n← hypernode associated with Y in type-1 list of cell (j, l)
9 add a hyperedge from [i] to n, associated with R
10 // Main loop
11 for l = 1 to J do
12 for j = 1 to J − l + 1 do
13 // Parsing step
14 for k = 1 to l − 1 do
15 for each element (α·, L) in the type-2 list of (j, k) do
16 for each element (A,n) in type-1 list of (j + k, l − k) do
17 if there exists a set of rules R of the form Y → 〈αA, ·〉 then
18 n′ ← hypernode assoc. with Y in type-1 list of cell (j, l)
19 add a hyperedge from L ++ [n] to n′, associated with R
20 if there exists a set of rules R of the form X → 〈αAγ, ·〉
then
21 add (αA,L ++ [n]) to the type-2 list of (j, l)
22 // Self-filling step
23 for each element (A,n) in type-1 list (j, l) do
24 if there exists a set of rules R of the form Y → 〈A, ·〉 then
25 n′ ← hypernode associated with Y in type-1 list of cell (j, l)
26 add a hyperedge from L ++ [n] to n′, associated with R
27 if there exists a set of rules R of the form Y → 〈Aγ, ·〉 then
28 add (A, [n]) to the type-2 list of (j, l)
Figure 5.1: The cyk+ algorithm, extended for hypergraph production.
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5.2.1 Derivations
An important concept for developing the next algorithms will be the concept of
derivation, which we shortly introduced in Section 3.2. In the monolingual case, a
derivation represents a string transformation process, where each string is obtained
from the previous one by applying a rule from the grammar. The derivation encap-
sulates this sequence of strings together with the rules applied. A derivation starting
with the initial symbol of the grammar and ending with a string formed only by
terminal symbols represents a parse of this last string. In the case of synchronous
grammars the concept is similar, but instead of strings we deal with pairs of strings,
the first one in the source language, the second one in the target language.
When dealing with weighted grammars we may compute a cost for each derivation
according to the scoring model defined for the grammar (see also Section 4.3). In
this way we can sort the derivations for a string(-pair) according to their costs. In
this way we can talk about e.g. an n-best list of derivations.
Note that a derivation contains smaller sub-derivations. One can define these
sub-derivations to be just a subsequence of intermediate strings(-pairs) with the as-
sociated rules for the transformations. For our purposes we will need a slightly more
general concept. Assume we have a derivation of the form α1Xα2
∗⇒ γ1βγ2 with
X a non-terminal symbol, α1, α2, β, γ1 and γ2 arbitrary strings of terminal and
non-terminal symbols, such that α1
∗⇒ γ1, α2 ∗⇒ γ2 and X ∗⇒ β. We will consider
X
∗⇒ β to be a sub-derivation of the original derivation. Note that under a strictly
formal point of view, the order of application of the rules may be different as in the
original derivation, but the end result will be the same.
Using these two properties (ordering of derivations and recursive structure) and
taking advantage of the representation of the whole parsing space in the form of a
hypergraph, we can introduce a compact representation for derivations for the case
of hierarchical translation, inspired by [Huang & Chiang 05]. A derivation will be
represented by a triplet d = (e, r, j), composed by a hyperedge e, an index r, identify-
ing a target part for the rules associated with this hyperedge and an |e|-dimensional
vector j which indexes the n-best derivations in the predecessor hypernodes of hy-
peredge e.
Recall the structure of the hypergraph generated with the extended cyk+ algo-
rithm in Section 5.1.3. Each hypernode has a non-terminal symbol associated with
it. The symbol associated with the head of the hyperedge e will be a string composed
of a single symbol and it will be the start of the derivation represented by d. The
hyperedges represent a whole set of rules which share the same source part. The
combination of hyperedge e and index r allows us to uniquely identify the rule used
in the first step of the derivation. We will denote this rule as the top rule of the
derivation. The resulting string will have a total of |e| non-terminal symbols (|e| = 0
for the case of a lexical rule). For each of these non-terminal symbols we can extract
the sub-derivations indexed by the vector j from the corresponding predecessor node
of e. We will consider these to be sub-derivations of d, in the way explained above.
In this way, such a triplet defines a complete derivation starting from a non-terminal
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symbol and ending in a pair of strings containing only terminal symbols.
Given a derivation d, we will use the notation d[e] to address the corresponding
hyperedge, d[r] for accessing the index of the rule and d[j] for the predecessors. As
before, σ(d) will be the source side associated with the derivation and similarly τ(d)
the target side. Additionally we will use the notation pi(e, i) for the i-th predecessor
hypernode along hyperedge e. The set of incoming hyperedges of hypernode h will
be E(h). The head of a hyperedge will be denoted with −→e .
5.2.2 The cube pruning algorithm
The cube pruning algorithm was first presented in [Chiang 07] and can be consid-
ered an adaptation of one of the n-best parsing algorithms presented in the previous
work [Huang & Chiang 05]. Given the search space represented as a hypergraph, the
algorithm is centered on the generation of n-best lists of derivations. The case of
single-best translation can of course be considered a special case when n = 1. How-
ever, due to the non-monotonicity introduced by the language model at one stage of
the computation, even for the single-best case we will consider the generation of an
n-best list. The reason for this will become apparent and will be handled in more
detail in the following exposition.
Our goal is to find the n-best list of derivations in the goal node of the hypergraph,
i.e. the node corresponding to the chart cell (1, J) and associated with the start non-
terminal symbols.
The cost of a derivation can be decomposed, in a similar way as in Section 4.4,
into the translation of the top rule of the derivation, the language model cost and
the cost of the sub-derivations that it includes. For the language model, however,
we must consider only the words that have been produced in this derivation plus the
ones in previous derivations, for which enough LM context has been made available
(in the same spirit as in the dynamic programming equations given in Section 4.4).
We will denote those words with ~(d). We have then for the cost of a derivation
c(d) = cT(d[r]) + cLM(~(d)) +
|e(d)|∑
i=1
c(pi(d[e], i)) , (5.4)
which corresponds to the minimizing expression in Equation (4.30) on page 33, but
formulated on the hypergraph level.
The combination of these costs is just a sum of them and thus monotonic. Al-
though it may sound contradictory considering the section title, let us at this point
ignore the language model score in order to focus the exposition, i.e. let us drop the
term cLM(~(d)) in Equation (5.4). We will incorporate it at a later stage. For each
hyperedge, because now all the costs are only “local”, the best derivation will be
composed of the translation with the lowest cost and the best derivation of each of
the predecessor nodes. The second-best derivation will then be adjacent to this one.
Adjacent in this context means that the second-best derivation will differ from the
first-best either by associating the second-best translation of the hyperedge or the
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second-best derivation of one of the predecessor hypernodes. But it will differ in only
one of these. If it would differ in more than one at a time, the monotonicity property
shows that the derivation differing in only one will have a better score.
The principle is illustrated in Figure 5.2. This diagram shows the process at the
stage of a 3-best generation along an hyperedge with two predecessors. The first
derivation to be generated is the one represented in the upper left corner, composed
by combining the best derivations of each of the predecessors using the rule with the
lowest cost. After this derivation, the next candidates are the ones directly adjacent
to it, i.e. the ones containing the second best derivation of one (and only one) of
the predecessors or the one containing the second best rule. In the example shown
it is the one with the second best derivation on the predecessor corresponding to the
first non-terminal (with a cost of 1.3). The set of candidates is then expanded to
include the adjacent derivations. The third best derivation turns out to be composed
by the second-best derivation of the second non-terminal, but the first-best of the
first non-terminal (with a cost of 1.5). The set of candidates again gets updated to
include the adjacent derivations, arriving at the situation depicted in Figure 5.2.
We can formalize the cube pruning algorithm by defining a set An(h) of active
derivations for hypernode h at step n of the algorithm (the greyed cubes in Fig-
ure 5.2). The nth-best derivation dn(h) will be the one with the minimum cost in
this set:
dn(h) = argmin
d∈An(h)
{c(d)} . (5.5)
The initial set of active derivations is defined as the set of the first best derivations
for each incoming hyperedge (the upper left corner in the cube), i.e.
A1(h) =
⋃
e∈E(h)
{
(e, 1,1|e|)
}
. (5.6)
The following sets are defined in a recursive manner by including the adjacent deriva-
tions of dn(h), but removing the derivations we have already generated. In order to
simplify the notation we introduce an auxiliary function g(A, d,D) (for growing)
which returns the updated set of active derivations given the current one, A, the
selected derivation d and the set of already generated derivations D
g(A, d,D) =
A ∪ {(d[e], d[r] + 1, d[j])} ∪ |d[e]|⋃
i=1
{
(d[e], d[r], d[j] + ui)
} \D (5.7)
In this equation ui denotes a unit vector, i.e. a vector with all elements equal to 0
except the one at position i. We can then give the general definition
An+1(h) = g
(
An(h), dn(h), {di(h)}ni=1
)
(5.8)
Here we will not discuss out-of-bound conditions (e.g. for a hypernode we may not
be able to generate the desired size for the n-best list), although in a practical im-
plementation this has of course to be taken into account.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the cube pruning algorithm, for a hyperedge with two
predecessors. Each axis corresponds to each element that contributes to the total
score: the derivations associated with each of the non-terminals and the possible
rules (translations) in the hyperedge. The 3 lightly shaded cubes correspond to the
3-best derivations along the hyperedge and have been generated in order of increasing
costs. The dark shaded cubes correspond to the active candidates for the next-best
derivation.
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Including the language model information breaks the monotonicity property un-
derlying the cube pruning algorithm, as this cost depends on the identity of the
different elements present in a derivation. Thus we cannot guarantee that the best
derivation will be the one composed by the best rule and the best derivations of the
predecessors. The language model score may alter the costs in such a way that other
derivations may now have a lower total cost. A possible solution for this issue, and the
one normally used in practice is actually relatively simple, and perhaps a bit “brute-
force”. We just ignore the non-monotonicity introduced by the language model, i.e.
we still apply Equations (5.5) to (5.8), but with the full-fledged cost-function. It may
and probably will be the case that the enumeration of the elements does not follow
a best-score order, therefore we first store the derivations in an intermediate buffer,
which will be sorted at the end of the generation procedure. There is no guarantee
that we are indeed generating a true n-best list, as the non-monotonicity may make
the algorithm generate a sub-optimal set of derivations while ignoring the actual best
set. In order to counteract this effect, we just generate a bigger list (the actual size is
highly dependent on the task at hand) and from this list we select the best n entries.
This is the reason why this algorithm is used also for single-best translation in spite
of actually being an n-best translation algorithm.
The algorithmic description of cube pruning is shown in Figure 5.3. We use the
notation 1k to denote a k-dimensional vector (1, 1, 1, . . .) and j[i] to address the i-th
element of vector j. The algorithm is presented referring to a hypernode in an implicit
manner. In this way, we can refer, for example, to the incoming hyperedges and the
hypernode is implicitly assumed. In the same way variables A and d are also local
to a given hypernode. A corresponds to the sets An(h) of the previous equations.
This exposition corresponds to an object-oriented design, where such a hypernode
would be represented by an object and the algorithms would be methods of the
corresponding class. This approach is usual in languages like C++ or Java, to name
just two. To address the elements of an object variable we will use the operator _
(see for example line 19 in Algorithm 5.3).
The main work in the algorithm is done in the PushSucc auxiliary function,
where new derivations are created. These derivations are stored in the heap A of
candidates, from which they are extracted and put into the list D according to
the strategy described above. The set g is needed in order to keep track of the
derivations that have been already generated. In the end the list D is sorted so that
the derivations have the right order including the language model cost.
Algorithm 5.3 will be run for each hypernode in the hypergraph, in a bottom-up
manner. Note that the algorithm relies on the fact that the derivations of the prede-
cessor hypernodes have already been computed. For the standard model this can be
easily accomplished by traversing the cyk+ chart in a bottom-up manner, generating
first the derivations for the generic non-terminals and afterwards for the initial non-
terminals (if present). In a more general formulation, the application of the cube
pruning algorithm should proceed in topological order in the original hypergraph.
For the standard case this is guaranteed by the simple top-down approach.
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1 Input: A hypernode and the size n of the n-best list
2 Output: D, a list with the n-best derivations
3 let A = heap({(e,1|e|) | e ∈ incoming hyperedges)})
4 let g = {(e,1|e|) | e ∈ incoming hyperedges)}
5 let D = [ ]
6 while |A| > 0 and |D| < n do
7 d = pop(A)
8 D = D ++ [d]
9 PushSucc(d,A, g)
10 sort D
11 // Auxiliary function
12 function PushSucc(d,A, g)
13 notation: d = (e, r, j)
14 notation: predecessor hypernodes of e: (n1, . . . , n|e|)
15 notation: R = set of target parts associated with e
16 j′ = j
17 for i = 1 to |e| do
18 j′[i] += 1
19 if |vi_D| ≥ j′[i] then
20 if (e, r, j′) /∈ g then
21 push (e, r, j′) into A
22 g = g ∪ {(e, r, j′)}
23 j′[i]−= 1
24 if r < |R| then
25 if (e, r + 1, j) /∈ g then
26 push (e, r + 1, j) into A
27 g = g ∪ {(e, r + 1, j)}
Figure 5.3: The cube pruning algorithm
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Figure 5.4: Effect of n-best generation size on translation performance for cube
pruning.
The effect of the size of the n-best list can be seen on Figure 5.4, on the 2006
development corpora of the German-English WMT task. As can be seen from this
figure, the bigger the n-best list generated at each node, the better the bleu and ter
scores. At an n-best size of 1 000, however, a saturation point is reached and further
increasing the size of the n-best lists does not show any improvement in performance.
5.2.3 Source cardinality synchronous cube pruning
The cube pruning algorithm presented in the preceding section has a major draw-
back: in each hypernode we compute a fixed number of derivations, namely the size
of the goal n-best list we want to compute. One has to consider that the computa-
tion of the cost of a derivation involves, among other things, the computation of a
language model score, and this is a costly operation, especially when dealing with big
order n-grams trained on large amounts of text data. In this and the next sections
we will discuss two ways to reduce the absolute number of derivations we compute
in the translation process, thus increasing the computational efficiency.
We will adapt the concept of source cardinality synchronous search (scss) widely
used in standard phrase-based translation. The cube pruning algorithm works on
the hypernode level, i.e. an n-best list is computed at each node of the hypergraph
independently of the others. This means that for each set of (contiguous) source words
we generate a list of derivations, given the interpretation of a hypernode within a
hypergraph derived from parsing. In contrast, in scss for phrase-based translation,
hypotheses covering the same amount of source words are considered as “competing”
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in the pruning process. In the case of the cube pruning algorithm, the pruning
itself is the non-generation of derivations because of their placement in the cube of
candidates.
In this case, instead of traversing the hypergraph and computing the n-best list
for each hypernode, we will compute this n-best list for each cardinality C, from 1
up to the length of the source sentence. We will again have a set A′n(C) of active
derivations, and the nth-best derivation will then be the one with minimum cost
among them
d′n(C) = argmin
d∈A′n(C)
{c(d) + r(d)} . (5.9)
This equation corresponds to Equation (5.5), but is formulated at the cardinality
level. Also, there is an additional term in the minimization expression, namely r(d).
The costs of derivations covering different parts of the source sentence are now com-
pared. There may be certain groups of words in a sentence which might have com-
paratively low cost to translate with respect to other groups. E.g. if the translation is
not ambiguous, the costs are expected to be low. In this way the generation process
may concentrate first on these easy-to-translate parts and may neglect the generation
of needed derivations for the difficult parts in an early stage of the process, which
may lead to search errors. This effect is known from the phrase-based approach. A
possibility to alleviate this problem consists in computing a heuristic of the transla-
tion costs of the yet uncovered parts in the source sentence, very much in the spirit of
A∗ search. This is known as rest cost 2 [Och 02] or future cost [Koehn 03] estimation.
The first terminology will be used in the following.
For computing the rest costs, we can again differentiate between the language
model cost and the translation costs. Due to the structure of the cyk+ algorithm,
as in the standard cyk, the partial derivations always cover contiguous parts of the
source sentence. Because the cube pruning algorithm is applied after the parsing
has been completed, we can use this fact to compute the translation rest costs in an
efficient way. First we note that for a given partial derivation there are at most two
contiguous segments of the source sentence that still need to be translated. If we
extend the cyk+ algorithm in a straightforward way to keep track of the derivation
with the lower cost for a certain range of words, we can readily use this information as
a lower bound of the rest costs for these source segments. The overhead for computing
this heuristic is then minimal. As an additional note, this computation does not
include the cost of the rule that is used for combining all the partial translations.
For computing the language model rest cost heuristic we follow the approach in
[Och & Ney 04], where for every target word in the vocabulary the best possible cost
in the language model is determined (searching over all contexts). This step can be
performed beforehand and the results stored as an additional information source for
the translation process. During search, for the translation alternatives we can use
these optimistic estimations of the language model costs for each word to compute a
heuristic for the language model rest cost.
2The concept was introduced in [Och 02] but the terminology is to be found in [Zens 08].
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We still have to give the expressions for the sets of active candidates in order
to fully define the source cardinality synchronous cube pruning algorithm. We just
need to substitute Equation (5.6), where the initial set of active derivations is given.
The definition is quite similar, but now the union goes over all the hypernodes with
the given cardinality. We will denote the cardinality associated with a hypernode h
with C(h). We thus have
A′1(C) =
⋃
h:C(h)=C
⋃
e∈E(h)
{
(e, 1,1|e|)
}
. (5.10)
The general definition is then analogous to Equation (5.8), but on the cardinality
level:
A′n+1(C) = g
(
A′n(C), d
′
n(C), {d′i(C)}ni=1
)
. (5.11)
The algorithmic description of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.5. It is very
similar to Algorithm 5.3, but the input is changed from a single hypernode to a set of
hypernodes. The algorithm will be called with the set of hypernodes corresponding
to each cardinality. The candidate heap A and the set g of generated derivations are
initialized with each node in a similar way as in the normal cube pruning algorithm,
but all sharing the same data structures. The main loop then proceeds until the
desired amount of derivations has been produced. Note that this amount is the
sum over all hypernodes that cover the same cardinality of source words, so the
interpretation of the parameter is different from Algorithm 5.3.
1 Input: A set N of hypernodes and the size k of the k-best list
2 Output: D, a list with the n-best derivations
3 let A = heap()
4 let g = {}
5 for each n ∈ N do
6 let Dn = [ ]
7 for each incoming hyperedge e of n do
8 add (e,1|e|) to A
9 add (e,1|e|) to g
10 while |c| > 0 and ∑n∈N |Dn| < k do
11 d = pop(A)
12 Dn(e) = Dn(e) ++ [d]
13 PushSucc(d,A, g)
14 for each n ∈ N do
15 sort Dn
Figure 5.5: The source cardinality synchronous pooled cube pruning algorithm
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5.2.3.1 Coverage pruning
We might still be interested in controlling the amount of derivations that are
generated for each hypernode, in a similar way as in the unaltered cube pruning
algorithm. We will impose an upper limit NH to the amount of derivations that can
be generated for each hypernode. In this way we have a better control of the search
and we can avoid the one-hypernode-takes-all effect we discussed above for the rest
costs.
For selecting the best derivation we will again have to take the rest costs into
account, as in Equation 5.9
d′′n(C) = argmin
d∈A′′n(C)
{c(d) + r(d)} . (5.12)
We then need to update the sets of active derivations. The initial one is exactly the
same as in Equation (5.10):
A′′1(C) =
⋃
h:C(()h)=C
⋃
e∈E(h)
{
(e, 1,1|e|)
}
. (5.13)
The general case is similar to Equation (5.11), but after generating a new deriva-
tion we have to check if we arrived at the upper limit NH . If this is the case,
we eliminate the derivations corresponding to this hypernode from the set of active
derivations. The resulting equation is
A′′n+1(C) =

g
(
A′′n(C), d′′n(C), {d′′i (C)}ni=1
)
, if
n∑
i=1
δ
(−−→
d′′i [e] =
−−−−−→
d′′n(C)[e]
)
< NH
A′′n(C)\
⋃
d∈A′′n(C):
−−→
d′′[e]=
−−−−−→
d′′n(C)[e]
{d} , otherwise
(5.14)
where δ(·) is the generalized Kronecker delta function, as used before in Equa-
tion 4.18. It is used in this equation as a way of counting how many derivations
share the same head hypernode as the derivation which was just generated.
Note that in the discussion we have always dealt with a fixed maximum amount of
derivations. The algorithms can also be formulated to take a threshold into account.
That is, we keep track of the derivation with the best cost. New derivations whose
cost is greater than this best cost plus some given margin will then be rejected.
Preliminary experiments applying this thresholding did not show any gain, therefore
we chose to leave it out of the discussion.
The behaviour of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.6 for some representative
values. As can be seen, for lower values of cardinality pruning, it is important to
choose an appropriate value for coverage pruning. If too many derivations are allowed
per coverage, we can see the effect of the derivation concentration in some hypernodes
and the quality of the translation suffers from it. When applying a wider cardinality
pruning beam the effects of coverage pruning are not so critical, but they help in
achieving the same level of performance with less computational effort.
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Figure 5.6: Source cardinality synchronous cube pruning including coverage pruning.
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The comparison of all variants of the cube pruning algorithm in terms of trans-
lation performance depending on computation effort can be seen in Figure 5.7. In
this graph the x-axis corresponds to the average number of derivations that have
been computed per source word. Because the rest cost estimation can be done in
a very efficient way, this is an accurate measure for comparing the performance of
the algorithms. We can see that the source cardinality synchronous cube pruning
itself improves the translation quality a little bit, but with nearly no improvement in
computational effort. The rest cost estimation has some little effect on translation
quality for a restricted search space, but it becomes minimal when a more exhaustive
search is conducted. If we include coverage pruning, the translation quality is again
slightly improved, but in this case with significantly less search effort.
5.2.4 The cube growing algorithm
Another possibility to reduce the number of derivations that are generated is
to compute them on-demand, deferring the computation until the moment they are
needed. The cube growing algorithm [Huang & Chiang 07] is a reformulation of the
cube pruning algorithm following this strategy. Instead of traversing the hypergraph
in a bottom-up manner, generating a fixed amount of derivations at each hypernode,
the cube pruning algorithm starts at the goal node. It then recursively calls itself on
the predecessor nodes, computing the necessary derivations on demand.
An illustration of the principle is presented in Figure 5.8. Again to simplify
the exposition, let us ignore the language model score so we can rely on the same
monotonicity property we presented for the cube pruning algorithm. Suppose that
we want to compute a 5-best list of derivations at hypernode n1. This hypernode
has two incoming hyperedges e1 and e2. The first-best derivation will then be one
composed of one of those hyperedges, referencing the first-best derivation of the
corresponding predecessor hypernodes (n3 and n5 for e1 and n2 and n9 for e2). The
same principle applies to these predecessor hypernodes, in such a way that the first-
best derivation gets computed for each hypernode in the hypergraph. Let’s assume
that e2 is the hyperedge present in the first-best derivation of the goal hypernode.
The second-best derivation may be one involving the unselected hyperedge e1, using
the first-best derivation of n3 and n5, or a derivation again involving e2. In this
last case and due to the monotonicity property, the derivations of the predecessor
hypernodes n2 and n9 will be first-best for one of them and second-best for the other,
which will again be computed in a recursive way.
Following the reasoning we can arrive at an important observation: the amount
of possibilities to combine different derivations of hypernodes further down the hy-
pergraph allows to compute a relatively large n-best list of derivations for the upper
nodes in the hypergraph, reducing the number of derivations that are needed in the
lower hypernodes. Figure 5.8 shows how the n-best lists may remain after computing
a 5-best list at the goal hypernode.
When including the language model, the monotonicity property is lost once more
and we have to be careful in order to minimize the amount of search errors. The
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the different variations of the cube pruning algorithm.
“SCS cube pruning” stands for source cardinality synchronous cube pruning.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the principle behind the cube growing algorithm. Each
vector associated with an hypernode represents an n-best list. The dark shaded
elements are the derivations that are needed for the current best derivation at the
goal hypernode (n1). The lightly shaded elements had to be computed in order to
make sure that no better derivation exists. It can be observed that, except for the
goal hypernode, in no other hypernode a full 5-best list had to be computed.
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simple strategy of generating a bigger n-best list, as applied for the case of cube
pruning, cannot be used in this case, since the advantage of the on-demand compu-
tation would be lost. Instead, we will introduce an additional, intermediate buffer
where we store the derivations while we generate them. Once we are confident that
no better derivations can be generated, we will consider a derivation in this buffer
to be “accepted” and will add it to the corresponding n-best list. The key question
is thus how to decide that none of the derivations still to be generated will have a
lower cost than the ones we have already produced.
We will compute an estimation of the LM score for the still to be computed
derivations in the form of a heuristic. If this heuristic has certain properties, it can
be shown [Huang & Chiang 07] that if the scores of the derivations in the candidate
set are better than the estimated scores for the still-to-be generated derivations,
the algorithm will not make any search errors. The heuristic must be optimistic
(also called “admissible”), i.e. the costs given by the heuristic must be less than the
actual cost. The situation is very much like the optimality condition for A? search.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to find a heuristic that fulfills this condition and is useful
for practical purposes. Thus the search will still be inexact.
The equations governing cube growing are the same as for the cube pruning
algorithm, i.e. Equations (5.5) to (5.8) on page 45. The main difference is how the
computation of the sets An(h) of active hypotheses is organized. In cube pruning
they are computed as a whole, in a top-down manner. In cube growing, except for the
goal hypernode, in most cases we will not compute a whole set of active derivations.
The cube growing algorithm is shown in Figure 5.9. The entry point of the
algorithm is the function LazyNthBest, which accepts two input parameters, a
node in the hypergraph and an integer n giving the size of the desired n-best list for
this node. This function first checks if it is the first time it has been called. If that
is the case it performs some initialization work3. Then it generates derivations until
the desired number has been generated, if possible.
The Fire function is the one responsible to make sure that the needed derivations
are generated. For this it calls the LazyNthBest function described above. The
PushSuccCG function is analogous to the PushSucc function of Algorithm 5.3 on
page 48, but with calls to the Fire function to perform the generation on-demand.
Lastly the Enum function is used for transferring derivations from the intermediate
buffer b to the final list of derivations D.
5.2.4.1 Standard heuristic (noLM heuristic)
[Huang & Chiang 07] propose to compute an n-best list of translations without
taking into account the LM scores, a so-called noLM parse (possibly taking into
account recombination of hypotheses). Afterwards they compute the LM scores of
these n-best derivations, and use these scores as the heuristic for the hyperedges
3This initialization will in turn trigger the initialization of predecessor nodes through the call to
the Fire function.
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1 Input: A hypergraph and the size n of the n-best list
2 Output: List with the n-best derivations
3 let v = goal hypernode of the hypergraph
4 LazyNthBest(v, n)
5 return v_D
6 function LazyNthBest(v, n)
7 if first call for v then
8 v_A = heap(∅)
9 for each incoming hyperedge e of v do
10 Fire((e, 1,1), v_A)
11 v_b = heap(∅)
12 while |v_D| < n and |v_b|+ |v_D| < k and |v_A| > 0 do
13 d = pop(v_A)
14 push d into v_b
15 PushSuccCG(d, v_A)
16 B = minx∈v_A{h(x)}
17 Enum(v_b, v_D,B)
18 Enum(v_b, v_D,∞)
19 function Fire(d,A)
20 notation: d = (e, r, j)
21 notation: predecessor hypernodes of e: (n1, . . . , n|e|)
22 notation: R = set of target parts associated with e
23 if r > |R| then
24 return
25 for i = 1 to |e| do
26 LazyNthBest(ni, j[i])
27 if |ui_D| < j[i] then
28 return
29 push d into A
30 function PushSuccCG(d)
31 notation: d = (e, r, j)
32 for i = 1 to |e| do
33 j′ = j
34 j′[i] += 1
35 Fire((e, r, j′))
36 Fire((e, r + 1, j))
37 function Enum(b,D,B)
38 while |b| > 0 and c(best(b)) < B do
39 D = D ++ [pop(b)]
Figure 5.9: Cube growing algorithm
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involved in the derivations. The motivation behind this approach is that in the noLM
pass we will compute a hopefully representative portion of the needed derivations and
thus the best of these scores should act as a heuristic for the hyperedge. However
there is no guarantee that the explored space will be big enough. If when taking
the LM into account we need the heuristic for a hyperedge which was not computed
in the noLM pass, we just take the LM score of the first-best derivation for this
hyperedge.
For the algorithm not to produce search errors, the heuristic must be optimistic
that is, the costs given by the heuristic must be less than the actual cost. If this can
be guaranteed, it can be shown that the search algorithm does not produce any search
errors. Another key issue for practical application is that the heuristic computation
must be efficient. If too much time is spent on computing the heuristic, the gains of
the lazy evaluation can be overcome by this computation time. In the extreme case,
we could compute the LM cost of all possible combinations at each hypernode, which
will lead to an optimal heuristic. Of course this computation would be much more
costly than the actual search using the cube growing algorithm.
In the case of the noLM heuristic, we can not guarantee its acceptability, as
we cannot show that the hyperedges used in the noLM n-best computation will be
reused in the parse including language model information. In fact, the translations
produced without language model differ much from the ones generated when the
language model is taken into account. The adequacy of this heuristic is therefore not
clear. The efficiency can be controlled by varying the size of the n-best list, however
small values of n can increase the risk of inappropriate heuristic values.
5.2.4.2 Coarse LM heuristic
In this section we propose and analyze a new heuristic for the LM cost of the
derivations that are still in the intermediate buffer. We first recall that, given an n-
gram language model, the score of a word w given its context h (also called history)
is given by the expression [Kneser & Ney 95]
p(w|h) =
{
α(w|h) if N(h,w) > 0
γ(h)α(w|h) if N(h,w) = 0 (5.15)
where N(h,w) corresponds to the word-history count in the training corpus, α(w|h)
is the (discounted) relative frequency of the word-history pair, γ(h) is a back-off
weight, which also ensures a proper normalization of the probability distribution and
h is a generalized history, that is, h with the last word dropped.
Now assume we have a mapping M from our target vocabulary E into a set of
classes K, with |K|  |E|
M : E → K
w 7→ Mw
(5.16)
We can extend the mapping to a sequence of words wN1 just by concatenating the
mappings of the individual words, i.e. MwN1 =Mw1 . . .MwN .
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Given this mapping we now define our heuristic by taking the maximum LM
probability associated with the words that get mapped to the same class. More
formally, define the following functions corresponding to the quantities α and γ of
equation 5.15
αη(w|h) = max
w′:Mw′=Mw
h′:Mh′=Mh
{
α(w′|h′)} (5.17)
γη(h) = max
h′:Mh′=Mh
{
γ(h′)
}
(5.18)
and the resulting heuristic
η(w|h) =
{
αη(w|h) if N(Mw|Mh) > 0
γη(h)αη(w|h) if N(Mw|Mh) = 0
(5.19)
The parameters of this heuristic function can be computed offline before the actual
translation process. From a practical point of view, they can be stored in the same
format as any other language model, which allows the reuse of the existing code.
Note that η(w|h) does not define a probability distribution any more, as it is
not normalized. This poses no problem, as we are looking for an upper bound of the
language model probabilities, and these do not need to form a probability distribution
themselves.
This heuristic value is computed for the derivations as they are being produced,
and it gets updated in the corresponding hyperedge. The motivation for this heuristic
is that the expected similarity of the words which can be produced by the translation
rules associated with an hyperedge and the contexts in this hyperedge can be captured
with the given classes, and thus this optimistic language model score is able to predict
future LM scores.
One could also think of a, at least at first glance, more straightforward approach.
Given the mapping of words into classes, we could compute the mapping of the
data used for training the language model, and then train a new language model on
this data. This approach, however, has a big drawback for the usage as a heuristic.
If a new language model is trained, the probabilities associated with it are in a
completely different range, due to the reduced vocabulary size. Therefore the newly
trained language model does not give enough information about the original language
model.
Taking into account the derivations for which we compute the heuristic, we can
consider that this heuristic in most of the cases is acceptable. This is because we
take the maximum of every term involved in Equation 5.15. Note however that
the conditions in the case distinction have changed. In particular we move from
testing the presence of a word-history pair to the presence of the corresponding
classes. As the classes are more general than the words it can be the case that
for some combination we use the event-seen case (first line in the case distinction
of Equations 5.15 and 5.19) instead of the backoff case used when considering the
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words themselves. In practice, the probability of the event-seen case is expected to
be higher, but we can not guarantee it.
Another source of discrepancy arises from the term γ(h) (and the corresponding
γη(h)) and unseen histories h. Again, it can happen that in consideringMh we shift
from an unseen to a seen event. Depending on the definition of the γ function this
can have issues on the acceptability of the heuristic function. In our concrete case,
we train our models using Kneser-Ney smoothing [Kneser & Ney 95] and use the
SRI toolkit [Stolcke 02] for our implementation. Under this conditions, for unseen
histories, γ(h) = 1 (or gets a cost of 0, in the negative log-probability space). That
means that when Ch has been seen, our heuristic will again not be acceptable. This,
however, does not seem to have a big negative effect on the results. The generalization
on other hypotheses along the same hyperedge cannot be guaranteed.
With respect to efficiency, this heuristic introduces a new language model into the
translation process. However, the size of this language model is quite small, especially
when compared with the full language model used in search, and thus the overhead
of the additional LM computations is small. On the other side, when compared with
the original heuristic, we eliminate the need of the noLM pass altogether.
There is still the open question of how to choose the word-to-class mapping M.
In this work we use automatically generated classes in a similar way as described by
[Martin & Liermann+ 95]. It uses a maximum likelihood approach on a corpus by
using a class bigram decomposition. This method is implemented in a tool4 which
is widely used as part of the preprocessing steps when training statistical alignments
using the GIZA++ tool [Och & Ney 03]. This criterion seems to be adequate for our
task, as both the words themselves and the context are taken into account.
Another possibility can be to use Part-of-Speech tags as word classes. This alter-
native is explored in [Vilar & Ney 09].
5.2.4.3 Comparison of the heuristics
Figure 5.10 shows the results for the noLM heuristic5. The bleu and ter scores
are shown in Figure 5.10(a). The best results are achieved with a noLM n-best
size of 200. The difference in performance is not too big and nearly optimal results
can already be achieved with a noLM n-best size of 50. When looking into the
computational resources, the difference becomes critical. Note that in this case we
cannot simply compare the number of generated derivations as we did in Section 5.2.2,
as the cost of computing the heuristic plays a critical role. We thus resort to memory
and time measurements.
Figure 5.10(b) shows the memory usage dependent on the noLM n-best size.
We can see that the memory requirements grow nearly linearly with the size of the
n-best list (which is to be expected). The memory requirements using a noLM 50-
best list is around 1.6GB. When using the 200-best list for optimal performance
4 The mkcls tool [Och 99].
5Note that we used hypothesis recombination also in the noLM pass
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the memory requirements grow up to 6.5GB. For n-best sizes greater then 400, the
memory requirements become prohibitive for the majority of current computers.
Computation time requirements are shown in Figure 5.10(c) as the average time
needed for translating a sentence. The time requirements also grow with increasing
noLM n-best size, but they stay quite reasonable, with a maximum of 6.5s per sen-
tence. For optimum performance (200-best list), 5.2s per sentence are needed and for
a 50-best heuristic, 4.3s. All time measures were taken on machines equipped with
Quad-Core AMD Opteron processors with a clock speed of 2.2GHz.
The results for the coarse LM heuristic are show in Figure 5.11. It can be seen
that the performance of the system using this heuristic is comparable with the noLM
heuristic. It achieves a marginally better bleu score at the cost of a marginally
worse ter. The behaviour of this heuristic is somewhat more erratic than in noLM
case. Memory requirements are shown in Figure 5.11(b). The memory requirements
using the coarse LM heuristic are much lower than when using the noLM heuristic
(note the different scale on the y-axis between Figures 5.10(b) and 5.11(b)), and they
decrease as the number of classes increases.
Time requirements are shown in Figure 5.11(c) and are in general lower than for
the case of noLM heuristics, except for very small values of n. The time requirements
also show an erratic behaviour. However, different workloads of the machines at
experimentation time probably had a non-negligible effect on these measurements.
The behaviour of the noLM heuristic was expected. The increase in memory
and time requirements is due to the increased effort for generating the noLM n-best
lists. This does not imply an increase in translation quality, as, probably, the new
hyperedges that get considered in the heuristic computation do not get used in the
actual translation process.
The coarse LM heuristic already achieves a good performance even for a small
number of classes. This heuristic is able to simplify the LM computation scores and
guide the parsing process in an efficient manner. This is consistent with the findings
of [Petrov & Haghighi+ 08], albeit in a related but different context.
5.2.5 Comparison of all the methods
In order to streamline the reading of the chapter we have already included nu-
merous intermediate experimental results as we described the different algorithms.
In this section we will present a global comparison of all the algorithms discussed so
far.
The results in the preceding sections were computed on the German-English Eu-
roparl Task, as defined for the wmt evaluations [Callison-Burch & Fordyce+ 08]. We
used the 2006 evaluation data as development set for selecting the parameters of the
models (optimizing on the bleu) and to present the above results. With the outcome
of those experiment we select the settings for each algorithm and present the final
results on the blind data set composed of the evaluation data for the 2008 campaign.
The statistics of the data can be seen in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Statistics for the Europarl German-English data. DEV corresponds to the
wmt 2006 evaluation data, TEST to the 2008 evaluation data.
German English
TRAIN Sentences 1 311 815
Running Words 34 398 651 36 090 085
Vocabulary 336 347 118 112
Singletons 168 686 47 507
DEV Sentences 2 000
Running Words 55 118 58 761
Vocabulary 9 211 6 549
OOVs 284 77
PPL — 74.92
TEST Sentences 2 000
Running Words 56 635 60 188
Vocabulary 9 254 6 497
OOVs 266 89
PPL — 85.21
Figure 5.12 shows the performance of three main methods investigated in this
work, showing the performance depending on the average time needed for translating
a sentence. In order to reduce the clutter of the graph, SCS cube pruning without
coverage pruning was left out as its behaviour is quite similar to standard cube
pruning. The coarse LM heuristic is also not included, as the parameters do not have
a big impact on the performance of the algorithm. As can be seen in the graph, the
cube pruning algorithm with coverage pruning is the algorithm that achieves the best
bleu score with a relatively low computation time. The cube growing algorithm is
the best performing algorithm in terms of computation time, but this has a cost in
translation quality. The performance in terms of ter is very similar for all three
methods.
Depending on the task at hand we can choose one algorithm over the other.
For tasks where speed is crucial, like for example interactive machine translation
or online translation services, response time is far more critical that the slight gain
in translation quality that can be achieved by applying a less aggressive pruning
method.
Results on the blind test data, corresponding to the WMT 2008 evaluation data,
can be found in Table 5.2. For computing these results we chose the best perform-
ing parameters taking into account the previous results. The three variants of cube
pruning perform very similarly both in terms of bleu and ter, the computation
time is however much smaller when applying source cardinality synchronous search
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Figure 5.10: Results using the noLM heuristic
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Figure 5.11: Results using the coarse LM heuristic
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the efficiency of the three main search algorithms. scscp
stands for source cardinality synchronous cube pruning.
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Table 5.2: Results of the different search strategies on the 2008 WMT test data.
Search algorithm BLEU[%] TER[%] Time [s]
Cube pruning 27.2 60.6 78.3
Source cardinality synchronous CP 26.9 60.8 75.8
+ coverage pruning 27.1 60.9 20.2
Cube growing (noLM heuristic) 26.4 61.4 8.3
Cube growing (coarse LM heuristic) 26.7 61.0 7.0
together with coverage pruning. The standard cube growing algorithm obtains some-
what worse results, but it performs much faster than the cube pruning algorithms.
Using the coarse LM heuristic the performance in terms of translation quality is com-
parable with the cube pruning methods. In terms of speed this is the best performing
method.
For comparison, Table 5.3 shows additional results achieved on this data. The
first part of the table shows the two top performing systems in the 2008 evaluation
campaign. Note that the official results are rounded to the nearest integer value.
The hierarchical system obtains very competitive results. Note also that no special
adaptation to the task has been carried out, the results can be considered to be
those of a baseline system. The table also shows additional results produced at our
department. We provide two results for the phrase-based translation approach. The
first one starts from the alignments produced by giza++ [Och & Ney 03] and can be
considered a baseline system. It can be seen that the hierarchical system performs
better for this task. This result shows that the hierarchical approach is appropriate
for the German-to-English translation task. The results corresponding to the best
performing system available in our department are also reported, obtained using
the “forced alignments” training method described in [Wuebker & Mauser+ 10]. It
is possible to adapt this method to the hierarchical phrase-based model, but such
approaches are beyond the scope of this work.
Additionally, results obtained with the freely available hierarchical toolkit Joshua
[Li & Callison Burch+ 09] are included. The system was configured so that the search
effort6 was comparable to the cube pruning setup reported in Table 5.2.
Current state-of-the-art systems are complex systems. Since we might not have
been aware of the best setup for Joshua, we also include additional results from the
WMT 2010 evaluation campaign in Table 5.4. Johns Hopkins University partici-
pated in this evaluation using Joshua, the system was trained by its original authors
[Schwartz 10] and thus can be considered to be fully optimized. RWTH also partic-
ipated with the open-source hierarchical phrase-based system Jane [Vilar & Stein+
6The phrase table was extracted using the tools provided in the Joshua toolkit. Using the phrase-
table extracted for the other experiments made the memory requirements for Joshua prohibitive.
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Table 5.3: Best available results on the 2008 wmt test data, in the official evaluation
and at RWTH Aachen. The official results on bleu are rounded to the nearest
integer. No official ter scores were reported.
System bleu [%] ter [%] Time[s]
University of Edinburgh 28 — —
Limsi 27 — —
RWTH phrase-based (GIZA++ alignments) 26.3 60.9 29.3
RWTH phrase-based (forced alignments) 27.7 59.2 18.9
Joshua (RWTH run) 26.7 61.1 134.0
Table 5.4: Results for Jane and Joshua in the WMT 2010 evaluation campaign.
Jane Joshua
bleu [%] ter [%] bleu [%] ter [%]
German-English 21.8 69.5 19.5 66.0
English-German 15.7 74.8 14.6 73.8
French-English 26.6 61.7 26.4 61.4
English-French 25.9 63.2 22.8 68.1
10] (among others), the same system used for the experimental results presented in
this work. A detailed description of RWTH’s submission can be found in [Heger &
Wuebker+ 10a]. The scores are computed using the official Euromatrix web interface
for machine translation evaluation.7.
5.3 Efficient rule storage
Up to this point we have mainly considered the efficient search procedure that
has to be carried out when translating a sentence. Some consideration must also
be given to the issue of how to store the large amount of rules that are extracted
from a given parallel corpus. Table 5.5 shows some statistics about the amount of
phrases extracted for two typical tasks. As can be seen from this table, the amount
of hierarchical phrases is much larger than the amount of non-hierarchical phrases.
Depending on the task, the factor can vary between 3.5 to 5 (roughly). These phrases
need to be stored in a data structure which has to be memory efficient in order to
store the large amount of information needed. It also has to be accessed in an efficient
7http://matrix.statmt.org/
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Table 5.5: Statistics for rule extraction on two different tasks. The corpus size is
measured in number of parallel sentences.
German-English Arabic-English
Training corpus size 1 521 715 7 554 448
Filtering corpus size 4 128 3 157
Non-hierarchical phrases 11 406 822 30 810 881
Hierarchical phrases 37 039 526 160 056 759
way, as this is an operation that will be used frequently both at parsing time and at
the time when the LM score is computed.
One observation helps us in the selection of an appropriate data structure. When
one source phrase can be applied in the translation process, all the sub-phrases con-
tained within it can also be applied, as the words of these sub-phrases are of course
present in the sentence to translate. It is the task of the search procedure to select
the best segmentation, but all these possibilities have to be explored. This fact is
reflected in the cyk+ algorithm via the type-2 list items (Figure 5.1 on page 42),
which can be further extended into new rules8. Taking this into account, the most
appropriate structure for storing the hierarchical rules will be a prefix tree, also known
as trie.
A prefix tree [Fredkin 60] is a tree where each edge has a unique label among its
siblings. The label associated with a node will then be defined as the concatenation
of the labels of the edges in the path from the root node to said node. The nodes
may have additional information associated with them. This data structure may for
example efficiently represent a set of strings, as common prefixes are stored only once
in the tree.
In our concrete application the labels in the edges will be the words in the source
language and the nodes will carry the information about the possible translations of
a source phrase. The structure is illustrated in Figure 5.13. Each arc in the tree
is labelled with a word of the source vocabulary. In this way, each path connecting
the root node with another node has a phrase associated with it. In each node, the
possible translations for the corresponding source phrase are stored together with
the associated costs. This list of translations is sorted according to the translation
scores, as needed for the cube pruning and cube growing algorithms.
8Strictly speaking, from the presence of a type-2 item does not necessarily follow that some rules
corresponding to this partial rule can be applied. However for the hierarchical translation process
this is often the case.
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Translation: C D
Cost: 7.5
Figure 5.13: Illustration of the prefix tree for storing the rules. Each path in the tree
represents the source part of a phrase. Each node stores the possible translations of
the corresponding source phrase, together with the associated costs.
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s1 s2 · · · sk
<data>
s1 s2 · · · sm
<data>
s1 s2 · · · sn
<data>
Figure 5.14: Implementation of a node in a prefix tree. The si denote the indexes of
the successors of a node.
5.3.1 On-demand loading
Although a prefix tree is a memory efficient data structure for this task, the huge
number of extracted phrases makes it impossible to have all of them stored in main
memory at once. However we can take advantage of the fact that most nodes are
independent of each other, and the vast majority of them will not be needed for
the translation of a given sentence. In this way we will keep most part of the data
structure in secondary memory (usually a hard disk) and load the nodes on-demand
as the translation algorithm needs them.
The implementation of the data structure representing a node is depicted in
Figure 5.14. The structure holds a data field, which in our case will be the set of
translations for the given phrase. Conceptually, a list holds the labels of the arc
connecting the successor nodes and a parallel list holds pointers to the corresponding
nodes. In the actual implementation this may vary, e.g. by using vectors with implicit
indexes.
If we want to store this structure in secondary memory, the pointers will be ad-
dresses on the disk. When loading the structure from disk we read it “as-is”, but
marking the pointers as still being on secondary storage. If we need to follow a
pointer, the corresponding node gets loaded from disk and the pointer gets overwrit-
ten with an address of main memory.
The implementation can be held data type agnostic (using template programming
in C++) and thus can be reused for different applications. In the current implementa-
tion of our decoder, this structure has also been used to implement a memory-efficient
representation for language models. In this case, the paths in the tree represent the
n-grams present in the language model and the data corresponds to the n-gram prob-
ability and corresponding backoff weights. In this way we have nearly no overhead
due to unused data in main memory.
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Jane first found herself between the stars, her
thoughts playing among the vibrations of the
philotic strands of the ansible net. The computers
of the Hundred Worlds were hands and feet, eyes
and ears to her. She spoke every language that
had ever been committed to computers and read
every book in every library on every world.
— Speaker for the Dead
Orson Scott Card
6
Enhancements
In this chapter we will discuss different extensions to the hierarchical model,
and present some practical considerations that have to be taken into account when
developing such a system.
We will first consider extensions that introduce additional syntactic information
into the translation model with the aim of producing more fluent translations. The
grammatical form of the hierarchical model makes this kind of extensions specially
attractive, as most syntax approaches are formalized in a similar manner.
These extensions need additional data to apply them, normally in the form of
parse trees of the training sentences. This kind of information may not be available
for some languages, like for example minority languages or languages for which not
much research effort in natural language processing techniques has been invested. We
will propose a method that aims to suppress the dependency on additional linguistic
tools by resorting to automatic clustering methods that can be applied independently
of the language pair under consideration.
We will also consider the possibility of including phrase-level reorderings that
have been proven to be successful for standard phrase-based translation. Although
reordering is already an integral part of the hierarchical phrase-based approach, the
addition of such models further helps to improve the quality of the translation under
some conditions.
Lastly we will discuss the open source implementation of a hierarchical phrase-
based translation toolkit that has been developed in the course of the work described
in this thesis. We will present the main features of the system and also describe
practical considerations important for the implementation. We will discuss some
additional phrase features that help to further improve the translation quality.
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6.1 Extensions towards syntax information
Different authors have proposed several enhancements for the hierarchical phrase-
based translation model, which aim to include additional syntactic information in the
translation process. The goal is to favour certain structural properties which conform
with certain predefined syntactic constructs, in the hope of achieving a more fluent
translation output. This kind of extension feel natural for the hierarchical model, as
the underlying (synchronous) context free grammar provides a formalization which
is close to the constructions applied in such linguistic concepts. In fact, the orig-
inal author of the hierarchical model provides a characterization of it as a “shift
to the formal machinery of syntax-based translation systems without any linguistic
commitment” [Chiang 05].
In this section we will introduce one such method, called parsematch, and discuss
two additional ones, soft syntactic labels and string-to-dependency. Our goal will be
to find out whether these models complement each other or if they rather address
the same deficiencies in the translation process.
We will also analyze the soft syntactic labels approach and propose an alternative
where we aim to suppress the dependency on external syntactic knowledge and in-
stead apply automatic clustering methods on the phrase level. In this way we extend
the applicability of the method to minority languages, for which no linguistic tools
may be available. We will be able to obtain similar structural improvements as when
using the available external linguistic knowledge.
6.1.1 Valid Syntactical Phrases
Two of the approaches analyzed in this section rely on the concept of valid syntac-
tic phrases. Given a monolingual sentence (be it in the source or the target language)
and the associated parse tree, we will say that a lexical phrase extracted from this
sentence is syntactically valid if it corresponds to the yield of one of the nodes in the
syntax tree. We extend this concept to hierarchical phrases by defining it as valid if
the originating phrase was syntactically valid and every phrase which was suppressed
in order to generate the gaps in the phrase is also syntactically valid.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of a sentence together with the associated syntax
tree. The phrase “the big house”, for example, is syntactically valid, as it is the
yield of the node labelled with NP. Examples of syntactically invalid phrases are
“big house” or “is the”. “Where B∼0 the big house” and “Where is B∼0” are valid
hierarchical phrases, whereas “Where B∼0 big house” or “Where is the B∼0” are not.
For the syntactically invalid phrases, we can search for the node whose yield is
closest to the phrase we are considering. We choose the node for which a minimum
number of words has to be added or deleted from the phrase so that it fits the yield of
the node. The node is then called the best match node for the phrase. In case of ties
we favour addition over deletion of words. Returning to the example of Figure 6.1,
the phrase “big house” has NP as best match node, because by adding just one word,
“the”, we arrive at the yield of this node.
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Figure 6.1: Example of a parse tree.
6.1.2 Parsematch Features
One way to use the additional syntax information is to compute additional fea-
tures which measure how well the extracted phrases correspond to linguistic struc-
tures. In contrast to other approaches in which rules are extracted to enforce the
syntactical integrity of the translation (e.g. [Galley & Hopkins+ 04]), we do not
limit the extraction algorithm. The rule extraction is the same as for the standard
hierarchical phrase-based model, but additional scores are computed for the gener-
ated phrases. It has been pointed out that non-syntactical phrases are necessary to
achieve good translation performance, see for example [Koehn & Och+ 03, DeNeefe
& Knight+ 07]. It is also worth noting that by adjusting the corresponding scaling
factor the minimum error rate training procedure can fall back to the original system.
In contrast to other approaches, which normally only take target syntax into
account, both the source and the target part of the rules can be considered. The
inclusion of this information as additional scores in the phrases does hardly have an
impact on computation time.
The simplest way to include this information is to add a new binary feature, which
is fired if the phrase is syntactically valid, else it has a value of 0. Other features
that try to take into account how many words have to be added or removed from a
phrase to be syntactically valid have also been investigated in [Vilar & Stein+ 08].
In this thesis we apply the “relative” distance measure, in which the length of the
phrase is taken into account when computing the feature value. In this way, for the
same distance to a best match node, longer phrases are penalized less than shorter
ones.
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faced
In industry difficulties
years the textile in serious
recent China
Figure 6.2: Dependency parsing for the sentence “In recent years, the textile industry
in China faced serious difficulties”.
6.1.3 String-to-Dependency
Another possibility for introducing syntactical information in the translation pro-
cess is inspired by [Shen & Xu+ 08]. The authors propose to augment the phrases
used in the translation by including dependency information of the target side. At
generation time they build a dependency tree of the produced translation and score
them using appropriate language models. These dependency language models are
able to span longer distances than the standard n-gram language models at the word
level.
Figure 6.2 shows an example dependency tree. A language model that scores this
structure can for example evaluate the left-handed dependency of the structure “In”,
followed by “industry”, on the structure “faced”.
We will apply a modified version of the original approach. Here we will not
explain this model in detail, a full description can be found in [Stein & Peitz+ 10].
The main difference to the original approach by [Shen & Xu+ 08] is that the phrase
set is not restricted with respect to the original set of hierarchical phrases, and the
model is computed as an n-best rescoring step.
6.1.4 Soft Syntactic Labels
Another possibility to include syntax information in the hierarchical model is to
extend the set of non-terminals in the hierarchical model from the original set of
generic symbols to a richer, syntax-oriented set [Zollmann & Venugopal 06]. The
main idea behind this concept is to provide the system with information about the
blocks that have to fill the gaps in the hierarchical rules.
Instead of using the generic non-terminals A (for source) and B (for target) we can
use the syntactic categories found in the linguistic parse tree to guide the translation
process. In this way we can e.g. enforce the gap of a noun phrase, i.e. a hierarchical
rule labelled with an NP in the left-hand side, to be filled with a noun, by associating
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the non-terminal N with the gap.
However, augmenting the set of non-terminals also restricts the parsing space and
thus we alter the set of possible translations. Furthermore, it can happen that no
parse can be found for some input sentences. To address this issue, our extraction
is extended in a similar way as in the work of [Venugopal & Zollmann 09]. In this
model, the original generic non-terminals are not substituted, rather the new non-
terminals are appended as additional information to the phrases and a new feature
is computed based on them. In this way the original parsing and translation spaces
are left unchanged. In contrast to the above work, where the authors expand the set
of linguistic non-terminals to include a large set of new symbols, we restrict ourselves
to the non-terminals that are to be found in the syntax tree.
Each lexical phrase is marked with the non-terminal symbol of the best matching
node as described in Section 6.1.1. When producing hierarchical rules, the gaps are
labelled with the non-terminal symbols of the corresponding phrases. It is important
to point out that the syntax information is extracted from the target side only, but
the substitution of the corresponding non-terminal symbol is carried out both on the
source and the target sides (with the same non-terminal on both sides). The model
could also be extended to differentiate between non-terminals in the source and the
target sides, although this would increase the phrase sparsity.
For every rule in the grammar we will store information about the possible non-
terminals that can be substituted, together with a probability for each combination
of non-terminal symbols. More formally, let Sf be the set of possible syntax non-
terminals on the source side and Se the syntax non-terminals in the target side
1.
Given a rule r with n gaps, we will define a probability distribution p(s|r) over
(Sf×S2)(n+1), where s denotes a possible combination of syntax non-terminal symbols
to be substituted in the rule, including the left-hand side.
We will illustrate this concept with an example. Consider the rule
r = (A,B)→ 〈uA∼0vA∼1w, xB∼0yB∼1z〉 (6.1)
and let s = ((X1, X2), (X3, X4), (X5, X6)). Then p(s|r) will be the probability that
the rule r is interpreted as rule
(X1,X2)→ 〈uX∼03 vX∼15 w, xX∼04 yX∼16 z〉 . (6.2)
For each derivation d we will compute two probabilities. The first one will
be denoted by ph((Y1, Y2)|d) (h for “head”) and will reflect the probability that
the derivation d, under consideration of the additional non-terminal symbols, has
(Y1, Y2) ∈ Sf × Se as its starting symbols. This quantity will be needed for com-
puting the probability psyn(d) that the derivation conforms with the extended set of
non-terminals. The negative logarithm of this last probability will then be added as
a new feature to the log-linear model combination.
1We describe the general case here although, as pointed out above, in our case Sf = Se, which
could lead to a simplification of the equations.
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For the exact definition of these two quantities we will separate the case where the
top rule of derivation d is a lexical phrase (in which case the derivation consists only
of one rule application) and the general case where the top rule is a hierarchical one.
If the top rule r of d corresponds to a lexical phrase, the probability distribution for
the non-terminals for d will equal the distribution for rule r, i.e. ph(s|d) = p(s|r), ∀s ∈
Sf×Se. Given that only one rule has been applied, the derivation fully conforms with
the extended set of non-terminals, thus in this case psyn(d) = 1. For the general case of
hierarchical rules, let d be a general derivation, let r be the top rule and let d1, . . . , dn
be the sub-derivations associated with the application of rule r in derivation d. For
determining if the derivation is consistent with the extended set of non-terminals we
have to consider every possible substitution of non-terminals in rule r and check the
probability of the n sub-derivations to have the corresponding non-terminals. More
formally:
psyn(d) =
∑
s∈(Sf×Se)n+1
(
p(s|r) ·
n+1∏
k=2
ph(s[k]|dk−1)
)
, (6.3)
where the notation [·] is used to represent addressing the elements of a vector. The
index shifting in the product in Equation 6.3 is due to the fact that the first element
in the vector of non-terminal substitutions is the left-hand-side of the rule. Note also
that although the sum is unrestricted, most of the summands will be left out due to
a zero probability in the term p(s|r).
The probability ph is computed in a similar way, but the summation index is
restricted only to those vectors of non-terminal substitutions where the left-hand
side is the one for which we want to compute the probability. More formally:
ph((Y1, Y2)|d) =
∑
s∈(Sf×Se)n+1:s[1]=(Y1,Y2)
(
p(s|r) ·
n+1∏
k=2
ph(s[k]|dk−1)
)
. (6.4)
In practice, the probability distributions may be renormalized in order to avoid
numerical problems.
6.2 Poor Man’s Syntax
Let us take one step back and look at the model from Section 6.1.4 from a distance.
We can consider the rules with the same left-hand side to be a class of phrases
which share some common characteristics. Similarly, the non-terminals in the right-
hand side represent the preferred type of rule that should be substituted in the
corresponding gap. The syntax tree of the target side of the training corpus is what
defines the corresponding labels. Looking at it under this viewpoint, the parsing
process is little more than a sophisticated way to cluster the phrases.
In this section we will investigate a novel approach, in which we cluster the
phrases with fully automatic methods, thus avoiding the need for additional syntax
information in the form of a parse tree of the training data. This might be beneficial
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e.g. for under-resourced languages for which no parsers might be available. It may
also reduce the computational cost of the training process, although this depends
both on the parser used, the language pair, the size of the training corpus and the
clustering algorithm, so it is difficult to assure this holds in general. In our case, the
clustering took around 20 hours, while the running time for parsing can be estimated
at around 2000 sentences per hour. Looking at the corpus statistics in Section 6.2.1
we can see that the training time is dramatically reduced.
We will try to mimic the phrase “clustering” of the syntax tree. The process is
represented schematically in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. First we cluster the words, very
much like the POS labels do in the parsing process, but we apply this operation
on both the source and the target sides. We use the makecls tool [Och 99], which
is widely used as part of the alignment training procedure in statistical machine
translation. Note that in this way the mapping of words will be deterministic instead
of context-dependent, as is the case with part-of-speech labels.
We then go through the table of lexical phrases and substitute each word with its
corresponding class. In the example of Figure 6.3, the source classes are denoted as
“SC” and the target classes as “TC”. Note that we can do this operation already on
an extracted phrase table due to the deterministic word mapping. Should we want to
apply a context-dependent mapping of words, we will have to perform a new phrase
extraction keeping track of the associated classes. It is also worth noting that the
size of the mapped phrase table will be smaller, as the result of the word mapping
may join some phrases together.
On the resulting mapped table we apply a new clustering, this time on the phrase
level, assigning a label to each of them. In our experiments we used the cluto toolkit
[Zhao & Karypis 03] for this step.
The lexical phrases are then labelled with the corresponding class in the left-hand
side of the rule. The hierarchical phrases are labelled in the same way in the left-
hand side, and the gaps are labelled with the corresponding classes of the phrases
that produced the gaps (see Figure 6.4). This corresponds to the labelling procedure
using syntactic labels described in Section 6.1.4. As we did there, we also consider
these non-terminals as soft syntactic labels and store them as additional information
associated with the rules, they do not constitute hard constraints.
6.2.1 Experimental Results
It has been shown (e.g. [DeNeefe & Knight+ 07]) that syntax-based models
are specially helpful when dealing with the Chinese-to-English translation direction,
therefore we present results on the Chinese-English nist 2008 task. We used a
selected subset of the available training material to arrive at a medium sized training
corpus. The nist 2006 was used as development set for minimum error training on
bleu in all the experiments. Table 6.1 shows the statistics of the data.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the clustering procedure for the poor man’s syntax method
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(A,B) →〈不是 美国 的 核心 国家利益 , is not the core national interests of theunited states 〉
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
(C8,C8)→〈不是 C14∼0的 C16∼1 , is not the C16∼1 of the C14∼0 〉
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the extraction procedure for the poor man’s syntax method,
using the clustering shown in Figure 6.3.
Table 6.1: Statistics for the Chinese-English corpus
Chinese English
Train Sentences 3 030 696
No. of Words 77 456 152 81 002 954
Vocabulary 83 128 213 076
Singletons 21 059 95 544
Dev Sentences 1 664
No. of Words 42 930 172 324
Vocabulary 6 387 17 202
OOVs 1 871 50 353
Test Sentences 1 357
No. of Words 36 114 149 057
Vocabulary 6 418 17 877
OOVs 1 375 43 724
6.2.1.1 Syntactic Approaches
First we focus on the comparison of the syntax-based methods with each other.
Table 6.2 shows the results of the different approaches. The parsematch method, al-
though it does not show any improvements on the development set, is able to improve
the translation on the test set by 0.4% bleu and 0.5% ter. String-to-dependency is
able to achieve a much bigger improvement in ter (1.7%), although it is only slightly
better than parsematch on bleu. The string-to-dependency experiments were carried
out rescoring 100-best lists. The soft syntactic labels produce the best bleu score,
1% over the baseline, but are not better than the string-to-dependency approach on
ter.
Next we investigate if the improvements of the different methods are comple-
mentary, or if perhaps the different models address the same flaws in the baseline
translation. We performed experiments with every possible pair of approaches. The
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Table 6.2: Results for the additional syntactic models on the nist ’06 and the nist
’08 test set. All the scores are in percentage. The best i6 hierarchical system includes
syntax models and extended lexicon models as discussed in Section 6.5.2.
nist ’06 (dev) nist ’08 (test)
bleu ter bleu ter
baseline 31.4 63.2 24.0 68.4
parsematch 31.4 63.1 24.4 67.9
dependency 32.2 61.9 24.6 66.7
syntax labels 32.2 62.1 25.0 67.2
parsematch + dependency 32.0 62.5 24.6 67.6
syntax labels + parsematch 32.4 62.3 25.3 67.3
syntax labels + dependency 32.9 61.4 25.4 66.7
syntax labels + parsematch + dependency 32.9 61.0 25.1 66.4
poor man’s syntax 32.1 62.0 24.8 66.9
best i6 pbt system 33.4 60.6 26.2 65.6
syntax + extended lexica 33.5 60.8 26.6 65.4
best 2008 single submission (isi) – – 29.4 57.7
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bleu score is improved in every case with respect to each of the individual ap-
proaches alone. The ter score however, does not show the same behaviour, and
when combining parsematch and string-to-dependency we obtain a deterioration of
0.9% compared to string-to-dependency alone. Applying the three approaches we
obtain the best ter score, with a 2% improvement over the baseline, and 1.1% im-
provement in bleu. Still, the best bleu score is obtained applying soft syntactic
labels together with string-to-dependency.
Table 6.2 also includes additional results, including that of the best phrase-based
system available at RWTH Aachen for this data. The best hierarchical system in-
cludes the syntax models described in this section and additionally the extended
lexicon model that will be shortly presented in Section 6.5.2. The performance of
both systems is quite similar, with the hierarchical system slightly outperforming
the phrase-based one. The best single system that participated in the nist 2008
evaluation campaign, developed at isi, is also included in the table.
6.2.1.2 Poor man’s syntax
For the poor man’s syntax approach there are two additional parameters that
have to be chosen, namely the number of classes the words and the phrases are
to be clustered into. Each combination requires a new clustering process, a new
extraction of hierarchical phrases and, for optimal results, a new run of minimum
error rate training. The extracted phrase tables are also of considerable size on the
hard disk, and conducting a series of experiments may easily fill up the file servers.
For these reasons we only carried out a non-exhaustive search for the best combination
of the number of classes for the word and phrase clustering algorithms. Somehow
surprisingly we arrived at a relatively low number of classes for both: 5 classes for
word clustering and 20 for phrase clustering.
Table 6.2 shows the results obtained when applying this approach. This model
achieves an improvement of 0.8% in bleu and 1.5% in ter over the baseline. This
makes it comparable to the best performing syntax-based methods on both scores.
In this way we are able to simulate the effect of including syntax information by
applying only purely automatic methods. This is a promising result, specially for
tasks where obtaining syntax information in form of parse trees is difficult or even
impossible.
6.3 Reorderings
In the standard formulation of the hierarchical phrase-based translation model,
the initial symbols are rewritten into the generic non-terminal symbols of the trans-
lation rules via the two rules (4.10) and (4.11), reproduced here:
(SA, SB)→ 〈S∼0A A∼1, S∼0B B∼1〉
(SA, SB)→ 〈A∼0, B∼0〉
(6.5)
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This allows for a monotonic concatenation of phrases, very much in the way mono-
tonic phrase-based translation is carried out.
It is a well-known fact that for phrase-based translation, the use of additional re-
ordering models is a key component, essential for achieving good translation quality.
In the hierarchical model, the reordering is already integrated in the translation for-
malism. However there are still cases where the needed reorderings are not captured
by the hierarchical phrases alone.
The flexibility of the grammar formalism allows us to add additional reordering
models without the need to explicitely modify the code for supporting them. The
most straightforward example would be to include the ITG-Reorderings, by adding
following rule
(SA, SB)→ 〈S∼0A S∼1A , S∼1B S∼0B 〉 (6.6)
We can however model other reordering constraints. As an example, phrase-level
IBM reordering constraints with a window length of 1 can be included substituting
the rules in Equation 6.5 with following rules
S → 〈M∼0A ,M∼0B 〉
S → 〈M∼0A S∼1A ,M∼0B S∼1B 〉
S → 〈J∼0A M∼1A ,M∼1B J∼0B 〉
M → 〈A∼0, B∼0〉
M → 〈M∼0A A∼1,M∼0B B∼1〉
B → 〈A∼0, A∼0〉
B → 〈J∼0A A∼1, B∼1J∼0B 〉
(6.7)
In these rules we have added two additional non-terminals. The M non-terminals
denotes a monotonic block and the J non-terminals a back jump. Actually both
classes of non-terminals represent monotonic translations and the grammar could be
simplified by using only one of them. Separating them allows for more flexibility, e.g.
when restricting the jump width, where we only have to restrict the maximum span
width of the J non-terminals. These rules can be generalized for other reordering
constraints or window lengths.
Additionally distance based costs can be computed for these reorderings. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time such additional reorderings have been
applied to the hierarchical phrase-based approach.
6.3.1 Experimental results
We tried the reordering approach on the German-English data as used in the
Quaero project. This corpus is comparable, although not equal, to the corpora
released for the WMT evaluations. As can be seen in Table 6.3 we obtain an im-
provement of over 1% in both bleu and ter, using the additional reorderings.
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Table 6.3: Results for the Europarl German-English data as defined for the Quaero
project. bleu and ter results are in percentage.
dev test
System bleu ter bleu ter
Jane baseline 24.2 59.5 25.4 57.4
+ reordering 25.2 58.2 26.5 56.1
best Quaero submission (kit) 27.1 – 29.7 –
6.4 Open source implementation
During the development of the work presented in this thesis, a hierarchical phrase-
based translation system was developed from scratch at the RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity. This system has now been published as open source software, free for non-
commercial usage. It includes all the features described in this work, including all
the search methods presented in Chapter 5 and the enhancements discussed in this
chapter.
The translation system is called Jane2 and can be downloaded from the website of
the i6 department of the RWTH Aachen University3. In this section we will go over
the most outstanding aspects of the implementation that have not yet been discussed
in this thesis.
6.4.1 Language models
Jane supports four formats for n-gram language models:
• The Arpa format for language models. We use the sri toolkit [Stolcke 02] to
support this format.
• The binary language model format supported by the sri toolkit. This format
allows a more efficient language model storage, which reduces loading times. In
order to reduce memory consumption, the language model can be reloaded for
every sentence, filtering the n-grams that will be needed for scoring the possible
translations. This format is specially useful for this case.
• Randomized LMs as described in [Talbot & Osborne 07], using the open source
implementation made available by the authors of the paper. This approach
uses a space efficient but approximative representation of the set of n-grams in
the language model. In particular the probability for unseen n-grams may be
overestimated.
2Jane is just an acronym, nothing else.
3http://www.hltpr.rwth-aachen.de/jane
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• An in-house, exact representation format with on-demand loading of n-grams,
using the internal prefix-tree implementation which is also used for phrase stor-
age (see Section 5.3).
Several language models (also of mixed formats) can be used during search. Their
scores are combined in the log-linear framework.
6.4.2 Optimization methods
Two n-best list based methods for minimum error rate training (mert) of the
parameters of the log-linear model are included in Jane. The first one is the proce-
dure described in [Och 03], which has become a standard in the machine translation
community. We use an in-house implementation of the method.
The second one is the MIRA algorithm, first applied for machine translation
in [Chiang & Knight+ 09]. This algorithm is more adequate when the number of
parameters to be optimized is large.
If the Numerical Recipes library [Press & Teukolsky+ 02] is available, an addi-
tional general purpose optimization tool is also compiled. Using this tool a single-best
optimization procedure based on the downhill simplex method [Nelder & Mead 65]
is included. This method, however, can be considered deprecated in favour of the
above mentioned n-best based methods.
6.4.3 Parallelized operation
If the Sun Grid Engine4 is available, all operations of Jane can be parallelized.
For the extraction process, the corpus is split into chunks (the granularity being
user-controlled) which are distributed in the computer cluster. Count collection,
marginal computation and count normalization all happens in an automatic and
parallel manner.
For the translation process a batch job is started on a number of computers.
One server (the first process in the batch) distributes the sentences to translate to
the computers that have been made available to the translation job. The computer
allocation is dynamic, in the sense that if more computers are made available for the
translation job, they can be added on the fly to the translation task. In order to
do load balancing, a simple heuristic is used and the longest sentences are the first
ones sent to translate. In this way we try to avoid “deadlocks” when the job is just
waiting for a computer to finish the translation of a long sentence that happened to
be at the end of the corpus. A simple fault-tolerance system is also built-in, which
tries to detect if a computer has had problems and resends the associated sentence to
another free node. It is however quite basic and although it detects most problems,
there may be still some cases where unresponding computers may go undetected.
4http://www.sun.com/software/sge/
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The optimization process also benefits from the parallelized translation. Ad-
ditionally, for the minimum error rate training methods, random restarts may be
performed on different computers in a parallel fashion.
The same client-server infrastructure used for parallel translation may also be
reused for interactive systems. Although no code in this direction is provided, one
would only need to implement a corresponding frontend which communicates with
the translation server (which may be located on another machine).
6.4.4 Extensibility
One of the goals when implementing the toolkit was to make it easy to extend it
with new features. For this, an abstract class was created which we called secondary
model. New models need only to derive from this class and implement the abstract
methods for data reading and costs computation. This allows for an encapsulation
of the computations, which can be activated and deactivated on demand. We thus
try to achieve loose coupling in the implementation. All the models described in this
chapter are implemented in this way.
Also included as part of the code is the flexible prefix tree implementation with
on-demand loading capabilities described in Section 5.3. This class has been used
for implementing on-demand loading of phrases and the on-demand n-gram format
described in Section 6.4.1, in addition to some intermediate steps in the phrase ex-
traction process. The code may also be reused in other, independent projects.
6.4.5 Licensing
Jane is distributed under an open source license. This includes free usage for
non-commercial purposes as long as any changes made to the original software are
published under the terms of the same license. The exact formulation is available on
the download page for Jane.
6.5 Additional phrase features
In this section we will discuss some features that have been shown to help on
some translation tasks.
6.5.1 Heuristic phrase-level features
These features can be computed at phrase extraction time and can be included
in the framework of the log-linear model. Most of them are just heuristics that are
difficult to justify from a theoretical point of view, but for some tasks have proven to
increase the translation quality. Unfortunately it is difficult to generalize and assure
that they help for every language pair. In practice one should experiment and see if
for the task at hand they manage to improve the translation quality. We introduce
following features:
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Paste rule We denote as paste rules those rules of the form
(A,B)→ 〈A∼0α,B∼0β〉 or (A,B)→ 〈αA∼0, βB∼0〉
We include a binary feature which is activated for each phrase of this form.
These rules contrast with “reordering rules” and adjusting the weight of the
corresponding scaling factor, we can control how much reordering we allow in
the translation system.
Number of non-terminals Two binary features indicating if the rule has one or
two non-terminals.
6.5.2 Extended Lexicon Models
The extended lexicon models described in [Mauser & Hasan+ 09] have also been
applied to the hierarchical machine translation approach. We give a brief overview of
the basic ideas here, the interested reader is directed to the above paper for a more
detailed description.
6.5.2.1 Discriminative Word Lexicon
The first of the two lexicon models is denoted as discriminative word lexicon (dwl)
and acts as a statistical classifier that decides whether a word from the target vo-
cabulary should be included in a translation hypothesis. The probabilities if a word
is or is not part of the target sentence, given a set of source words, are decomposed
into binary features, one for each source vocabulary entry. These binary features get
combined in a log-linear fashion with corresponding feature weights. The discrimi-
native word lexicon is trained independently for each target word using the l-bfgs
[Byrd & Lu+ 95] algorithm.
6.5.2.2 Triplet Lexicon
The second lexicon model, the triplet lexicon model, is in many aspects related to
ibm model 1 [Brown & Della Pietra+ 93], but extends it with an additional word in the
conditioning part of the lexical probabilities. This introduces a means for an improved
representation of long-range dependencies in the data. Like ibm model 1, the triplets
are trained iteratively with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Jane
implements the inverse triplet model p(e|f, f ′), both in its full and path-constrained
versions. The characteristic of path-constrained triplets is that the first trigger f is
restricted to the aligned target word e. The second trigger f ′ is allowed to range over
the whole remaining source sentence. [Hasan & Ganitkevitch+ 08] and [Hasan & Ney
09] employ similar techniques and provide some more discussion on the path-aligned
variant of the model and other possible restrictions.
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6.5.2.3 Experimental results
For the extended lexicon models we show results on the Arabic-English nist’08
task. It has been reported before that the hierarchical system is not competitive with
a phrase-based system for this language pair [Birch & Blunsom+ 09]. We report the
figures of our phrase-based system as comparison. As can be seen from Table 6.4,
Jane is able to outperform the phrase-based translation system for this task.
Table 6.4: Results for the Arabic-English task. bleu and ter results are in percent-
age. “PC Triplets” stands for path-constrained triplets.
dev (MT’06) test (MT’08)
bleu ter bleu ter
Baseline 43.1 50.5 43.6 50.3
DWL 44.6 49.1 44.7 49.3
Triplets 44.3 49.4 44.9 49.3
DWL + Triplets 45.2 48.8 46.0 48.5
PBT (dwl + Triplets) 45.1 48.5 45.5 48.5
Best 2008 submission (Google) – – 45.6 48.5
6.6 Conclusions
This chapter finalizes the first part of this thesis, which focuses on the hierarchical
approach to statistical machine translation. We presented and formalized the model
in Chapter 4. Afterwards we dealt in detail with efficient generation procedures in
Chapter 5.
In this chapter we presented a novel extension to the cube pruning algorithm
that increases the computational efficiency of this algorithm, reducing the average
computation time per sentence to nearly one fourth. For this we adapted methods
from the source cardinality synchronous search organization widely used in standard
phrase-bases translation.
We also investigated the cube growing algorithm, a reformulation of cube pruning
with on-demand computation. We studied the behaviour of the LM heuristic pro-
posed, but not investigated in-depth, by the original authors. We then introduced a
new heuristic that greatly reduces the memory consumption of the algorithm without
penalty to running time or translation performance.
When comparing all the methods we found out that the cube growing algorithm
performs worse than the cube pruning algorithm in terms of translation quality. The
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increased computational efficiency, however, may prove to be beneficial for applica-
tions where response time is crucial.
Lastly in the current chapter we analyzed different extensions for the hierarchical
model. First we analyzed three different possibilities for augmenting the hierarchical
phrase-based translation approach with syntactic information. We have compared
the performance of each of them separately and of the combination of them. We
found out that the combination of different approaches further improves translation
quality, which indicates that the models address different problems in the translation
process.
We also presented a new model which, while inspired by one of the syntax en-
hancements, does not need any additional information in the form of parse trees.
This model can thus be applied to every language pair, even for under-resourced
languages, for which no linguistic tools may be available. The results obtained with
this approach are on-par with the syntactic models, being only slightly below the
best performing systems on both the bleu and ter scores.
There are still many directions to research for this new model. We used fairly
standard clustering techniques for both words and phrases. Better clustering algo-
rithms that are more tailored for the task at hand may further improve the results.
Specifically, we ignored the context the phrases appear in, and this may prove to be
relevant for a more efficient classification scheme.
We further analyzed the inclusion of additional reorderings in the translation
process and other phrase features that help to increase translation quality. We also
discussed the open source toolkit Jane, developed in the course of the work described
in this thesis. The toolkit is available free for non-commercial use and is the system
that has been used for all the experiments reported in these chapters concerning the
hierarchical phrase-based model.
Carol Lipton: Larry, I think it’s time we reevalu-
ated our lives.
Larry Lipton: I’ve reevaluated our lives; I got a
10, you got a 6.
— Manhattan Murder Mystery
Woody Allen
7
On the evaluation of machine translation
Up to this point in this thesis we have focussed our attention on methods for
performing statistical machine translation. When presenting results we relied on the
bleu and ter scores to measure the quality of the translation. These are automatic
measures that have been shown to correlate well with human judgement. Specially the
bleu measure has had a great impact in the development of the statistical machine
translation field, as it was one of the first automatic measures that could be relied
on, to measure the quality of a translation. It is also very efficient to compute and
can be used to measure the progress in the development of a translation system.
However, the topic of machine translation evaluation is still an open one. New
measures are continually proposed and old ones are revised and expanded upon.
Most (if not all) of them compare the system output with one or more gold standard
references and produce one or more numerical values (scores or error rates) which
measures the similarity between the machine translation and a human produced one.
Once such reference translations are available, the evaluation can be carried out in a
quick, efficient and reproducible manner.
However, automatic measures also have big disadvantages; [Callison-Burch &
Osborne+ 06] describes some of them. A major problem is that a given sentence in
one language can have several correct translations in another language, and thus the
measure of similarity with one or even a small amount of reference translations will
never be flexible enough to truly reflect the wide range of correct possibilities of a
translation1. This holds in particular for long sentences and wide- or open-domain
tasks like the ones dealt with in current MT projects and evaluations.
An alternative is of course to perform human evaluation, where a human judge
1Compare this with speech recognition, where apart from orthographic variance there is only one
correct reference.
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gets the output of the system(s) to evaluate and produces some scores reflecting
the quality of the translations. This approach is of course much more flexible than
the automatic one, but has its own disadvantages. On the one hand it is much
more time consuming and the task of assigning numeric scores by the judges is often
difficult to define in a rigorous way, which in turns makes these kind of evaluations
not reproducible.
In this chapter we discuss three different aspects of the evaluation of machine
translation output. We start by presenting a method for human evaluation that
tries to make the task of human evaluators easier by removing the need for explicit
numerical scores. Afterward we present a framework for error analysis of machine
translation output. This is an aspect often neglected when considering the develop-
ment of a system. Usually the focus of attention is on an absolute measure, “has
the system improved or not?”. However it may be important to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of its strengths and weaknesses in order to focus the research efforts on
certain aspects of the system. Thirdly we will analyze the role of the Alignment
Error Rate measure (aer) on the evaluation of the global performance of a machine
translation system.
7.1 Evaluation by binary comparisons
Human evaluation is able to cope with the problem of multiple possible trans-
lations, however it poses additional problems. Human judgement is costly. For the
development of MT systems however, there is a need for efficient evaluation of the
changes in the system. A big disadvantage is also the difficulty in precisely defining
the meaning of the scores human judges give to a system. In this section we propose
a method that tries to address both of these problems. Instead of having to assign
numerical scores to each sentence to be evaluated, as it is done in standard evaluation
procedures, human judges choose the best one out of two candidate translations. We
show how this method can be used to rank an arbitrary number of systems.
The standard procedure for carrying out a human evaluation of machine trans-
lation output is based on the manual scoring of each sentence with two numerical
values between 1 and 5. The first one measures the fluency of the sentence, that is,
its readability and understandability. This is a monolingual feature which does not
take the source sentence into account. The second one reflects the adequacy, that
is, whether the translated sentence is a correct translation of the original sentence
in the sense that the meaning is transferred. Since humans will be the end users of
the generated output,2 it can be expected that these human-produced measures will
reflect the usability of a given translation hypothesis.
However, this kind of human evaluation has additional problems. It is much more
time consuming than the automatic evaluation, and because it is subjective, results
are not reproducible, even from the same group of evaluators. Furthermore, there
2With the exception of cross-language information retrieval and similar tasks.
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can be biases among the human judges. Large amounts of sentences must therefore
be evaluated and procedures like evaluation normalization must be carried out before
significant conclusions from the evaluation can be drawn.
Another important drawback, which is also one of the causes of the aforemen-
tioned problems, is that it is very difficult to define the meaning of the numerical
scores precisely. Interpretations are normally given to the human judges in the eval-
uation guidelines. However even if human judges have explicit evaluation guidelines
at hand, they still find it difficult to assign a numerical value which represents the
quality of the translation for many sentences [Koehn & Monz 06].
The method we propose in this chapter starts from the observation that normally
the final objective of a human evaluation is to find a ranking of different systems, and
the absolute score for each system is not relevant (and it can even not be comparable
between different evaluations). This is also the situation in the development phase of
a translation system. The developers want to gain insight into the effect of the new
methods they try, in order to decide if they improve the translation quality.
Also, in international evaluation campaigns like the wmt or nist evaluations,
normally the focus is on the relative performance of the systems. This may be a
topic of discussion and certainly there is a danger that focusing on a “competition”
approach endangers scientific innovation in such international evaluations. But due
to the difficulty of assessing the quality of a translation in absolute terms, the com-
parison of the methods of the different groups leads also to a “is better than” relation
between the different submissions.
7.1.1 Binary system comparisons
The main idea of our method relies in the fact that a human evaluator, when
presented two different translations of the same sentence, can normally choose the
best one out of them in a more or less definite way. In social sciences, a similar
method has been proposed by [Thurstone 27].
7.1.1.1 Comparison of two systems
For the comparison of two MT systems, a set of translated sentence pairs is
selected. Each of these pairs consists of the translations of a particular source sentence
from the two systems. The human judge is then asked to select the best translation
of these two, or to mark the translations to be equally good.
We are aware that the definition of “best” here is fuzzy. In our experiments,
we made a point of not giving the evaluators explicit guidelines on how to decide
between both translations.
As a consequence, using standard evaluation terminology, the judges were not
to make a distinction between fluency and adequacy of the translation. This has a
two-fold purpose: on the one hand it simplifies the decision procedure for the judges,
as in most of the cases the decision is quite natural and they do not need to think
explicitly in terms of fluency and adequacy. On the other hand, one should keep in
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mind that the final goal of an MT system is its usefulness for a human user, which is
why we do not want to impose artificial constraints on the evaluation procedure. If
only certain quality aspects of the systems are relevant for the ranking, for example
if we want to focus on the fluency of the translations, explicit guidelines can be given
to the judges. If the evaluators are bilingual they can use the original sentences to
judge whether the information was preserved in the translation.
After our experiments, the human judges provided feedback on the evaluation
process. We learned that the evaluators normally selected the translation which
preserved most of the information from the original sentence. Thus, we expect to have
a slight preference for adequacy over fluency in this evaluation process. Note however
that adequacy and fluency have shown a high correlation in previous experiments,
at least for “sensible” translation systems. Academic counter-examples could easily
be constructed. This can be explained by noting that a low fluency renders the text
incomprehensible and thus the adequacy score will also be low.
Over the whole set of translation pairs, there will be sentences where the human
judge preferred the first system, and other sentences where she preferred the second
system. The difference in the amount of selected sentences of each system is an
indicator of the difference in quality between the systems. Statistics can be carried
out in order to decide whether this difference is statistically significant, see also [Vilar
& Leusch+ 07].
7.1.1.2 Evaluation of multiple systems
We can generalize our method to find a ranking of several systems as follows:
In this setting, we have a set of n systems. Furthermore, we have defined an order
relationship “is better than” between pairs of these systems. Our goal now is to find
an ordering of the systems, such that each system is better than its predecessor. In
other words, this is just a sorting problem – as widely known in computer science.
Several efficient sorting algorithms can be found in the literature. Generally, the
efficiency of sorting algorithms is measured in terms of the number of comparisons
carried out. State-of-the-art sorting algorithms have a worst-case running time of
O(n log n), where n is the number of elements to sort. In our case, because such binary
comparisons are very time consuming, we want to minimize the absolute number of
comparisons needed. This minimization should be carried out in the strict sense, not
just in an asymptotic manner.
[Knuth 73] discusses this issue in detail. It is relatively straightforward to show
that, in the worst case, the minimum number of comparisons to be carried out to
sort n elements is at least dlog n!e (for which n log n is an approximation). It is not
always possible to reach this minimum, however, as was proven e.g. for the case
n = 12 in [Wells 71] and for n = 13 in [Peczarski 02]. [Ford Jr & Johnson 59] propose
an algorithm called merge insertion which comes very close to the theoretical limit.
This algorithm is sketched in Figure 7.1. There are also algorithms with a better
asymptotic runtime [Bui & Thanh 85], but they only pay off for values of n too large
for our purposes (e.g., more than 100). Thus, using the algorithm from Figure 7.1 we
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can obtain the ordering of the systems with a (nearly) optimal number of comparisons.
Algorithm 7.1 deserves a couple of explanations. In the first part (up to line 11)
we split the original list ` into two lists a and b, such that for every i, a[i] > b[i]. In
line 12, the list a is sorted, recursively applying the merge sort algorithm. Sorting
of course means that the elements of a are permuted. In line 13 we apply to list b
the same permutation used for sorting list a. Note that we are not sorting list b,
just reordering its elements so that the previous property is still valid, namely that
a[i] > b[i] for every i. The rest of the algorithm then inserts the elements of list b
into list a (which is already sorted) by using binary insertion, preserving the ordering
of a. This is done in a very specific order (defined by the function tk), taking into
account the previous property and minimizing the number of element comparisons.
For a detailed explanation of how to choose this order for inserting the elements, the
reader is referred to the extensive discussion in [Knuth 73].
1 Input: A list ` of elements
2 Output: The list ` with the elements sorted
3 a = [ ]
4 b = [ ]
5 for i = 1 to |`| step 2 do
6 if `[i] > `[i+ 1] then
7 append `[i] to a
8 append `[i+ 1] to b
9 else
10 append `[i+ 1] to a
11 append `[i] to b
12 sort a recursively
13 permute b in the same way as a in the previous step
14 if |`| is odd then
15 append `
[|`|] to b
16 prepend b[1] to a
17 k = 2
18 while tk−1 + 1 ≤ |b| do
19 for i = tk to tk−1 + 1 step −1 do
20 if i ≤ |b| then
21 insert b[i] into a using binary insertion
22 return a
Figure 7.1: The merge insertion algorithm. The value of tk needed in lines 18
and 19 is computed as tk =
2k+1+(−1)k
3 .
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7.1.1.3 Further Considerations
We described how to carry out the comparison between two systems when there
is only one human judge carrying out this comparison. The comparison of systems
is a very time consuming task. Therefore it is hardly possible for one judge to carry
out the evaluation on a whole test corpus. Usually, subsets of these test corpora are
selected for human evaluations instead. In order to obtain a better coverage of the
test corpus, but also to try to alleviate the possible bias of a single evaluator, it is
advantageous to have several evaluators carrying out the comparison between two
systems. For this, there are two additional points that must be considered.
The first one is the selection of sentences each human judge should evaluate.
Assume that we have already decided the amount of sentences m each evaluator
has to work with (in our case m = 100). One possibility is that all human judges
evaluate the same set of sentences, which presumably will cancel possible biases of
the evaluators. A second possibility is to give each judge a disjunct set of sentences.
In this way we benefit from a higher coverage of the corpus, but do not have an
explicit bias compensation.
In our experiments, we decided for a middle course: Each evaluator receives a
randomly selected set of sentences. There are no restrictions on the selection process.
This implicitly produces some overlap while at the same time allowing for a larger set
of sentences to be evaluated. To maintain the same conditions for each comparison,
we also decided that each human judge should evaluate the same set of sentences for
each system pair, i.e. the same set of source sentences translated by the different
translation systems.
The other point to consider is how the evaluation results of each of the human
judges should be combined into a decision for the whole system. One possibility would
be to take only a “majority vote” among the evaluators to decide which system is
the best. By doing this, however, possible quantitative information on the quality
difference of the systems is not taken into account. Consequently, the output is
strongly influenced by statistical fluctuations of the data and/or of the selected set
of sentences to evaluate. Thus, in order to combine the evaluations we just summed
over all decisions to get a total count of sentences for each system.
7.1.2 Evaluation setup
The evaluation procedure was carried out on the data generated in the second
evaluation campaign of the Tc-Star project, an EU funded project running from
2004 until 2007. The goal was to build a speech-to-speech translation system that
can deal with real life data. Three translation directions were dealt with in the
project: Spanish to English, English to Spanish and Chinese to English. For the
system comparison we concentrated only in the English to Spanish direction.
The data is very similar to the one used in the wmt evaluation, consisting of
speeches of the European Parliament. The results we report as an example appli-
cation of the methodology presented here are based on this (old) corpus, as the
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Table 7.1: Statistics of the EPPS Corpus.
Spanish English
Train Sentences 1.2M 1.2M
Words 32M 31M
Vocabulary 159K 111K
Singletons 63K 46K
Test Sentences 1 117 –
Words 26K –
OOV Words 72 –
framework of the project made it possible to have several native speaker judges car-
rying out the evaluation. In addition a standard adequacy-fluency evaluation was
carried out on this data, so that we can compare the results of our method with the
standard approach.
The corpus for the Spanish–English language pair consists of the official version of
the speeches held in the European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS), as available
on the web page of the European Parliament. A more detailed description of the
EPPS data can be found in [Vilar & Matusov+ 05]. Table 7.1 shows the statistics of
the corpus.
A total of nine different MT systems participated in this condition in the eval-
uation campaign that took place in February 2006. We selected five representative
systems for our study, three of them using a statistical approach, and two of them
being rule-based systems. Henceforth we shall refer to these systems as System A
through System E.
7.1.3 Evaluation results
Seven human bilingual evaluators (six native speakers and one near-native speaker
of Spanish) carried out the evaluation. 100 sentences were randomly chosen and as-
signed to each of the evaluators for every system comparison, as discussed in Sec-
tion 7.1.1.3. The results can be seen in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2. Counts missing to
100 and 700 respectively denote “same quality” decisions.
As can be seen from the results, in most of the cases the judges clearly favor one
of the systems. The most notable exception is found when comparing systems A
and C, where a difference of only 3 sentences is clearly not enough to decide between
the two. Thus, the two bottom positions in the final ranking could be swapped.
Figure 7.2(a) shows the outcome for the binary comparisons separately for each
judge, together with an analysis of the statistical significance of the results. As can
be seen, the number of samples (100) would have been too low to show significant
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Table 7.2: Result of the binary system comparison. The figures are the numbers of
sentences for which each system was judged better by each evaluator (E1-E7). The
final system ranking (from best to worst) is: E B D A C
System E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 Sum
A 29 19 38 17 32 29 41 205
B 40 59 48 53 63 64 45 372
C 32 22 29 23 32 34 42 214
D 39 61 59 50 64 58 46 377
A 32 31 31 31 47 38 40 250
C 37 29 32 22 39 45 43 247
A 36 28 17 28 34 37 31 211
E 41 47 44 43 53 45 58 331
B 26 29 18 24 43 36 33 209
E 34 33 28 27 32 29 43 226
B 34 28 30 31 40 41 48 252
D 23 17 23 17 24 28 38 170
A 36 14 27 9 31 30 34 181
D 34 50 40 50 57 61 57 349
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Table 7.3: bleu scores and Adequacy and Fluency scores for the different systems
and subsets of the whole test set. bleu values in %, Adequacy (A) and Fluency (F)
from 1 (worst) to 5 (best).
Whole Corpus A+F Subset Binary Eval Subset
System bleu [%] bleu [%] Adequacy Fluency bleu [%]
A 36.3 36.2 2.93 2.46 36.3
B 49.4 49.3 3.74 3.58 49.2
C 36.3 36.2 3.53 3.31 36.1
D 48.2 46.8 3.68 3.48 47.7
E 49.8 49.6 3.67 3.46 49.4
results in many experiments (data points in the hatched area). In some cases, the
evaluator even judged better the system which was scored to be worse by the majority
of the other evaluators (data points above the bisector).
As Figure 7.2(b) shows, “the only thing better than data is more data”: When
we summarize R over all judges, we see a significant difference (with a confidence of
95%) at all comparisons but two (A vs. C, and E vs. B). It is interesting to note that
exactly these two pairs do not show a significant difference when using a majority
vote strategy.
Table 7.3 shows also the standard evaluation metrics. Three bleu scores are
given in this table, the one computed on the whole corpus, the one computed on the
set used for standard adequacy and fluency computations and the ones on the set we
selected for this task3. It can be seen that the bleu scores are consistent across all
data subsets. In this case the ranking according to this automatic measure matches
exactly the ranking found by our method. When comparing with the adequacy and
fluency scores, however, the ranking of the systems changes considerably: B D E
C A. However, the difference between the three top systems is quite small.
This can be seen in Figure 7.3, which shows some automatic and human scores
for the five systems in our experiments, along with the estimated 95% confidence
range. The bigger difference is found when comparing the bottom systems, namely
System A and System C. While our method produces nearly no difference comparing
these two systems, the adequacy and fluency scores indicate System C as clearly
superior to System A. It is worth noting that the both groups use quite different
translation approaches (statistical vs. rule-based).
3Regretfully these two last sets were not the same. This is due to the fact that the “AF Test Set”
was further used for evaluating Text-to-Speech systems, and thus a targeted subset of sentences was
selected.
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Figure 7.2: Results of the binary comparisons. Number of times the winning system
was really judged “better” vs. number of times it was judged “worse”. Results in
the hatched area are not statistically significant.
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Figure 7.3: Normalized evaluation scores. Higher scores are better. Solid lines show
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7.1.4 Discussion
We will now review the main drawbacks of the human evaluation we listed pre-
viously and analyze how our approach deals with them. The first one was the use
of explicit numerical scores, which are difficult to define exactly. Our system was
mainly designed for the elimination of this issue.
Our evaluation continues to be time consuming. Even more, the number of indi-
vidual comparisons needed is in the order of log(n!), in contrast with the standard
adequacy-fluency evaluation which needs 2n individual evaluations (two evaluations
per system, one for fluency, another one for adequacy). For n in the range of 1 up
to 20 (a realistic number of systems for current evaluation campaigns) these two
quantities are comparable. And actually each of our evaluations should be simpler
than the standard adequacy and fluency ones. Therefore the time needed for both
evaluation procedures is probably similar.
Reproducibility of the evaluation is also an important concern. We computed the
number of “errors” in the evaluation process, i.e. the number of sentences evaluated
by two or more evaluators where the evaluators’ judgement was different. Only in
10% of the cases the evaluation was contradictory, in the sense that one evaluator
chose one sentence as better than the other, while the other evaluator chose the other
one. In 30% of the cases, however, one evaluator estimated both sentences to be of
the same quality while the other judged one sentence as superior to the other one.
As comparison, for the fluency-adequacy judgement nearly one third of the common
evaluations have a difference in score greater or equal than two (where the maximum
would be four), and another third a score difference of one point4.
With respect to biases, we feel that it is almost impossible to eliminate them if
humans are involved. If one of the judges prefers one kind of structure, there will be a
bias for a system producing such output, independently of the evaluation procedure.
However, the suppression of explicit numerical scores eliminates an additional bias
of evaluators. It has been observed that human judges often give scores within a
certain range (e.g. in the mid-range or only extreme values), which constitute an
additional difficulty when carrying out the evaluation [Leusch & Ueffing+ 05]. Our
method suppresses this kind of bias.
Another advantage of our method is the possibility of assessing improvements
within one system. With one evaluation we can decide if some modifications actually
improve performance. This evaluation even gives us a confidence interval to weight
the significance of an improvement. Carrying out a full adequacy-fluency analysis
would require a lot more effort, without giving more useful results.
7.2 Error Analysis
We now turn to a different aspect of the evaluation of machine translation output.
Automatic measures, as well as human evaluation methods like the one described in
4Note however that possible evaluator biases can have a great influence in these statistics.
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the previous section, usually only measure the global quality of the system, but do
not provide any insight into the main problems the translation has. The identification
of the most prominent flaws of a translation system is important in order to focus
research efforts. The goal of this section is to present a framework for (human)
error analysis of machine translation output. We also analyze the output of the
hierarchical phrase-based system described in previous chapters and a state-of-the-
art phrase-based system and compare them in terms of the defined errors categories.
7.2.1 Error classification
In order to find the errors in a translation, it is useful to have one or more reference
translations in order to contrast the output of the MT system with a correct text5.
However, as it is well known in the machine translation community, there are several
correct translations for a given source sentence, which poses a difficult problem for
automatic evaluation and comparison of machine translation systems. Therefore
the use of this reference translations must be done with care. We have to allow
some flexibility when looking for errors in a generated sentence, as e.g. some words
may have been substituted by synonyms and some reorderings of the words may be
acceptable.
The classification of the errors of a machine translation system is by no means
unambiguous. The classification scheme we propose in this work is an extension of the
error typology presented in [Llitjo´s & Carbonell+ 05]. It has a hierarchical structure
as shown in Figure 7.4. In the first level we have split the errors in five big classes:
Missing Words, Word Order, Incorrect Words, Unknown Words and Punctuation
errors.
A Missing Word error is produced when some word in the generated sentence
is missing. We can distinguish two types of errors, when the missing words is es-
sential for expressing the meaning of the sentence, and when the missing word is
only necessary in order to form a grammatically correct sentence, but the meaning is
preserved. Normally the first type of errors are caused by missing “main words” like
nouns or verbs, but this not always the case, as for example a missing preposition
or negation can alter the meaning of the sentence significantly. This first type of
errors is of course more important and should be addressed first. For each of these
divisions one could further distinguish which lexical category (“Part of Speech”) is
missing if relevant for the error analysis, as different word types may have different
treatments. For simplicity these subclasses are not included in Figure 7.4 and are
also not analyzed in the experimental results.
The next category concerns the word order of the generated sentence. Here we
can distinguish between word or phrase based reorderings, and within each of these
categories between local or long range reorderings. In the case of word based reorder-
ings, we can generate a correct sentence by moving individual words, independently
of each other, whereas when a phrase based reordering is needed, blocks of consecu-
5And a tool for highlighting the differences also proved to be quite useful.
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Content Words
Filler Words
Missing Words
Local Range
Long Range
Word Level
Local Range
Long Range
Phrase Level
Word Order
Wrong Lexical Choice
Incorrect Disambiguation
Sense
Incorrect Form
Extra Words
Style
Idioms
Incorrect Words
Unknown Stem
Unseen Forms
Unknown Words
Punctuation
Errors
Figure 7.4: Classification of translation errors.
tive words should be moved together to form a right translation out of the generated
hypothesis. The distinction between local or long range is difficult to define in abso-
lute terms, but it tries to express the difference between having to reorder the words
only in a local context (within the same syntactic chunk) or having to move the words
into another chunk.
The widest category of errors are the Incorrect Words errors. These are found
when the system is unable to find the correct translation of a given word. Here
we distinguish five subcategories. In the first one, the incorrect word disrupts the
meaning of the sentence. Here we could further distinguish two additional subclasses,
when the system chooses an incorrect translation and when the system was not able
to disambiguate the correct meaning of a source word in a given context, although
the distinction between them is certainly fuzzy. In order to distinguish between these
two subcategories it is useful for the human judge to have knowledge of the source
language. If this is the case, it can better detect if the original word was ambiguous.
The next subcategory within the Incorrect Words errors is caused when the sys-
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tem was not able to produce the correct form of a word, although the translation of
the base form was correct. This is specially important for inflected languages, where
the big variability of the open word classes poses a difficult problem for machine
translation. How to further analyze the errors that fall into this category is very
much dependent of the language pair we are considering. For example, when trans-
lating into Spanish, being a highly inflected language, it may be useful to distinguish
between bad verb tenses and concordance problems between nouns and adjectives or
articles.
Another class of errors is produced by extra words in the generated sentence,
i.e. words for which no correspondence in the source sentence or in the reference
sentence can be found. When analyzing the output of a speech translation system,
this category may have a greater importance due to artifacts of the speech recognition
system used.
The last two classes are less important. The first one (Style Errors) concerns a bad
choice of words when translating a sentence, but the meaning is preserved, although
it can not be considered completely correct. A typical example is the repetition of
a word in a near context. In this case a human translator would choose a synonym
and avoid word repetition. The second one concerns idiomatic expressions6 that
the system does not know and tries to translate as normal text. Normally these
expressions can not be translated in this way, which causes some additional errors in
the translation.
Unknown words are also a source of errors. Here we can further distinguish
between truly unknown words (or stems) and unseen forms of known stems. When
translating from German (as will be the case for our experiments), we can introduce
an additional category concerning unknown word compounds.
Lastly there can also be punctuation errors, but, for the current machine trans-
lation output quality, these represent only minor disturbances for languages without
fixed punctuation rules, and are not further considered in this work.
Of course, the error types so defined are not mutually exclusive. In fact it is not
infrequent that one kind of error causes also another one to occur. So for example,
a bad word translation can also cause a bad ordering of the words in the generated
sentence.
7.2.2 Automatic Error Analysis
The framework discussed in this section gives a detailed overview of the errors
present in the machine translation output. However, as other manual evaluation
procedures, the analysis is a costly and time consuming process on the part of the
human judge. An automatic method for performing this analysis would be desirable.
First steps in this direction have been performed in [Popovic´ & Ney 07]. In this
work, the error categories defined above have been approximated in 6 broad classes
and algorithms for computing them automatically are presented. We will give here an
6As an example: “It’s raining cats and dogs”.
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overview, and in the next section we will compare the results of the manual and the
automatic error analysis. As with other automatic measures, we require reference
translations of the text to be available. In addition, these texts are processed to
produce the base forms of the words within (e.g. infinitive forms for verbs, etc.).
The first step in the calculation of these measures is to compute the word error
rate (WER) as usual, but keeping track of which words were considered to be dele-
tions, substitutions or insertions, both in the hypothesis text and in the reference.
We also consider the hypothesis and the reference as bag-of-words, i.e. multisets of
words where the order is not important, and mark which words in the hypothesis are
not in the reference and which words in the reference are not present in the hypoth-
esis, very much in the spirit of the well-known precision and recall measures. This
calculation is done both for the full forms as well as for the base forms. Having done
these precomputations we can then define the automatic error categories.
The first category are the morphological errors, which correspond to the “Incor-
rect form” errors in the manual analysis. Words are considered to be in this category
if their full form is only in the hypothesis, but the base form is both in the hypothesis
and the reference.
Reordering errors are defined as words that are marked as errors while comput-
ing WER, but not while computing the precision-recall measures.We can look for
sequences of words in order to define phrase-reordering errors.
Words that are marked as deletions in the WER computation7 and are only
present in the reference are considered missing word errors. Analogously, words
marked as insertions in WER, but present only in the hypothesis are considered to
be insertion errors. For these two categories, we only take into account these words
that have not been previously marked as morphological errors.
Finally lexical errors, which would correspond to a subset of the Incorrect Words
category in the manual analysis, not comprising the Incorrect Form and Extra Words
categories, are formed by those words marked as substitutions in the WER compu-
tation, and are also considered errors in the precision-recall computations.
7.2.3 Experimental results
We analyzed the output of a hierarchical phrase-based translation system and
compared it to the output of a state-of-the-art phrase based machine translation
system, developed also at the RWTH Aachen University. These two systems are the
ones we already compared in Table 5.3 on page 68. For the manual error analysis we
randomly selected a subset of 100 sentences of the test set (the same subset for both
systems). The results of are presented in Table 7.4.
We can see that for the hierarchical system, the most prominent source of errors
are incorrect words, with nearly half of the errors belonging to this category. Of
the sub-categories of incorrect words, the most important one are the words with an
incorrect sense, which represent an 18% of the total amount of errors. The incorrect
7Note that deletions are marked in the reference.
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Table 7.4: Error analysis of a hierarchical phrase based system output and a standard
phrase-based output.
Type Sub-type Hierarchical PBT
Missing Words 77 (32.3%) 87 (32.7%)
Content Words 45 (18.9%) 44 (16.5%)
Filler Word 32 (13.4%) 43 (16.2%)
Word Order 37 (15.6%) 69 (25.9%)
Local Word Order 5 (2.1%) 9 (3.4%)
Long Range Word Order 9 (3.8%) 12 (4.5%)
Local Phrase Order 13 (5.5%) 30 (11.2%)
Long Range Phrase Order 10 (4.2%) 18 (6.8%)
Incorrect Words 112 (47.1%) 98 (36.9%)
Sense 43 (18.0%) 36 (13.6%)
Wrong Lexical Choice 21 (8.8%) 18 (6.8%)
Disambiguation 22 (9.2%) 18 (6.8%)
Incorrect Form 28 (11.8%) 18 (6.8%)
Extra Words 23 (9.7%) 28 (10.5%)
Style 18 (7.6%) 16 (6.0%)
Idioms 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Unknown Words 12 (5.0%) 12 (4.5%)
Unknown Words 4 (1.7%) 4 (1.5%)
Unseen Forms 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%)
Unseen Compounds 7 (2.9%) 7 (2.6%)
Table 7.5: Automatic error analysis of the above systems
Error class Hier. subset PBT subset Hierarchical PBT
Morphological 61 (2.5%) 65 (2.7%) 1174 (2.8%) 1158 (2.8%)
Word order 576 (23.4%) 595 (24.5%) 8516 (20.5%) 9087 (21.6%)
Phrase order 367 (14.9%) 389 (16.0%) 5843 (14.1%) 6202 (14.7%)
Missing words 240 (9.8%) 249 (10.2%) 4420 (10.6%) 4435 (10.5%)
Extra words 298 (12.1%) 246 (10.1%) 5222 (12.6%) 4844 (11.5%)
Lexical errors 917 (37.3%) 888 (36.5%) 16394 (39.4%) 16406 (38.9%)
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word category is not so important for the phrase-based system, where they represent
the 36.9% of the total number of errors. The hierarchical phrase-based system also
seems to have more difficulties generating the correct form of the words. This type of
errors collect 11.8% of the total, whereas for the phrase-based system they represent
only 6.8% of the total.
On the other hand, the hierarchical phrase-based system produces a better word
ordering, as can be seen from the lower amount of reordering errors when compared
with the phrase-based system (15.9% vs. 25.9%). In particular the short range phrase
reorderings are very much improved. This is a positive result, as one of the design
goals of the hierarchical system was to improve the reordering capabilities of the
phrase-based approach. The other error categories are comparable for both systems.
We can conclude that the hierarchical phrase-based system successfully improves
the word order of the generated translations at the cost of worse lexicon selection.
This last effect could perhaps be motivated by the loss of language model context
due to the extended reordering capabilities of the model. This also explains why
the extended lexicon models presented in Section 6.5.2.1 help to improve translation
quality.
The results of the automatic error analysis, listed in Table 7.5, show a similar
behaviour. For the automatic analysis we analysed the same subset as used for the
manual error analysis, but also the whole test corpus. This analysis also shows that
the lexical errors are the most important error category for both systems, as well as
showing that the hierarchical system is able to produce a better word order. The
tendency of the automatic categories is very similar as the corresponding categories
of the human analysis, although it seems that the importance of missing words is
underestimated in the automatic case.
7.3 Alignment Error Rate
Having discussed methods for human evaluation and error analysis of machine
translation output, we now focus our attention in an automatic evaluation measure
for what can be considered a first step in the process of building a statistical machine
translation system: the alignment generation.
Alignments are a key concept for statistical machine translation. They represent
the correspondence between the words of the source and target sentences. They were
introduced in the mathematical context of [Brown & Della Pietra+ 93] as a hidden
variable and used in the framework of the EM Algorithm to estimate the lexicon
probabilities and further parameters of the ibm-1 to ibm-5 translation models (see also
Section 3.1.1). Further development and research in statistical machine translation
moved from the original single-word-based models to more powerful models that go
beyond the word level and normally use the phrases or related concepts to better
capture context dependencies. The phrase-based model or the hierarchical model we
have discussed in detail in Chapters 4 to 6 are two examples thereof.
Starting point for the training of these state-of-the-art models is usually a word-
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aligned parallel corpus, as seen for example in Section 4.2. Usually, the Viterbi
alignment produced as a byproduct of the training of the word-based models is used.
It is then to be expected that an increase in quality of the alignment should lead
to an increase in translation quality. At the very least, an improvement in the
alignments should not hurt translation performance. In [Och & Ney 03] the Alignment
Error Rate (aer) is introduced as a measure of alignment quality. Given a reference
alignment, consisting of a set S of “Sure”, unambiguous alignment points and a set
P of “Possible”, ambiguous alignment points, with S ⊆ P , the aer of an alignment
A = {(j, aj)} is defined to be
AER(S, P ;A) = 1− |A ∩ S|+ |A ∩ P ||A|+ |S| . (7.1)
This error rate is related to the well known F-measure, where the recall is computed
using the sure alignments and the precision using the possible alignments. In the
same paper, an exhaustive study of different alignment models is carried out.
Following this work, numerous new alignment methods or refinements to existing
ones have appeared in the literature, which increase the alignment quality over the
standard ibm models. However many of them do not report translation results, and
the implicit assumption is made that the improvements on alignment quality will
influence the translation process in a positive way.
In this Section we will present two counter-examples to this assumption, that is,
we will present two relatively simple refinements of the standard alignment process
using the ibm models that actually deteriorate the alignment quality. However, they
improve the translation performance. We will show this on two translation models, a
phrase based system as discussed in Section 3.1.3 and a finite state transducer based
system as presented in [Kanthak & Vilar+ 05]. The key point is that these methods
adapt the alignments to the translation models that will make further use of them.
The hierarchical system is not included among the systems under study because of its
fairly flexible phrase extraction approach. The other two translation systems present
shortcomings that will be addressed in the following sections.
7.3.1 F-Measure
In [Fraser & Marcu 07] the authors conduct an experimental study on the correla-
tion of aer as defined above and the actual translation performance. The conclusion
of their work is that the alignment error rate is not a good measure for predicting
translation performance. The main reason given is that aer does not penalize an
unbalanced precision and recall. They propose to use the “standard” F-measure
directly, defined as
F-measure(A,P, S, α) =
1
α
Precision(A,P ) +
1−α
Recall(A,S)
, (7.2)
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where, as is the case with alignment error rate, precision and recall are defined as
Precision(A,P ) =
|A ∩ P |
|A| (7.3)
and
Recall(A,S) =
|A ∩ S|
|S| . (7.4)
Note the introduction of a new parameter α which controls the weighting of precision
and recall. In their work, the authors find that the more appropriate value of α lies
between 0.2 and 0.4, depending on the corpus. Furthermore, they discourage the use
of possible alignments in the gold standard reference alignment.
Our goal in this section is, on the one hand, to provide further empirical evidence
that aer is not a measure that can provide insight into the translation process.
However, we also show that the proposed F-measure does not necessarily help in this
case. The main flaw found in both of these measures is that they do not take the
structure of the translation model into account.
7.3.2 Phrase-Based translation
We will now turn our attention to the alignments as used for the phrase-based
translation model. Let us recall the phrase extraction process discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.3 and formalized in Equation 3.10 on page 16. Given a sentence pair with its
corresponding alignment, we extract all phrases that fulfill the following restrictions:
1. all source words within the phrase are aligned only to target words within the
phrase and
2. all target words within the phrase are aligned only to source words within the
phrase.
In the following example, we apply the phrase extraction procedure to a German-
English sentence pair from the Verbmobil corpus: “wie sieht es irgendwann morgens
am Dienstag , dem sechsten , aus ?” – “how about sometime in the morning on
Tuesday the sixth ?”. The reference alignment for this sentence pair and the align-
ment found by GIZA++ [Och & Ney 03] applying the ibm models can be seen in
Figures 7.5(a) and 7.5(b), respectively. The automatically generated alignment per-
fectly matches the reference in this case.
The German language has “separable verbs” (“trennbare Verben”), verbs that are
formed from two parts, normally a main part and a short particle that determines
the exact meaning. In the example in Figure 7.5 we have one such verb: “aus·sehen”.
The English expression “how about. . . ?” corresponds to the German construction
“wie sieht es. . . aus?”, as reflected in the alignment with the link between “aus” and
“about”. We would like to extract phrases containing the pair “wie sieht es”–“how
about”, which is quite appropriate for the translation process. But, due to the link
between “aus” and “about”, the only phrases that we can extract containing this
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pair are the one shown in Figure 7.5(c) and the same including the question marks.
Having such a long context, it is quite improbable that we could use one of these
phrases in the translation process.
Note that this is also one of the effects that lead us to introduce the hierarchical
phrase based translation approach for the German-English language pair. A similar
example was shown in Figure 3.3 on page 17. For the example in this section the
situation is even less favorable for the standard phrase-based approach as the phrases
extracted are much longer and thus it is highly unlikely that they will be applied.
A simple, “brute force” solution for the phrase-based translation model is to
remove these distant points. For doing that, we simply compute for each alignment
point the distance to the points in the previous and next non-empty columns. If both
are above a given threshold (3 worked best in our experiments on a development
corpus) the point is discarded from the alignment. Similarly, this is applied for the
rows. The resulting alignment is shown in Figure 7.5(d). The point that links “aus”
and “about” has been erased, and thus the desired phrase pair “wie sieht es”–“how
about” can be extracted.
Note that in this case the alignment does not get worse as the link was marked
as possible in the reference8. Applying this method to the whole corpus will in fact
increase the alignment error rate, as can be seen in Section 7.3.4.
7.3.3 Tuple-Based translation
In this section we will briefly discuss an alternative translation model and present
how to obtain alignments that better match the probabilistic model. A detailed
description can be found in [Kanthak & Vilar+ 05]. We will denote with e˜J1 a seg-
mentation of a target sentence eI1 into J phrases such that f
J
1 and e˜
J
1 can be aligned
to form bilingual tuples (fj , e˜j).
We can then formulate the problem of finding the best translation eˆI1 of a source
sentence fJ1 as (here A denotes the set of all possible alignments):
fJ1 → eˆI1(fJ1 ) = argmax
eI1
Pr(fJ1 , e
I
1) (7.5)
= argmax
e˜J1
∑
A∈A
Pr(fJ1 , e˜
J
1 , A) (7.6)
≈ argmax
e˜J1
max
A∈A
Pr(A) · Pr(fJ1 , e˜J1 |A) (7.7)
= argmax
e˜J1
max
A∈A
∏
fj :j=1...J
Pr(fj , e˜j |f j−11 , e˜j−11 , A) (7.8)
= argmax
e˜J1
max
A∈A
∏
fj :j=1...J
p(fj , e˜j |f j−1j−m, e˜j−1j−m, A) . (7.9)
8Note however that, because of the simplicity of the algorithm, we have also removed the link
between the question marks. This in fact affects the alignment quality.
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(a) Reference alignment. Sure points are
marked as full boxes, Possible as empty
boxes.
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(b) Automatically found alignment.
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(c) Phrase extraction with the generated
alignment.
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(d) Simplified alignment.
Figure 7.5: Example of a problematic alignment for the phrase-based system.
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In other words: if we assume a uniform distribution for Pr(A), the translation prob-
lem can be mapped to the problem of estimating an m-gram language model over
a learned set of bilingual tuples (fj , e˜j). We will represent this language model as
a weighted finite state transducer, but this is not the only possibility [Marin˜o &
Banchs+ 05].
Assume that the alignment has a special form and is a function of the target
words, i.e.
A′ : {1, . . . , I} → {1, . . . , J} . (7.10)
Then the bilingual tuples (fj , e˜j) can be inferred with the GIATI method of [Casacu-
berta & Vidal 04]. Each source word will be mapped to a target phrase of one or
more words or an “empty” phrase ε. In particular, the source words which will re-
main non-aligned due to the alignment functionality restriction are paired with the
empty phrase.
The alignments produced by the standard procedure using the ibm models do
not have this functional form. Furthermore, assuming that we could have such an
alignment, when the function A′ is not monotonic, the target language phrases e˜ can
become very long. For example, given a completely non-monotonic alignment, all
target words will be paired with the last aligned source word. All other source words
form tuples with the empty phrase. Therefore, for language pairs with big differences
in word order, probability estimates may be poor.
This problem can be solved by reordering either the source or the target training
sentences (both in training and test phases) in a way such that alignments become
monotonic for all sentences. In [Kanthak & Vilar+ 05] a method is presented to
obtain an alignment that fulfills both requirements. Here we will give an overview of
it.
First, we estimate a cost matrix C for each sentence pair (fJ1 , e
I
1). The elements
cij of this matrix are the local costs of aligning a source word fj to a target word ei.
This cost matrix is estimated using the original ibm models, see [Matusov & Zens+
04] for more detail. For a given alignment A ⊆ {1, . . . , I} × {1, . . . , J}, define the
costs of this alignment, c(A), as the sum of the local costs of all aligned word pairs:
c(A) =
∑
(i,j)∈A
cij (7.11)
The goal is to find an alignment with the minimum costs which fulfills the given
constraints.
In a first step, we require the alignment to be a function of source words A1:
{1, . . . , J} → {1, . . . , I} in order to uniquely define a reordering of the source sentence.
This is easily computed from the cost matrix C as:
A1(j) = argmin
i
cij . (7.12)
Non-aligned source words are not allowed. A1 naturally defines a new order of the
source words fJ1 .
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(b) First pass alignment.
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(c) Second pass alignment.
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(d) Second pass alignment
with original source sentence
order.
Figure 7.6: Alignments for the tuple based model.
In the second pass we extract an alignment that is a function of the target words
for computing the corpus of bilingual tuples, and is also monotonic. This is computed
as a minimum-cost alignment (using a “reordered” cost matrix) with a dynamic
programming algorithm similar to the Levenshtein string edit distance algorithm.
An example of this method is shown in Figure 7.6.
Because of the special constraints we require for this model, the alignment quality
is expected to be relatively poor.
7.3.4 Experimental results
In this section we will analyze the impact the alignment methods described in
Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 have on both alignment and translation quality.
For this, experiments will be reported on the Europarl corpus as used in the
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Table 7.6: Statistics of the 2005 WMT German-English corpus.
German English
Train Sentences 751 088 751 088
Words 15 256 793 16 052 269
Vocabulary 195 291 65 889
Test Sentences 2 000 2 000
Words 54 247 57 945
ACL 2005 Machine Translation Workshop Shared Task [Koehn & Monz 05], for the
German-English language pair. The reason to use an older version of the corpus
for this experiments is the availability of hand-aligned sentence pairs. Statistics are
shown in Table 7.6.
A subset of this corpus consisting of 508 sentences has been manually aligned by
human experts. Contrary to the recommendation in [Fraser & Marcu 07], both sure
and possible alignments are used. Actually the proposal of using only sure alignments
is very restrictive and we feel that it does not completely reflect the correspondences
between the two languages. This is especially true for corpora consisting of real-life
data, not produced specifically for a research project. In many cases the translator
did not produce a one-to-one translation. Instead the same meaning is expressed in
a way that is fits better in the structure of the target language. Possible alignments
reflect this process better.
The results are shown in Table 7.7 (all systems were optimized for the bleu score).
It can be seen that both alignment transformation methods described before (entries
“Phrases” and “Tuples” in the table) deteriorate the alignment quality both in terms
of alignment error rate and F-measure. The error rate increases from 20.8% for the
baseline to 24.2% in the case of the transformation for the phrase-based system and
26.4% for the alignments computed for the tuple-based one. On the other hand,
the translation quality as measured by the bleu score can be seen to improve if we
apply the alignment method with its corresponding translation system, slightly in the
case of the phrase translation system. In the case of the tuple model, the absolute
scores are significantly worse than for the phrase based model9, but the effect of the
alignment type is much more important in this case. Note also that applying the
method that does not correspond to the system deteriorates the translation quality.
Regretfully the TER score does not strictly follow this behaviour.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show example translations for the phrase-based system and
for the tuple-based system, respectively. As can be expected from the little distance
in the evaluation measures, the differences in the phrase-based system are small when
comparing the two alignment methods. However the examples show clearly the effect
9This can probably be explained by the lack of a log-linear combination of models.
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Table 7.7: Alignment and translation results for the different translation and align-
ment methods.
System Alignment aer [%] F[%] bleu [%] ter [%]
Phrase
Based
Baseline 20.8 77.5 24.6 62.2
Phrases 24.2 71.8 24.8 62.7
Tuples 26.4 73.6 24.5 61.7
Tuple
Based
Baseline 20.8 77.5 18.2 64.0
Phrases 24.2 71.8 14.8 66.7
Tuples 26.4 73.6 19.4 64.0
we presented in Section 7.3.2. In the first example the auxiliary verb “wird” is used
to build the future tense of the main verb. In the baseline case the system is not
able to find this and leaves the present tense, whereas with alignment adaptation
the future tense is correctly translated. A similar effect can be seen in the second
example, where the German passive construction does not allow to translate the verb
correctly. In the case of the tuple-based system the improvement is more evident, as
can be seen in Figure 7.8.
7.3.5 Analysis
There are some open questions that should be discussed. The main one is of
course whether the aer (or the F-measure as proposed in [Fraser & Marcu 07]) is
an adequate measure of alignment quality. Actually we think it is. It is based on
the precision, recall and F-measures that are widely used in the pattern recognition
community (among others) and have proved to be quite useful. And in fact, when
looking at the alignments, a human can see a good correlation between a lower
alignment error rate and the quality of the alignments.
The main problem lies in the “inconsistency” between the statistical models used
in the alignment procedure and the models used later in the translation process. If we
had perfect statistical translation models that could generate a completely correct
translation given a perfect alignment, it could be that a direct relation between
alignment quality and translation quality would exist. However we do not have such
perfect models and the training procedure can be “confused” when it finds structures
it does not expect, although they may be completely correct. Therefore it can be of
advantage to sacrifice some alignment quality in order to better guide the training
process and have more robust estimations.
The solution to this problem may probably involve a more consistent training
procedure of the statistical models used in the actual translation process. In the
same way as the alignment concept was first introduced as a hidden variable for
the single-word based models, they should remain a hidden feature of the model
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Original Es wird ein ganzes Kapitel u¨ber Wissenschaft, Gesellschaft
und Bu¨rger geben.
Baseline It is a chapter on science, society and citizens.
Phrases It will be a whole chapter on science, society and citizens.
Reference There will be an entire chapter on science, society and the
citizens.
Original Das reicht nicht aus, die gesamte Strategie muss sta¨rker auf
die Bu¨rger und Bu¨rgerinnen ausgerichtet werden.
Baseline That is not enough, the whole strategy must be more closely
to the citizens of Europe.
Phrases That is not enough, the whole strategy must focus more on
the citizens of Europe.
Reference It is not enough; the whole strategy needs to be geared more
to the citizens.
Figure 7.7: Example translations for the phrase based system.
Original Litauen verfu¨gt u¨ber ein betra¨chtliches Potential fu¨r ein
langfristiges Wirtschaftswachstum.
Baseline Has a considerable potential for a long-term Lithuania, al-
though economic growth.
Tuples Lithuania has a considerable potential for a long-term eco-
nomic growth.
Reference Lithuania has considerable potential for long-term economic
growth.
Original Gleichzeitig mu¨ssen berechtigte Interessen der Arbeit-
nehmer beru¨cksichtigt werden.
Baseline We must justified interests of employees.
Tuples At the same time legitimate interests of employees must be
taken into account.
Reference At the same time, the workers’ legitimate interests need to
be considered.
Figure 7.8: Example translations for the tuple based system.
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which should be trained along the other parameters of the model. First steps in this
direction have been studied in [DeNero & Gillick+ 06] and [Wuebker & Mauser+ 10]
with promising results for the phrase-based model. For the hierarchical phrase-based
model initial proposals in this direction include [Cmejrek & Zhou+ 09] and [Heger &
Wuebker+ 10b].
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have analyzed three different aspects of the evaluation of ma-
chine translation output. First we presented a method for carrying out a ranking of
different machine translation systems in a convenient way, where the task of the hu-
man judges is made easier and evaluation bias is reduced. Variations of this idea are
currently used as official metrics in the WMT evaluations since 2008 [Callison-Burch
& Fordyce+ 08].
We then proceeded to present a framework for the classification of errors in ma-
chine generated translation output. Using this analysis scheme we compared the
hierarchical phrase-based system described in Chapters 4 through 6 with a state-of-
the-art phrase based translation system. We found out that the hierarchical system
is able to perform better reorderings, although at the cost of worse lexical selection.
Such a conclusion is valuable in order to focus future research efforts.
One drawback of this error classification method is that it is very time consuming,
as a human expert must analyze each translated sentence separately. First efforts in
the direction of automatizing such analysis have already been proposed in [Popovic´
& Ney 07] and probably can be combined with human error analysis in order to
improve the efficiency of such methods.
Thirdly, we showed that improvements in alignment quality does not always im-
ply an improvement in translation quality. We presented two techniques to generate
alignments that are better adapted to the characteristics of the translation mod-
els that will later make use of this information. Although the error rate of these
transformed alignments was larger than the baseline, the translation quality actually
improved. Experiments have been carried out using two different translation models.
In view of this experiments we can conclude that future work on alignment should
always report results on translation quality.
‘She’s a dear good creature,’ he repeated softly to
himself, as he opened his memorandum-book. ‘Do
you spell “creature” with a double “e”?’
— Through the Looking Glass
Lewis Carroll
8
Letter-based translation
In this chapter we analyze the translation process under a new perspective. Most
current statistical machine translation systems, including the ones discussed in this
work, handle the translation process as a “blind” transformation of a sequence of
symbols, the words in a source language, to another sequence of symbols, the words
in a target language. This approach allows for a relative simplicity of the models, but
also has drawbacks, as related word forms, like different verb tenses or plural-singular
word pairs, are treated as completely different entities.
Some efforts have been made to integrate more information about the words e.g.
in the form of Part Of Speech tags [Popovic´ & Ney 05], using additional information
about stems and suffixes [Popovic´ & Ney 04] or to reduce the morphological variability
of the words [de Gispert 06]. Some state-of-the-art decoders provide the ability of
handling different word forms directly in what has been called factored translation
models, the open source toolkit Moses being the prime example thereof [Koehn &
Hoang+ 07].
In this chapter, we will go a step further and treat the words (and thus whole
sentences) as sequences of letters, which have to be translated into a new sequence
of letters. We try to find out if the translation models can generalize and generate
correct words out of the stream of letters. For this approach to work we need to
translate between two related languages, in which a correspondence between the
structure of the words can be found.
For this experiment we chose a Catalan-Spanish corpus. Catalan is a romance
language spoken in the north-east of Spain and Andorra and is considered by some
authors as a transitional language between the Iberian Romance languages (e.g. Span-
ish) and Gallo-Romance languages (e.g. French). A common origin and geographic
proximity result in a similarity between Spanish and Catalan, albeit with enough
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Catalan Perque` a mi m’agradaria estar-hi dues, una o dues setmanes,
me´s o menys, depenent del preu i cada hotel.
Spanish Porque a mı´ me gustar´ıa quedarme dos, una o dos semanas,
ma´s o menos, dependiendo del precio y cada hotel.
English Because I would like to be there two, one or two weeks, more
or less, depending on the price of each hotel.
Catalan Si baixa aqu´ı tenim una guia de la ciutat que li podem facil-
itar en la que surt informacio´ sobre els llocs me´s interessants
de la ciutat.
Spanish Si baja aqu´ı tenemos una gu´ıa de la ciudad que le pode-
mos facilitar en la que sale informacio´n sobre los sitios ma´s
interesantes de la ciudad.
English If you come down here we have a guide book of the city
that you can use, in there is information about the most
interesting places in the city.
Figure 8.1: Example Spanish and Catalan sentences from the Lc-Star corpus. The
sentences are spoken utterances in the touristic domain. The English translation is
provided for clarity.
differences to be considered different languages. In particular, the sentence structure
is quite similar in both languages and many times a nearly monotonical word to word
correspondence between sentences can be found. An example of Catalan and Spanish
sentences is given in Figure 8.1.
As can be seen, Catalan and Spanish share a common structure and, in many
cases use a similar (although unequal) vocabulary. For these experiments we chose
to apply a phrase bases translation model (see Section 3.1.3, p. 16).
8.1 From words to letters
In this section we will review the statistical approach to machine translation
and consider how the usual techniques can be adapted to the letter translation task.
Recalling Equation 3.3, in the standard approach to statistical machine translation we
are given a sentence (sequence of words) fJ1 = f1 . . . fJ in a source language which is
to be translated into a sentence eˆI1 = eˆ1 . . . eˆI in a target language. Bayes decision rule
states that we should choose the sentence which maximizes the posterior probability,
which is normally modelled using a log-linear model (see also Section 3.1.2):
p(eI1|fJ1 ) =
exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(e
I
1, f
J
1 )
)
∑
e˜I1
exp
(∑M
m=1 λmhm(e˜
I
1, f
J
1 )
) , (8.1)
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with hm different models, λm scaling factors and the denominator a normalization
factor that can be ignored in the maximization process.
For the phrase based approach, the main models in the log linear combination
are phrase-based models in source-to-target and target-to-source directions, ibm1-
like scores computed at phrase level, also in source-to-target and target-to-source
directions, a target language model and different penalties, like phrase penalty and
word penalty.
This same approach can be directly adapted to the letter-based translation frame-
work. In this case we are given a sequence of letters FJ1 corresponding to a source
(word) string fJ1 , which is to be translated into a sequence of letters EI1 corresponding
to a string eI1 in a target language. Note that in this case whitespaces are also part
of the vocabulary and have to be generated explicitly, as any other letter. It is also
important to remark that, without any further restrictions, there is no guarantee
that the “word” sequences eI1 generated from a letter sequence EI1 are composed of
actual, correct words.
8.1.1 Details of the letter-based system
The vocabulary of the letter-based translation system is some orders of magni-
tude smaller than the vocabulary of a full word-based translation system, at least for
European languages. A typical vocabulary size for a letter-based system would be
around 70, considering upper- and lowercase letters, digits, whitespace and punctu-
ation marks, while the vocabulary size of a word-based system like the ones used in
current evaluation campaigns is in the range of tens or hundreds of thousands words.
In a normal situation there are no unknowns when carrying out the actual translation
of a given test corpus. The situation can be very different if we consider languages
like Chinese or Japanese.
This small vocabulary size allows us to deal with a larger context in the models
used. For the phrase-based models we extract all phrases that can be used when
translating a given test corpus, without any restriction on the length of the source
or the target part1. For the language model we are able to use a high-order n-gram
model. In the experiments a 16-gram letter-based language model is used, while
most state-of-the-art translation systems rarely go beyond a 6-gram language model,
a 4-gram being the most frequently used order.
In order to better try to generate actual words in the letter-based system, a new
model was added in the log-linear combination, namely the count of words generated
that have been seen in the training corpus, normalized by the length of the input
sentence. Note however that this introduces an additional feature function in the
model and it does not constitute a restriction of the generalization capabilities the
model can have in creating “new words”. Somehow surprisingly, an additional word
language model does not show any improvements.
While the vocabulary size is reduced, the average sentence length increases, as we
1For the word-based system this is also the case.
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consider each letter to be a unit by itself. This has a negative impact in the running
time of the actual implementation of the algorithms, specially for the alignment
process. In order to alleviate this, the alignment process is split into two passes. In
the first part, a word alignment is computed (using the GIZA++ toolkit [Och & Ney
03]). Then the training sentences were split according to this alignment (in a similar
way to the standard phrase extraction algorithm), so that the length of the source
and target part is around thirty letters. Then, a letter-based alignment is computed.
8.1.2 Efficiency issues
Somewhat counter-intuitively, the reduced vocabulary size does not necessarily
imply a reduced memory footprint, at least not without a dedicated program opti-
mization. As is usual in the implementation of nearly all natural language processing
tools, the words are mapped to integers and handled as such. A typical implemen-
tation of a phrase table is then a prefix-tree (see also Section 5.3), which is accessed
through these word indices. In the case of the letter-based translation, the phrases
extracted are much larger than the word-based ones, in terms of elements. Thus the
total size of the phrase table increases.
The size of the search graph is also larger for the letter-based system. In most
current systems the generation algorithm is a beam search algorithm with a “source
synchronous” search organization. As the length of the source sentence is dramati-
cally increased when considering letters instead of words, the total size of the search
graph is also increased, as is the running time of the translation process.
The memory usage for the letter system can actually be optimized, in the sense
that the letters can act as “indices” themselves for addressing the phrase table and the
auxiliary mapping structure is not necessary any more. Furthermore the characters
can be stored in only one byte, which provides a significant memory gain over the
word based system where normally four bytes are used for storing the indices. These
gains however are not expected to counteract the other issues discussed.
8.2 Experimental results
The corpus used for these experiments was built in the framework of the Lc-Star
project [Conejero & Gime´nez+ 03]. It consists of spontaneous dialogues in Spanish,
Catalan and English2 in the tourism and travelling domain. The test corpus (and an
additional development corpus for parameter optimization) was randomly extracted,
the rest of the sentences were used as training data. Statistics for the corpus can be
seen in Table 8.1.
The results of the word-based and letter-based approaches can be seen in Table 8.2
(rows with label “Full Corpus”). The high bleu scores (up to nearly 80%) denote
that the quality of the translation is quite good for both systems. The word-based
system outperforms the letter-based one, as expected, but the letter-based system
2The English part of the corpus was not used in our experiments.
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Table 8.1: Corpus Statistics
Spanish Catalan
Training Sentences 40 574 40 574
Running Words 482 290 485 514
Vocabulary 14 327 12 772
Singletons 6 743 5 930
Test Sentences 972 972
Running Words 12 771 12 973
OOVs [%] 1.4 1.3
Table 8.2: Translation results for selected corpus sizes. All measures are percentages.
bleu ter per
Word-Based System Full Corpus 78.9 12.9 10.6
10k 74.0 18.6 13.2
1k 60.0 37.4 20.1
Letter-Based System Full Corpus 72.9 13.6 13.5
10k 69.8 15.1 15.1
1k 55.8 22.8 22.8
Combined System Full Corpus 79.4 11.4 10.4
10k 75.2 15.0 12.6
1k 62.5 23.3 19.0
also achieves a high bleu score. In this table the per measure is also included, to
better judge how many of the generated words are correct, especially in the case
of the letter-based system. Example translations for both systems can be found
in Figure 8.2. It can be observed that most of the words generated by the letter
based system are correct words, and in many cases the “false” words that the system
generates are very close to actual words (e.g. “elos” instead of “los” in the second
example of Figure 8.2).
Another interesting point to investigate are the generalization capabilities of both
systems under scarce training data conditions. It is expected that the greater flexi-
bility of the letter-based system would provide an advantage of the approach when
compared to the word-based approach. We randomly selected subsets of the training
corpus of different sizes ranging from 1 000 sentences to 40 000 (i.e. the full corpus)
and computed the translation quality on the same test corpus as before. Contrary to
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Source (Cat) Be´, en principi seria per a les vacances de Setmana Santa
que so´n les segu¨ents que tenim ara, entrant a juliol.
Word-Based Bueno, en principio ser´ıa para las vacaciones de Semana
Santa que son las siguientes que tenemos ahora, entrando
en julio.
Letter-Based Bueno, en principio ser´ıa para las vacaciones de Semana
Santa que son las siguientes que tenemos ahora, entrando
bamos en julio .
Reference Bueno, en principio ser´ıa para las vacaciones de Semana
Santa que son las siguientes que tenemos ahora, entrando
julio.
Source (Cat) Jo li recomanaria per exemple que intente´s apropar-se a al-
gun pa´ıs ve´ı tambe´ com poden ser els pa¨ısos centreamericans,
una mica me´s al nord Panama´.
Word-Based Yo le recomendar´ıa por ejemplo que intentase acercarse a
algu´n pa´ıs vecino tambie´n como pueden ser los pa´ıses UN-
KNOWN centreamericans, un poco ma´s al norte Panama´.
Letter-Based Yo le recomendar´ıa por ejemplo que intentaseo acercarse a
algu´n pa´ıs ve´ı tambie´n como pueden ser elos pa´ıses cen-
troamericanos, un poco ma´s al norte Panama´.
Combined Yo le recomendar´ıa por ejemplo que intentase acercarse a
algu´n pa´ıs vecino tambie´n como pueden ser los pa´ıses cen-
troamericanos, un poco ma´s al norte Panama´.
Reference Yo le recomendar´ıa por ejemplo que intentase acercarse a
algu´n pa´ıs vecino tambie´n como pueden ser los pa´ıses cen-
troamericanos, un poco ma´s al norte Panama´.
Figure 8.2: Example translations of the different approaches. For the word-based
system an unknown word has been explicitly marked.
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Figure 8.3: Translation quality depending of the corpus size.
the expectations, however, the difference in bleu score between the word-based and
the letter-based system remained fairly constant, as can be seen in Figure 8.3, and
Table 8.2 for representative training corpus sizes.
Nevertheless, the second example in Figure 8.2 provides an interesting insight into
one of the possible practical applications of this approach. In the example translation
of the word-based system, the word “centreamericans” was not known to the system
(and has been explicitly marked as unknown in Figure 8.2). The letter-based system,
however, was able to correctly learn the translation from “centre-” to “centro-” and
that the ending “-ans” in Catalan is often translated as “-anos” in Spanish, and thus a
correct translation has been found. So the possibilty of comibing both systems arises,
the word-based system doing most of the translation work, but using the letter-based
system for the translation of unknown words. The results of this combined approach
can be found in Table 8.2 under the label “Combined System”. The combination of
both approaches leads to a 0.5% increase in bleu using the full corpus as training
material. This increase is not very big, but is it over a quite strong baseline and the
percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in this corpus is around 1% of the total words
(see Table 8.1). When the corpus size is reduced, the gain in bleu score becomes
more important, and for the small corpus size of 1 000 sentences the gain is 2.5%
bleu. Table 8.2 and Figure 8.3 show more details.
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8.3 Practical applications
The approach described in this chapter is mainly of academical interest. We have
shown that letter-based translation is in principle possible between similar languages,
in our case between Catalan and Spanish, but can be applied to other closely related
language pairs, as has been done for example in [Tiedemann 09] following this work for
the Norwegian-Swedish language pair. The approach can be interesting for languages
where very few parallel training data is available.
The idea of translating unknown words in a letter-based fashion can also have
applications to state-of-the-art translation systems. Nowadays most automatic trans-
lation projects and evaluations deal with translation from Chinese or Arabic to En-
glish. For these language pairs the translation of named entities poses an additional
problem, as many times they were not previously seen in the training data and they
are actually one of the most informative words in the texts. The “translation” of
these entities is in most cases actually a (more or less phonetic) transliteration, see
for example [Al-Onaizan & Knight 02]. Using the proposed approach for the trans-
lation of these words can provide a tighter integration in the translation process and
hopefully increase the translation performance, in the same way as it helps for the
case of the Catalan-Spanish translation for unseen words. [Deselaers & Hasan+ 09]
provides a good overview of methods for machine transliteration, including the one
proposed here.
Somewhat related to this problem, we can find an additional application in the
field of speech recognition. The task of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion aims at
increasing the vocabulary an automatic speech recognition system can recognize,
without the need for additional acoustic data. The problem can be formulated as
a translation from graphemes (“letters”) to a sequence of graphones (“pronuncia-
tions”), e.g. [Bisani & Ney 02]. The proposed letter-based approach can also be
adapted to this task.
Lastly, a combination of both, word-based and letter-based models, working in
parallel and perhaps taking into account additional information like base forms, can
be helpful when translating from or into rich inflexional languages, like for example
Spanish.
Esto es, todo esto. . . todo esto es. . . todo es. . . Esto
es, todo. . . todo, esto, ese, todo eso es. E´ste todo,
¡Oh!, ¿que´ es esto?, e´ste se, e´ste se, todo eso se´,
eso se tosto´, se. . . ese seto es dos, dos tes, dos, eso
es sed, esto es tos, tose tose toto, o se desteto´ tete´
o est. . . ¡Ahh! ¡Esto es todo!
— Viege´simo aniversario
Les Luthiers
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Conclusions and scientific achievements
In this chapter we will revisit the scientific goals that we defined in Chapter 2
and analyze in how far we accomplished them:
• In Chapter 4 we formalized and analyzed the hierarchical phrase-based transla-
tion model. By adjusting the scaling factor associated with the use of hierarchi-
cal rules we showed a transition from a (monotonic) phrase-based translation
model to a hierarchical one. The inclusion of hierarchical phrases improved the
quality of the translation by more than 1% bleu.
• Also in Chapter 4 we presented a formalization of the search problem for the
hierarchical phrase-based model in the form of its dynamic programming equa-
tions. Analyzing the asymptotic cost of the translation process we observed
how the computation associated with language model is the dominant term in
the complexity expression, which motivates the use of the efficient algorithms
presented in the following chapter.
• In Chapter 5 we combined the concept of source cardinality synchronous search,
widely used for the phrase-based translation approach, with the cube pruning
algorithm. By adjusting the pruning parameters and including coverage prun-
ing, we were able to reduce running time to nearly one fourth without loss of
translation quality.
• We also analyzed the noLM heuristic for the cube pruning algorithm, which can
be considered to be the standard one used for this search algorithm. We showed
that setting the right parameters for this heuristic can have an important effect
both on translation quality (up to 0.8% in bleu) and computational resources,
showing a nearly linear increase both in time and memory. We presented a
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new heuristic based on reducing the vocabulary size of the language model
by clustering the words of the original text. This heuristic greatly reduces
memory consumption without penalty in translation quality or translation time.
Furthermore the effect of the free parameter is small, which simplifies the setting
up of a translation system using this approach.
• In Chapter 6 we analyzed three approaches for including syntactic information
into the translation process: parsematch features, string-to-dependency and
soft syntax labels. We studied the effect of each of these additional models
separately as well as the combination of them. We were able to achieve up to
1.4% bleu or 2% ter improvement when applying the models together.
• We proposed an alternative method for defining the extended set of non-
terminals used by the soft syntax labels approach, where we suppress the
need of a parse tree and instead rely on automatic word and phrase clustering
techniques. We achieved competitive results using this approach, losing only
0.2% bleu but improving 0.3% ter with respect to the pure syntax method.
This method has however the big advantage that no parse trees are needed,
widening the application of the approach to include under-resourced languages,
for which the additional data necessary to apply the syntax-based methods may
not be available. In addition, training time is also reduced.
• We included additional reordering models on top of the hierarchical phrase-
based approach, and showed that improvements of up to 1% bleu and 0.7% ter
can be achieved with this method. The inclusion of these additional reorderings
was achieved by altering only a small portion of the underlying grammar, thus
facilitating the experimentation with alternative approaches.
• In Chapter 7 we presented a technique for carrying out human evaluation of
translation hypothesis by mean of pairwise system comparisons. In this way we
avoid the need to define numerical scores for the evaluation of machine trans-
lation systems, which has been shown to be a difficult task for human judges,
which in turn reduces the reproducibility of the results of such evaluations. Our
proposed method addresses these two issues and results indicate that the task
of the human evaluators is simplified in this way.
• We also presented a framework for carrying out an error analysis of machine
translation output. We defined different classes into which the translation errors
can be classified. In this way, concrete weaknesses of the translation systems
can be identified and research efforts may be focused to improve the most
important deficiencies.
• We also focused on the alignment error rate and showed that we cannot rely on
this measure alone to select the best alignment for a translation system. We
presented examples where alignments which have up to 6% worse alignment
error rate improve translation quality up to 1% bleu. The key point is to
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choose the type of alignment which better corresponds to the translation model
that will be used to produce the final results.
• In Chapter 8 we investigated the possibility of using letters as the basic unit for
translation. Although the performance of such system is still worse than that
of a word-based one, the combination of both approaches is able to increase
translation quality. On a Catalan to Spanish task we were able to improve
translation quality by 0.5% bleu by using the letter-based approach for trans-
lating unknown words.
9.1 Concluding remarks
In general terms, there are two main areas on which this works focus. One
topic we addressed is the evaluation of machine translation. In this area we focused
on three specific topics which had not been extensively addressed in the literature.
These include methods for human evaluation and error analysis, as well as empirical
evidence of the low correlation between alignment error rate and translation quality.
We hope to have provided in this way insight into some aspects of the wide area of
machine translation evaluation, on which further research can be conducted.
The other topic we covered is the hierarchical phrase-based translation model,
which we discussed in detail. We discussed the formalization of the model, the
search algorithms needed for efficient translation procedures and extensions to im-
prove translation performance. As an additional result of the work carried out for
this thesis, the Jane toolkit has been released as open source for the scientific com-
munity. The toolkit contains the implementation of all the methods described in this
thesis and can be used for reproducing the results presented. The availability of the
code also allows other researches to build upon the material presented on this thesis,
by which we hope to provide a contribution to the scientific community.
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List of Symbols
Symbol Page
[ ] A list 41
++ List concatenation operator 41
 “Omit symbol” for the language model context information 32
| · | Arity of a hyperedge. 21
∼ One to one correspondence in a synchronous CFG 19
〈·, ·〉 Phrase pair 16
_ Element addressing operator 47
⇒ One step in a grammar derivation 19
∗⇒ An arbitrary number of steps in a grammar derivation 19
1k k-dimensional vector (1, 1, 1, . . .) 47
C(h) Cardinality associated with hypernode h 51
δ Generalized Kronecker delta function 29
d[e] Hyperedge associated with derivation d 44
d[j] Predecessors associated with derivation d 44
d[r] Rule associated with derication d 44
E Vocabulary of the target language 26
−→e Head of hyperedge e 44
(e, r, j) Compact representation of a derivation in a hypergraph 43
eI1 Target sentence 11
E(h) Incoming edges of hypernode h 44
F Vocabulary of the source language 26
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fJ1 Source sentence 11
η Coarse LM heuristic 60
H Set of hierarchical phrases 27
hm Feature functions in a log-linear model 14
Hn Set of hierarchical phrases with n gaps 27
I Length of the target sentence 11
j A vector 43
J Length of the source sentence 11
j[i] i-th element of vector j 47
λm Scaling factor in a log-linear model 14
M Mapping for the coarse LM heuristic 59
N(·) Count of the argument in the training corpus 29
Nf , Ne Source and target alphabets in a synchronous context free grammar 19
P Set of bilingual phrase pairs 16
pi(e, i) i-th predecessor hypernode along hyperedge e 44
ui Unit vector of the form (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), with a 1 at position i 45
En lo de citar en las ma´rgenes los libros y au-
tores de donde saca´redes las sentencias y dichos
que pusie´redes en vuestra historia, no hay ma´s sino
hacer, de manera que venga a pelo, algunas sen-
tencias o latines que vos sepa´is de memoria.
— Don Quijote de la Mancha
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
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